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Chapter 1

Award Administration

1.1 Project Overview

This 3-year research study completed completed successfully on Sept. 14, 2018. The goal was to
research faster-than-realtime electrostatic force and torque models for prototype GEO spacecraft
shapes through continued development of the Multi-Sphere-Method (MSM). SSA tracking and
identification of passive space objects or debris requires accurate modeling of the associated as-
trodynamics. In the GEO regime objects naturally can charge to 10’s of kilo-Volts, which can result
in considerable charge accumulation. Interactions with the Earth’s magnetic field will cause both
translational and rotational perturbations. To improve long-term SSA tracking and identification of
such objects, novel force modeling methods are required. Electrostatic fields can be evaluated
through commercial finite element code, but such solutions can take minutes to evaluate. This
project expands the recently introduced MSM modeling technique to obtain approximate electro-
static forces and torques many orders of magnitude faster than finite elements, at the cost of a
reduced accuracy. However, this signifiant computational speed-up allows the new force models
to be used in SSA propagators that need to track thousands of objects.

The proposed work had 3 overarching research thrusts. First, MSM model development was
enhanced to function on more general conducting shape prototypes than the existing cylinder
model. This resulted in a new MSM setup routine that uses E-fields and is more robust and precise
to develop. Further, a novel study was concluded how the method of moments method compares
to the surface MSM method, and methods of moments can be used to create non-homogenous
surface MSM methodologies. Finally, this thrust also created new analytical expansions of the
electrostatic forces and torques called the Appropriate fidelity models. These are able to approxi-
mate the electrostatic interactions between multiple charged bodies with general shapes. Second,
several GEO debris objects are expected to be flexible thermal blankets, and the MSM suitability
to modeling deformable shapes is investigated. The MSM methodology has been expanded to
include time varying space object shapes. Many vacuum chamber experiments were conducted
in the third year to study the charged deflection of membranes and see how well the flexible MSM
model can capture this motion. Third, the MSM methodology was expanded to consider hybrid
conducting and dielectric surfaces. A comprehensive paper has been written that outlines how
point charge models can be used to augment the MSM methodology to simulate surfaces that
are either conducting or dielectric. On top of the modeling technique improvements, a study was
completed on how the natural charging impacts lightweight orbital debris in the GEO regime. The
conclusion was that while charging can have a measurable impact on the debris perturbations, it
is very sensitive to the orientation making it very difficult to use charged astrodynamics to predict
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actual perturbations. All proposed work tasks have been completed, and this report provides a
final overview of the successful project studying faster than realtime electrostatic force and torque
modeling.

1.2 Research Staff Support Over the 3 Project Years

The research grant supported both phd graduate researchers and undergraduate researchers
over the years. The list below itemizes the students that were supported by this grant.

• Joseph Hughes, Ph.D. student. Joe has undergraduate degrees in aerospace engineering,
physics and a minor in applied math. He is supported full-time on this project and has be-
come my lead researcher on this grant. He has been on this project since the beginning,
and worked full-time on this grant over the summer as well. He is leading the novel analyt-
ical electrostatic force and torque evaluation methods. Joe has interned at AFRL with the
spacecraft charging group.

• Jordan Maxwell, Ph.D. student. Jordan started at CU as a graduate research assistant on
August 1, 2016. He has a physics background and is earning a phd in aerospace engi-
neering. He has extensive experience with vacuum chamber experiments and instrument
development, and will be working on this research grants for the remaining project years.
Jordan has interned at AFRL with the spacecraft charging group and won the Dr. Charles
Stein Outstanding Scholar Award for his summer 2018 work.

• Philip Chow, former Ph.D. student. He was a first year Ph.D. student in my research and
supported this project in the fall and spring. During the spring he decided that the phd track
was not form him, and he left the project by the end of the spring to focus on his course work
to achieve a MS degree.

• Christine Reilly, undergraduate researcher. She worked with Trevor as her advisor last aca-
demic year, and helped with some Matlab based validation software for the MSM models.
In fact, Christine won the top DLA award last year with her presentation entitle “May the
Electrostatic Force be With You: Charge Spacecraft Models.”1

• Mahdi Ghanei, Undergraduate Researcher. Mahdi joined the AVS Lab as a Discovery Learn-
ing Apprentice in the fall of 2017. This is a program at CU where they support undergraduate
researchers, and he helped Jordan with the development and running of the charged actua-
tion experiments.

The next list contains students who supported the research represented in this report, but
were not directly financially supported by this research grant. These students were supported
by national fellowships or alternate funding and were interested in contributing to the work being
performed.

• Trevor Bennett, Ph.D. student. He is supported through a separate NASA NSTRF fellowship,
but provided part-time assistance as the MSM modeling of complex shapes is of interest in
his dissertation work.

1http://hanspeterschaub.info/Papers/grads/ChristineReilly.pdf
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• Kieran Wilson, a Ph.D. student who started in the fall of 2017. He is also interested in
the charged astrodynamics research and was assigned to help Jordan with the complex
simulation and experimental work.

• Miles Bengtson, a Ph.D. student who started in the fall of 2017. He has a NDSEG fellow-
ship that covers his salary and came to my lab specifically to perform spacecraft charging
experiments. He assisted with the setup and planning of the vacuum chamber experiments.

1.3 Associated Publications

The following comprehensive list contains the research grant related papers that have been cre-
ated thus far, or are in progress.

1.3.1 Conference Papers

1. J. Hughes and H. Schaub, “Appropriate Fidelity Electrostatic Force Evaluation Considering
A Range Of Spacecraft Separations,” AAS Spaceflight Mechanics Meeting, Napa Valley,
California, February 14–18, 2016. Paper No. 16-486.

2. P. Chow, J. Hughes and H. Schaub, “Automated Sphere Geometry Optimization For The
Volume Multi-Sphere Method,” AAS Spaceflight Mechanics Meeting, Napa Valley, California,
February 14–18, 2016. Paper No. 16-472.

3. J. Hughes and H. Schaub, “Charged Geosynchronous Debris Perturbation Using Rapid Elec-
tromagnetic Force and Torque Evaluation,” Advanced Maui Optical and Space Surveillance
Technologies Conference, Maui, Hawaii, September 20–23, 2016.

4. J. Hughes and H. Schaub, “Spacecraft Electrostatic Force And Torque Expansions Yielding
Appropriate Fidelity Measures,“AAS Spaceflight Mechanics Meeting, San Antonio, TX, Feb.
5–9, 2017.

5. G. Ingram, J. Hughes, T. Bennett, C. Reilly and H. Schaub, “Autonomous Volume Multi-
Sphere-Model Development Using Electric Field Matching,” AAS Spaceflight Mechanics Meet-
ing, San Antonio, TX, Feb. 5–9, 2017.

6. J. Hughes and H. Schaub, “Rapid Charged Geosynchronous Debris Perturbation Modeling
Of Electromagnetic Disturbances,” AAS Spaceflight Mechanics Meeting, San Antonio, TX,
Feb. 5–9, 2017.

7. J. Hughes and H. Schaub, “The Impact of Space Weather on GEO Space Debris Orbit
Evolution,” Space Weather Workshop, Broomfield, Colorado, May 1–5, 2017.

8. J. Hughes and H. Schaub, “Effects Of Charged Dielectrics On Electrostatic Force And Torque,”
9th International Workshop on Satellite Constellations and Formation Flying, University of
Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, June 19–21, 2017.

9. J. Maxwell and H. Schaub, “Applicability of the Multi-Sphere Method to Flexible One-Dimensional
Conducting Structures,” AAS/AIAA Astrodynamics Specialist Conference, Stevenson, WA,
August 20–24, 2017
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10. J. Hughes and H. Schaub, “Effects of Space Weather on Geosynchronous Electromag-
netic Spacecraft Perturbations Using Statistical Fluxes,” AGU Fall Meeting, New Orleans,
Louisiana, December 11–15, 2017

11. J. Maxwell, K. Wilson and H. Schaub, “Multi-Sphere Method for Flexible Conducting Space
Objects: Modeling and Experiments,” AAS/AIAA Astrodynamics Specialist Conference, Snow-
bird, UT, August, 19–23, 2018.

12. J. Hughes and H. Schaub, “Rapid Modeling of Electrostatic Forces and Torques Considering
Dielectrics,” International Astronautical Congress, Bremen, Germany, October 1–5, 2018.

1.3.2 Journal Papers

• J. Hughes and H. Schaub, “Spacecraft Electrostatic Force and Torque Expansions Yielding
Appropriate Fidelity Measures,” Submitted to Journal of Astronautical Sciences.

• J. Hughes and H. Schaub, “Rapid Charged Geosynchronous Debris Perturbation Modeling
of Electromagnetic Disturbances,” Journal of Astronautical Sciences, Vol. 65, No. 2, 2018,
pp. 135–156.
doi:10.1007/s40295-017-0127-3

• G. Ingram, J. Hughes, T. Bennett, C. Reilly and H. Schaub, “Volume Multi-Sphere-Model
Development Using Electric Field Matching,” Submitted to Journal of Astronautical Sciences
and passed review cycle.

• J. Hughes and H. Schaub, “Spacecraft Electrostatic Force and Torque Expansions Yielding
Appropriate Fidelity Measures,” Submitted to Journal of Astronautical Sciences for publica-
tion.

• J. Hughes and H. Schaub , “Space Weather Influence on Electromagnetic Geosynchronous
Debris Perturbations Using Statistical Fluxes,” Space Weather, Vol. 16, No. 4, 2018, pp.
391–405.
doi:10.1002/2017SW00176

• J. Maxwell, K. Wilson and H. Schaub, “Multi-Sphere Method for Flexible Conducting Space
Objects: Modeling and Experiments,” In preparation for AIAA Journal of Spacecraft and
Rockets

• J. Hughes and H. Schaub, “Heterogeneous Surface Multi-Sphere Models using Method of
Moments Foundations,” In preparation for Journal of Astronautical Sciences

• J. Hughes and H. Schaub, “Rapid Modeling of Electrostatic Forces and Torques Considering
Dielectrics,” In preparation for Acta Astronautica
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Chapter 2

Technical Progress Reports

This chapter discusses the technical results achieved during the project.

2.1 Research Thrust 1: MSM Development

2.1.1 E-field based MSM Development

2.1.1.1 Multi-Sphere Method Background

MSM provides a computationally fast approximate model of a spacecraft’s electrostatic properties
for applications that require faster-than-realtime results. MSM solves for the force and torque on
a conductor by first finding the charge on a number of virtual spheres placed within the body.
The charge on the spheres is found by assuming all spheres are equipotential across a single
space object and solving a linear system of equations. MSM divides into VMSM, which uses a
small number of spheres placed within the volume of the conductor, and SMSM, which places a
large number of spheres on the surface of the conductor. It is more difficult to generate VMSM
models because the size and location of the spheres must be found using an optimizer; however,
VMSM models are much faster to run once completed due to the much smaller number of sphere
employed. In contrast, SMSM models are easier to set up because the sphere locations are
specified, and the sphere size can be found by matching self capacitance, which is computed
from commercial FEM software. Generally, SMSM models show higher accuracy when compared
to FEM-generated force and torque data.1 Although SMSM greatly reduces the effort required to
create a MSM model for a given spacecraft geometry and increases the accuracy of the model, it
comes at increased computational cost at runtime due to the large number of spheres.

Both the Volume Multi-Sphere Method and Surface Multi-Sphere Method represent a conduct-
ing object as N spheres, as shown in Figure 2.1. These methods only differ in the number, size
and placement of the spheres used to represent the conductor. The MSM formulation currently
assumes that the surface of the target craft or debris is perfectly conducting, which implies that all
MSM spheres that constitute a model are equipotential.

The charge on each sphere, which may include multiple distinct spheres outside of the target
model, is only a function of the sizes of the spheres in the complete model and their relative
positions. Letting NT be the total number of MSM spheres in a MSM model, computed as the
sum of the number of spheres in the target model and the number of spheres outside the target
model, all MSM spheres can approximated as point charges. The NT × 1 charge matrix, q =[
q1 q2 . . . qNT

]T , which contains the charge on each sphere of a MSM model, is related to the
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the MSM concept showing how two conducting space objects are de-
composed into a series of body-fixed sphere with the same potential.2

NT × 1 sphere voltage matrix V =
[
V1 V2 . . . VNT

]T through Eq. (2.1)3

q =
1

kc
[CM] V (2.1)

where kc = 1/4πε0 is the Coulomb constant, and the NT × NT matrix 1
kc

[CM] is the Position
Dependent Capacitance (PDC) matrix. For a general NT sphere MSM model, the PDC matrix
is difficult to produce; however, its inverse, the elastance matrix [S], contains only functions of
the sphere radii Ri and relative distances between spheres ri,j . [S] is formulated as shown in
Eq. (2.2)4

[S] = kc




1
R1

1
r1,2

· · · 1
r1,NT

1
r2,1

1
R2

· · · 1
r2,NT

...
...

. . .
...

1
rNT ,1

1
rNT ,2

· · · 1
RNT




(2.2)

The charges, which lead to the force and torque, are found by solving the linear system. For
an isolated conductor with a small number of spheres this can be done analytically,5 but in the
majority of cases it is done numerically. This computation is expensive if many spheres are used,
and is the cause of decreased run-time performance when using the SMSM method.

The charge set q is calculated using Eq. (2.1). The charges, qi, are used to calculate the
electric field produced by the model, and forces and torques that an object model experiences
subject to one or more external point charges. Denoting the position vector of an external point
charge as rk and the relative position vector of each MSM model sphere with respect to its center
of mass as ri, the force, F, and torque, TO, applied to the target model about its center of mass
by all external spheres with charges qk are given in Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4)2

F = −kc

M∑

k=1

qk

N∑

i=1

qi
||ri,k||3

ri,k (2.3)

TO = −kc

M∑

k=1

qk

N∑

i=1

qi
||ri,k||3

ri × ri,k (2.4)

where ri,k is the relative position of the kth external sphere with respect to the ith internal MSM
sphere as shown in Figure 2.1. Let N be the total number of spheres in the target model, while
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M is the total number of spheres external to the target such that NT = N + M . Adding arbitrary
numbers of external spheres does not add to the complexity of MSM modeling because they can
be appended to the charge and elastance matrices; however, doing so will increase computational
burden–primarily due growing size of the elastance matrix, which always needs to be inverted.
Whole MSM models can be appended when the calculation of force and torque between two
complex geometries is desired. The electric field at any point exterior to the spheres of a MSM
model is given by the superposition of the electric fields of each sphere, as shown in

E = kc

NT∑

i=1

qi
||ri,l||3

ri,l (2.5)

where l is a point of interest in the space outside of the MSM model spheres, and ri,l is the relative
position between the i-th MSM model sphere and l.

Prior VMSM model fitting methods minimize a cost function based upon the difference be-
tween the force and torque vectors predicted by a VMSM model and the force and torque vectors
generated by commercial FEM software. One such cost function is given in Reference 5 by

J =
100

2L

(
L∑

l=1

||FVMSM,l − FFEM,l||
||FFEM,l||

+
||TVMSM,l −TFEM,l||

||TFEM,l||

)
(2.6)

To alleviate far-field data noise effects in the optimization process, current methods utilize a self-
capacitance constraint is proposed in Reference 5. Enforcing the VMSM model match the self
capacitance of the target object ensures that the forces will match as the two objects get very far
from each other. The self-capacitance C of a MSM model is given by5

C =
Q

V
=

∑N
i=1 qi
V

=
1

kc

N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

(CM)ij (2.7)

To enforce a self-capacitance constraint, the self-capacitance of the target geometry is calculated
using FEM and the MSM model self-capacitance is matched to the FEM result– reducing the
optimizer search space by one dimension. The capacitance matching can be accomplished ana-
lytically for simple models, or numerically for large models. Matlab’s fmincon optimizer allows the
self-capacitance constraint to be defined in a constraint function and enforced numerically.

2.1.1.2 Electric Field VMSM Model Fitting

2.1.1.2.1 SMSM E-field Data Generation

Using the current VMSM methodology, the sphere positions and radii are varied by an opti-
mizer to best match force and torque data produced by a commercial FEM program.2,3,5 This
methodology requires significant hand-tuning of model parameters for a model that fits force and
torque data accurately due to noisy FEM data in the far field, dependance on probe size, and
convergence properties of the force and torque cost function. Recent work largely streamlines
the process of generating VMSM models using ANSYS Maxwell 3D to generate numerical data.5

The workflow for current VMSM model fitting starts with generating solid models for a target and
probe geometry in FEM software and calculating accurate force and torque values between them
at many relative positions. Self-capacitance of the target spacecraft is also calculated.

Generating the FEM truth data is by far the most time-consuming step. A complete sweep of
locations for force and torque matching and validation may take hours and variations in accuracy
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Constraints: CS , CMD, �S , �MD
<latexit sha1_base64="1pip5ObKjN0lqtbAlX9caNgJEjQ=">AAACQ3icbZBLSwMxEMezPmt9VT16CRbBQym7UvBxqtSDF6FS+4BuKdk0bUOz2SWZFcvSz+Kn6VXPfgZv6lUw2/ZgWwdCfvxnhpn5e6HgGmz73VpZXVvf2Extpbd3dvf2MweHNR1EirIqDUSgGh7RTHDJqsBBsEaoGPE9wereoJTk609MaR7IRxiGrOWTnuRdTgkYqZ25coE9Q1wKpAZFuAR9jUe41K7k3Jz54vvbUUIu7fOpNqFEbmeydt6eBF4GZwZZNItyO/PldgIa+UwCFUTrpmOH0IqJAk4FG6XdSLOQ0AHpsaZBSXymW/HkxBE+NUoHdwNlngQ8Uf92xMTXeuh7ptIn0NeLuUT8N+f5c5Pjm1plYRXoXrZiLsMImKTTTbqRwBDgxFDc4YpREEMDhCpujsG0TxShYGxPG5ecRU+WoXaed+y881DIFgszv1LoGJ2gM+SgC1REd6iMqoiiFzRGr+jNGlsf1qf1PS1dsWY9R2gurJ9favOvxQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1pip5ObKjN0lqtbAlX9caNgJEjQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1pip5ObKjN0lqtbAlX9caNgJEjQ=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1pip5ObKjN0lqtbAlX9caNgJEjQ=">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</latexit>

Conducting Data
<latexit sha1_base64="DQeP4zmmpmxTKflCf2vXTV754xU=">AAACGXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5IUQZeVunBZ0T6gDWUymbRDJ5MwcyOU0C/pVj/Enbh15Xf4A07bLGzrgYHDOfdyzxw/EVyD43xbha3tnd294n7p4PDouGyfnLZ1nCrKWjQWser6RDPBJWsBB8G6iWIk8gXr+OPG3O+8MKV5LJ9hkjAvIkPJQ04JGGlglxuxDFIKXA7xPQEysCtO1VkAbxI3JxWUozmwf/pBTNOISaCCaN1znQS8jCjgVLBpqZ9qlhA6JkPWM1SSiGkvWwSf4kujBDiMlXkS8EL9u5GRSOtJ5JvJiMBIr3tz8V/Pj1YuZ3ftp7UoEN56GZdJCkzSZZIwFRhiPK8JB1wxCmJiCKGKm89gOiKKUDBllkxL7nonm6Rdq7pO1X2sVerXeV9FdI4u0BVy0Q2qowfURC1EUYpm6BW9WTPr3fqwPpejBSvfOUMrsL5+AW63oEY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DQeP4zmmpmxTKflCf2vXTV754xU=">AAACGXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5IUQZeVunBZ0T6gDWUymbRDJ5MwcyOU0C/pVj/Enbh15Xf4A07bLGzrgYHDOfdyzxw/EVyD43xbha3tnd294n7p4PDouGyfnLZ1nCrKWjQWser6RDPBJWsBB8G6iWIk8gXr+OPG3O+8MKV5LJ9hkjAvIkPJQ04JGGlglxuxDFIKXA7xPQEysCtO1VkAbxI3JxWUozmwf/pBTNOISaCCaN1znQS8jCjgVLBpqZ9qlhA6JkPWM1SSiGkvWwSf4kujBDiMlXkS8EL9u5GRSOtJ5JvJiMBIr3tz8V/Pj1YuZ3ftp7UoEN56GZdJCkzSZZIwFRhiPK8JB1wxCmJiCKGKm89gOiKKUDBllkxL7nonm6Rdq7pO1X2sVerXeV9FdI4u0BVy0Q2qowfURC1EUYpm6BW9WTPr3fqwPpejBSvfOUMrsL5+AW63oEY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DQeP4zmmpmxTKflCf2vXTV754xU=">AAACGXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5IUQZeVunBZ0T6gDWUymbRDJ5MwcyOU0C/pVj/Enbh15Xf4A07bLGzrgYHDOfdyzxw/EVyD43xbha3tnd294n7p4PDouGyfnLZ1nCrKWjQWser6RDPBJWsBB8G6iWIk8gXr+OPG3O+8MKV5LJ9hkjAvIkPJQ04JGGlglxuxDFIKXA7xPQEysCtO1VkAbxI3JxWUozmwf/pBTNOISaCCaN1znQS8jCjgVLBpqZ9qlhA6JkPWM1SSiGkvWwSf4kujBDiMlXkS8EL9u5GRSOtJ5JvJiMBIr3tz8V/Pj1YuZ3ftp7UoEN56GZdJCkzSZZIwFRhiPK8JB1wxCmJiCKGKm89gOiKKUDBllkxL7nonm6Rdq7pO1X2sVerXeV9FdI4u0BVy0Q2qowfURC1EUYpm6BW9WTPr3fqwPpejBSvfOUMrsL5+AW63oEY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DQeP4zmmpmxTKflCf2vXTV754xU=">AAACGXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5IUQZeVunBZ0T6gDWUymbRDJ5MwcyOU0C/pVj/Enbh15Xf4A07bLGzrgYHDOfdyzxw/EVyD43xbha3tnd294n7p4PDouGyfnLZ1nCrKWjQWser6RDPBJWsBB8G6iWIk8gXr+OPG3O+8MKV5LJ9hkjAvIkPJQ04JGGlglxuxDFIKXA7xPQEysCtO1VkAbxI3JxWUozmwf/pBTNOISaCCaN1znQS8jCjgVLBpqZ9qlhA6JkPWM1SSiGkvWwSf4kujBDiMlXkS8EL9u5GRSOtJ5JvJiMBIr3tz8V/Pj1YuZ3ftp7UoEN56GZdJCkzSZZIwFRhiPK8JB1wxCmJiCKGKm89gOiKKUDBllkxL7nonm6Rdq7pO1X2sVerXeV9FdI4u0BVy0Q2qowfURC1EUYpm6BW9WTPr3fqwPpejBSvfOUMrsL5+AW63oEY=</latexit>

Mixed Data
<latexit sha1_base64="gidRwRXr0aXyacn1If1+6bHWY/0=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXZaYIuqzowo1Q0T6wHUomc9uGJpkhyYhl6F90qx/iTtz6A36HP2DazsK2HggczrmXe3KCmDNtXPfbWVldW9/YzG3lt3d29/YLB4d1HSWKQo1GPFLNgGjgTELNMMOhGSsgIuDQCAbXE7/xDEqzSD6aYQy+ID3JuowSY6WnO/YCIb4hhnQKRbfkToGXiZeRIspQ7RR+2mFEEwHSUE60bnlubPyUKMMoh1G+nWiICR2QHrQslUSA9tNp4hE+tUqIu5GyTxo8Vf9upERoPRSBnRTE9PWiNxH/9QIxdzm9qj8sRDHdSz9lMk4MSDpL0k04NhGe9INDpoAaPrSEUMXsZzDtE0WosS3mbUveYifLpF4ueW7Juy8XK+dZXzl0jE7QGfLQBaqgW1RFNUSRRGP0it6csfPufDifs9EVJ9s5QnNwvn4BsRGdzA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gidRwRXr0aXyacn1If1+6bHWY/0=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXZaYIuqzowo1Q0T6wHUomc9uGJpkhyYhl6F90qx/iTtz6A36HP2DazsK2HggczrmXe3KCmDNtXPfbWVldW9/YzG3lt3d29/YLB4d1HSWKQo1GPFLNgGjgTELNMMOhGSsgIuDQCAbXE7/xDEqzSD6aYQy+ID3JuowSY6WnO/YCIb4hhnQKRbfkToGXiZeRIspQ7RR+2mFEEwHSUE60bnlubPyUKMMoh1G+nWiICR2QHrQslUSA9tNp4hE+tUqIu5GyTxo8Vf9upERoPRSBnRTE9PWiNxH/9QIxdzm9qj8sRDHdSz9lMk4MSDpL0k04NhGe9INDpoAaPrSEUMXsZzDtE0WosS3mbUveYifLpF4ueW7Juy8XK+dZXzl0jE7QGfLQBaqgW1RFNUSRRGP0it6csfPufDifs9EVJ9s5QnNwvn4BsRGdzA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gidRwRXr0aXyacn1If1+6bHWY/0=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXZaYIuqzowo1Q0T6wHUomc9uGJpkhyYhl6F90qx/iTtz6A36HP2DazsK2HggczrmXe3KCmDNtXPfbWVldW9/YzG3lt3d29/YLB4d1HSWKQo1GPFLNgGjgTELNMMOhGSsgIuDQCAbXE7/xDEqzSD6aYQy+ID3JuowSY6WnO/YCIb4hhnQKRbfkToGXiZeRIspQ7RR+2mFEEwHSUE60bnlubPyUKMMoh1G+nWiICR2QHrQslUSA9tNp4hE+tUqIu5GyTxo8Vf9upERoPRSBnRTE9PWiNxH/9QIxdzm9qj8sRDHdSz9lMk4MSDpL0k04NhGe9INDpoAaPrSEUMXsZzDtE0WosS3mbUveYifLpF4ueW7Juy8XK+dZXzl0jE7QGfLQBaqgW1RFNUSRRGP0it6csfPufDifs9EVJ9s5QnNwvn4BsRGdzA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gidRwRXr0aXyacn1If1+6bHWY/0=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXZaYIuqzowo1Q0T6wHUomc9uGJpkhyYhl6F90qx/iTtz6A36HP2DazsK2HggczrmXe3KCmDNtXPfbWVldW9/YzG3lt3d29/YLB4d1HSWKQo1GPFLNgGjgTELNMMOhGSsgIuDQCAbXE7/xDEqzSD6aYQy+ID3JuowSY6WnO/YCIb4hhnQKRbfkToGXiZeRIspQ7RR+2mFEEwHSUE60bnlubPyUKMMoh1G+nWiICR2QHrQslUSA9tNp4hE+tUqIu5GyTxo8Vf9upERoPRSBnRTE9PWiNxH/9QIxdzm9qj8sRDHdSz9lMk4MSDpL0k04NhGe9INDpoAaPrSEUMXsZzDtE0WosS3mbUveYifLpF4ueW7Juy8XK+dZXzl0jE7QGfLQBaqgW1RFNUSRRGP0it6csfPufDifs9EVJ9s5QnNwvn4BsRGdzA==</latexit>

Dielectric Data
<latexit sha1_base64="1jdTSS+wyZmmcNlD1bnA05FJKsk=">AAACGXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QHoy7dNBITV2SGmOgSIwuXGOWRwIR0SoGGtjNpOyZkwpew1Q9xZ9y68jv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPGnGnjed9Obmt7Z3cvv184ODw6Lronp00dJYrQBol4pNoh1pQzSRuGGU7bsaJYhJy2wvH93G+9UKVZJJ/NJKaBwEPJBoxgY6WeW6wxyikxihFUwwb33JJX9hZAm8TPSAky1HvuT7cfkURQaQjHWnd8LzZBipVhhNNpoZtoGmMyxkPasVRiQXWQLoJP0aVV+mgQKfukQQv170aKhdYTEdpJgc1Ir3tz8V8vFCuX07vm01oUM7gNUibjxFBJlkkGCUcmQvOaUJ8p2wqfWIKJYvYziIywwsTYMgu2JX+9k03SrJR9r+w/VkrV66yvPJzDBVyBDzdQhQeoQwMIJDCDV3hzZs678+F8LkdzTrZzBitwvn4BSaKgMA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1jdTSS+wyZmmcNlD1bnA05FJKsk=">AAACGXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QHoy7dNBITV2SGmOgSIwuXGOWRwIR0SoGGtjNpOyZkwpew1Q9xZ9y68jv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPGnGnjed9Obmt7Z3cvv184ODw6Lronp00dJYrQBol4pNoh1pQzSRuGGU7bsaJYhJy2wvH93G+9UKVZJJ/NJKaBwEPJBoxgY6WeW6wxyikxihFUwwb33JJX9hZAm8TPSAky1HvuT7cfkURQaQjHWnd8LzZBipVhhNNpoZtoGmMyxkPasVRiQXWQLoJP0aVV+mgQKfukQQv170aKhdYTEdpJgc1Ir3tz8V8vFCuX07vm01oUM7gNUibjxFBJlkkGCUcmQvOaUJ8p2wqfWIKJYvYziIywwsTYMgu2JX+9k03SrJR9r+w/VkrV66yvPJzDBVyBDzdQhQeoQwMIJDCDV3hzZs678+F8LkdzTrZzBitwvn4BSaKgMA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1jdTSS+wyZmmcNlD1bnA05FJKsk=">AAACGXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QHoy7dNBITV2SGmOgSIwuXGOWRwIR0SoGGtjNpOyZkwpew1Q9xZ9y68jv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPGnGnjed9Obmt7Z3cvv184ODw6Lronp00dJYrQBol4pNoh1pQzSRuGGU7bsaJYhJy2wvH93G+9UKVZJJ/NJKaBwEPJBoxgY6WeW6wxyikxihFUwwb33JJX9hZAm8TPSAky1HvuT7cfkURQaQjHWnd8LzZBipVhhNNpoZtoGmMyxkPasVRiQXWQLoJP0aVV+mgQKfukQQv170aKhdYTEdpJgc1Ir3tz8V8vFCuX07vm01oUM7gNUibjxFBJlkkGCUcmQvOaUJ8p2wqfWIKJYvYziIywwsTYMgu2JX+9k03SrJR9r+w/VkrV66yvPJzDBVyBDzdQhQeoQwMIJDCDV3hzZs678+F8LkdzTrZzBitwvn4BSaKgMA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1jdTSS+wyZmmcNlD1bnA05FJKsk=">AAACGXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QHoy7dNBITV2SGmOgSIwuXGOWRwIR0SoGGtjNpOyZkwpew1Q9xZ9y68jv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPGnGnjed9Obmt7Z3cvv184ODw6Lronp00dJYrQBol4pNoh1pQzSRuGGU7bsaJYhJy2wvH93G+9UKVZJJ/NJKaBwEPJBoxgY6WeW6wxyikxihFUwwb33JJX9hZAm8TPSAky1HvuT7cfkURQaQjHWnd8LzZBipVhhNNpoZtoGmMyxkPasVRiQXWQLoJP0aVV+mgQKfukQQv170aKhdYTEdpJgc1Ir3tz8V8vFCuX07vm01oUM7gNUibjxFBJlkkGCUcmQvOaUJ8p2wqfWIKJYvYziIywwsTYMgu2JX+9k03SrJR9r+w/VkrV66yvPJzDBVyBDzdQhQeoQwMIJDCDV3hzZs678+F8LkdzTrZzBitwvn4BSaKgMA==</latexit>

Optimizer
<latexit sha1_base64="icg9jmDCuDPqh416e9vVFlpxwIA=">AAACEXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaIiS4xbtyJUR4GJqRTOtDQdiZtxwQnfAVb/RB3xq1f4Hf4AxaYhYAnaXJyzr25pyeIOdPGdb+d3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f1A8PGroKFGE1knEI9UKsKacSVo3zHDaihXFIuC0GQxvpn7zmSrNIvloRjH1Be5LFjKCjZWe7mLDBHuhqlssuWV3BrRKvIyUIEOtW/zp9CKSCCoN4VjrtufGxk+xMoxwOi50Ek1jTIa4T9uWSiyo9tNZ4DE6s0oPhZGyTxo0U/9upFhoPRKBnRTYDPSyNxX/9QKxcDm9bjwsRTHhlZ8yGSeGSjJPEiYcmQhN60E9pigxfGQJJorZzyAywAoTY0ss2Ja85U5WSaNS9tyyd18pVS+yvvJwAqdwDh5cQhVuoQZ1ICBgAq/w5kycd+fD+ZyP5pxs5xgW4Hz9AtyynfQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="icg9jmDCuDPqh416e9vVFlpxwIA=">AAACEXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaIiS4xbtyJUR4GJqRTOtDQdiZtxwQnfAVb/RB3xq1f4Hf4AxaYhYAnaXJyzr25pyeIOdPGdb+d3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f1A8PGroKFGE1knEI9UKsKacSVo3zHDaihXFIuC0GQxvpn7zmSrNIvloRjH1Be5LFjKCjZWe7mLDBHuhqlssuWV3BrRKvIyUIEOtW/zp9CKSCCoN4VjrtufGxk+xMoxwOi50Ek1jTIa4T9uWSiyo9tNZ4DE6s0oPhZGyTxo0U/9upFhoPRKBnRTYDPSyNxX/9QKxcDm9bjwsRTHhlZ8yGSeGSjJPEiYcmQhN60E9pigxfGQJJorZzyAywAoTY0ss2Ja85U5WSaNS9tyyd18pVS+yvvJwAqdwDh5cQhVuoQZ1ICBgAq/w5kycd+fD+ZyP5pxs5xgW4Hz9AtyynfQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="icg9jmDCuDPqh416e9vVFlpxwIA=">AAACEXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaIiS4xbtyJUR4GJqRTOtDQdiZtxwQnfAVb/RB3xq1f4Hf4AxaYhYAnaXJyzr25pyeIOdPGdb+d3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f1A8PGroKFGE1knEI9UKsKacSVo3zHDaihXFIuC0GQxvpn7zmSrNIvloRjH1Be5LFjKCjZWe7mLDBHuhqlssuWV3BrRKvIyUIEOtW/zp9CKSCCoN4VjrtufGxk+xMoxwOi50Ek1jTIa4T9uWSiyo9tNZ4DE6s0oPhZGyTxo0U/9upFhoPRKBnRTYDPSyNxX/9QKxcDm9bjwsRTHhlZ8yGSeGSjJPEiYcmQhN60E9pigxfGQJJorZzyAywAoTY0ss2Ja85U5WSaNS9tyyd18pVS+yvvJwAqdwDh5cQhVuoQZ1ICBgAq/w5kycd+fD+ZyP5pxs5xgW4Hz9AtyynfQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="icg9jmDCuDPqh416e9vVFlpxwIA=">AAACEXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaIiS4xbtyJUR4GJqRTOtDQdiZtxwQnfAVb/RB3xq1f4Hf4AxaYhYAnaXJyzr25pyeIOdPGdb+d3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f1A8PGroKFGE1knEI9UKsKacSVo3zHDaihXFIuC0GQxvpn7zmSrNIvloRjH1Be5LFjKCjZWe7mLDBHuhqlssuWV3BrRKvIyUIEOtW/zp9CKSCCoN4VjrtufGxk+xMoxwOi50Ek1jTIa4T9uWSiyo9tNZ4DE6s0oPhZGyTxo0U/9upFhoPRKBnRTYDPSyNxX/9QKxcDm9bjwsRTHhlZ8yGSeGSjJPEiYcmQhN60E9pigxfGQJJorZzyAywAoTY0ss2Ja85U5WSaNS9tyyd18pVS+yvvJwAqdwDh5cQhVuoQZ1ICBgAq/w5kycd+fD+ZyP5pxs5xgW4Hz9AtyynfQ=</latexit>

PTS
<latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit>PTS

<latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit>

SPHS0
<latexit sha1_base64="bVqrI7mAidYCwv9fLI1dtuPouZQ=">AAACFXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRljokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxraztjeMZIJ38FWP8Sdceva7/AHLDALAU/S5OSce3NPTxALbsB1v53cxubW9k5+t7C3f3B4VDw+aZoo0ZQ1aCQi3Q6IYYIr1gAOgrVjzYgMBGsFo/uZ33pm2vBIPcI4Zr4kA8VDTglYye8Ce4G0XqvWJz23Vyy5ZXcOvE68jJRQhlqv+NPtRzSRTAEVxJiO58bgp0QDp4JNCt3EsJjQERmwjqWKSGb8dB56gi+s0sdhpO1TgOfq342USGPGMrCTksDQrHoz8V8vkEuX07tmfSUKhLd+ylWcAFN0kSRMBIYIzyrCfa4ZBTG2hFDN7WcwHRJNKNgiC7Ylb7WTddK8Kntu2Xu4LlWus77y6Aydo0vkoRtUQVVUQw1E0ROaolf05kydd+fD+VyM5pxs5xQtwfn6BWFAn0E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bVqrI7mAidYCwv9fLI1dtuPouZQ=">AAACFXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRljokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxraztjeMZIJ38FWP8Sdceva7/AHLDALAU/S5OSce3NPTxALbsB1v53cxubW9k5+t7C3f3B4VDw+aZoo0ZQ1aCQi3Q6IYYIr1gAOgrVjzYgMBGsFo/uZ33pm2vBIPcI4Zr4kA8VDTglYye8Ce4G0XqvWJz23Vyy5ZXcOvE68jJRQhlqv+NPtRzSRTAEVxJiO58bgp0QDp4JNCt3EsJjQERmwjqWKSGb8dB56gi+s0sdhpO1TgOfq342USGPGMrCTksDQrHoz8V8vkEuX07tmfSUKhLd+ylWcAFN0kSRMBIYIzyrCfa4ZBTG2hFDN7WcwHRJNKNgiC7Ylb7WTddK8Kntu2Xu4LlWus77y6Aydo0vkoRtUQVVUQw1E0ROaolf05kydd+fD+VyM5pxs5xQtwfn6BWFAn0E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bVqrI7mAidYCwv9fLI1dtuPouZQ=">AAACFXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRljokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxraztjeMZIJ38FWP8Sdceva7/AHLDALAU/S5OSce3NPTxALbsB1v53cxubW9k5+t7C3f3B4VDw+aZoo0ZQ1aCQi3Q6IYYIr1gAOgrVjzYgMBGsFo/uZ33pm2vBIPcI4Zr4kA8VDTglYye8Ce4G0XqvWJz23Vyy5ZXcOvE68jJRQhlqv+NPtRzSRTAEVxJiO58bgp0QDp4JNCt3EsJjQERmwjqWKSGb8dB56gi+s0sdhpO1TgOfq342USGPGMrCTksDQrHoz8V8vkEuX07tmfSUKhLd+ylWcAFN0kSRMBIYIzyrCfa4ZBTG2hFDN7WcwHRJNKNgiC7Ylb7WTddK8Kntu2Xu4LlWus77y6Aydo0vkoRtUQVVUQw1E0ROaolf05kydd+fD+VyM5pxs5xQtwfn6BWFAn0E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bVqrI7mAidYCwv9fLI1dtuPouZQ=">AAACFXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRljokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxraztjeMZIJ38FWP8Sdceva7/AHLDALAU/S5OSce3NPTxALbsB1v53cxubW9k5+t7C3f3B4VDw+aZoo0ZQ1aCQi3Q6IYYIr1gAOgrVjzYgMBGsFo/uZ33pm2vBIPcI4Zr4kA8VDTglYye8Ce4G0XqvWJz23Vyy5ZXcOvE68jJRQhlqv+NPtRzSRTAEVxJiO58bgp0QDp4JNCt3EsJjQERmwjqWKSGb8dB56gi+s0sdhpO1TgOfq342USGPGMrCTksDQrHoz8V8vkEuX07tmfSUKhLd+ylWcAFN0kSRMBIYIzyrCfa4ZBTG2hFDN7WcwHRJNKNgiC7Ylb7WTddK8Kntu2Xu4LlWus77y6Aydo0vkoRtUQVVUQw1E0ROaolf05kydd+fD+VyM5pxs5xQtwfn6BWFAn0E=</latexit>

SPHS
<latexit sha1_base64="cCPvfSClQ83EH1rjHZuHyOWrKew=">AAACE3icbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRlDokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxrazqS9YyQTPoOtfog749YP8Dv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPEghtw3W8nt7W9s7uX3y8cHB4dnxRPz1omSjRlTRqJSHcCYpjgijWBg2CdWDMiA8Hawfhh7refmTY8Uk8wiZkvyVDxkFMCVur2gL1A2qjXGtN+seSW3QXwJvEyUkIZ6v3iT28Q0UQyBVQQY7qeG4OfEg2cCjYt9BLDYkLHZMi6lioimfHTReQpvrLKAIeRtk8BXqh/N1IijZnIwE5KAiOz7s3Ff71ArlxO71uNtSgQ3vkpV3ECTNFlkjARGCI8LwgPuGYUxMQSQjW3n8F0RDShYGss2Ja89U42Seum7Lll77FSqlayvvLoAl2ia+ShW1RFNVRHTURRhGboFb05M+fd+XA+l6M5J9s5Rytwvn4BIsWeng==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cCPvfSClQ83EH1rjHZuHyOWrKew=">AAACE3icbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRlDokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxrazqS9YyQTPoOtfog749YP8Dv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPEghtw3W8nt7W9s7uX3y8cHB4dnxRPz1omSjRlTRqJSHcCYpjgijWBg2CdWDMiA8Hawfhh7refmTY8Uk8wiZkvyVDxkFMCVur2gL1A2qjXGtN+seSW3QXwJvEyUkIZ6v3iT28Q0UQyBVQQY7qeG4OfEg2cCjYt9BLDYkLHZMi6lioimfHTReQpvrLKAIeRtk8BXqh/N1IijZnIwE5KAiOz7s3Ff71ArlxO71uNtSgQ3vkpV3ECTNFlkjARGCI8LwgPuGYUxMQSQjW3n8F0RDShYGss2Ja89U42Seum7Lll77FSqlayvvLoAl2ia+ShW1RFNVRHTURRhGboFb05M+fd+XA+l6M5J9s5Rytwvn4BIsWeng==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cCPvfSClQ83EH1rjHZuHyOWrKew=">AAACE3icbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRlDokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxrazqS9YyQTPoOtfog749YP8Dv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPEghtw3W8nt7W9s7uX3y8cHB4dnxRPz1omSjRlTRqJSHcCYpjgijWBg2CdWDMiA8Hawfhh7refmTY8Uk8wiZkvyVDxkFMCVur2gL1A2qjXGtN+seSW3QXwJvEyUkIZ6v3iT28Q0UQyBVQQY7qeG4OfEg2cCjYt9BLDYkLHZMi6lioimfHTReQpvrLKAIeRtk8BXqh/N1IijZnIwE5KAiOz7s3Ff71ArlxO71uNtSgQ3vkpV3ECTNFlkjARGCI8LwgPuGYUxMQSQjW3n8F0RDShYGss2Ja89U42Seum7Lll77FSqlayvvLoAl2ia+ShW1RFNVRHTURRhGboFb05M+fd+XA+l6M5J9s5Rytwvn4BIsWeng==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cCPvfSClQ83EH1rjHZuHyOWrKew=">AAACE3icbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRlDokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxrazqS9YyQTPoOtfog749YP8Dv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPEghtw3W8nt7W9s7uX3y8cHB4dnxRPz1omSjRlTRqJSHcCYpjgijWBg2CdWDMiA8Hawfhh7refmTY8Uk8wiZkvyVDxkFMCVur2gL1A2qjXGtN+seSW3QXwJvEyUkIZ6v3iT28Q0UQyBVQQY7qeG4OfEg2cCjYt9BLDYkLHZMi6lioimfHTReQpvrLKAIeRtk8BXqh/N1IijZnIwE5KAiOz7s3Ff71ArlxO71uNtSgQ3vkpV3ECTNFlkjARGCI8LwgPuGYUxMQSQjW3n8F0RDShYGss2Ja89U42Seum7Lll77FSqlayvvLoAl2ia+ShW1RFNVRHTURRhGboFb05M+fd+XA+l6M5J9s5Rytwvn4BIsWeng==</latexit>

Model
<latexit sha1_base64="zagTPVdjkF5biO8E97Iim/vDeYM=">AAACFHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeIFy9CRPOA7BJmZzvJkNkHM71iWPIbueqHeBOv3v0Of8BJsgeTWDBQVHXTNeUnUmi07W+rsLa+sblV3C7t7O7tH5QPj5o6ThWHBo9lrNo+0yBFBA0UKKGdKGChL6HlD2+nfusZlBZx9ISjBLyQ9SPRE5yhkVwX4QWz+zgAOe6WK3bVnoGuEicnFZKj3i3/uEHM0xAi5JJp3XHsBL2MKRRcwrjkphoSxoesDx1DIxaC9rJZ5jE9M0pAe7EyL0I6U/9uZCzUehT6ZjJkONDL3lT81/PDhcvZTfNxKQr2rr1MREmKEPF5kl4qKcZ02hANhAKOcmQI40qYz1A+YIpxND2WTEvOcierpHlRdeyq83BZqV3mfRXJCTkl58QhV6RG7kidNAgnCZmQV/JmTax368P6nI8WrHznmCzA+voFc2ifWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zagTPVdjkF5biO8E97Iim/vDeYM=">AAACFHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeIFy9CRPOA7BJmZzvJkNkHM71iWPIbueqHeBOv3v0Of8BJsgeTWDBQVHXTNeUnUmi07W+rsLa+sblV3C7t7O7tH5QPj5o6ThWHBo9lrNo+0yBFBA0UKKGdKGChL6HlD2+nfusZlBZx9ISjBLyQ9SPRE5yhkVwX4QWz+zgAOe6WK3bVnoGuEicnFZKj3i3/uEHM0xAi5JJp3XHsBL2MKRRcwrjkphoSxoesDx1DIxaC9rJZ5jE9M0pAe7EyL0I6U/9uZCzUehT6ZjJkONDL3lT81/PDhcvZTfNxKQr2rr1MREmKEPF5kl4qKcZ02hANhAKOcmQI40qYz1A+YIpxND2WTEvOcierpHlRdeyq83BZqV3mfRXJCTkl58QhV6RG7kidNAgnCZmQV/JmTax368P6nI8WrHznmCzA+voFc2ifWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zagTPVdjkF5biO8E97Iim/vDeYM=">AAACFHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeIFy9CRPOA7BJmZzvJkNkHM71iWPIbueqHeBOv3v0Of8BJsgeTWDBQVHXTNeUnUmi07W+rsLa+sblV3C7t7O7tH5QPj5o6ThWHBo9lrNo+0yBFBA0UKKGdKGChL6HlD2+nfusZlBZx9ISjBLyQ9SPRE5yhkVwX4QWz+zgAOe6WK3bVnoGuEicnFZKj3i3/uEHM0xAi5JJp3XHsBL2MKRRcwrjkphoSxoesDx1DIxaC9rJZ5jE9M0pAe7EyL0I6U/9uZCzUehT6ZjJkONDL3lT81/PDhcvZTfNxKQr2rr1MREmKEPF5kl4qKcZ02hANhAKOcmQI40qYz1A+YIpxND2WTEvOcierpHlRdeyq83BZqV3mfRXJCTkl58QhV6RG7kidNAgnCZmQV/JmTax368P6nI8WrHznmCzA+voFc2ifWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zagTPVdjkF5biO8E97Iim/vDeYM=">AAACFHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeIFy9CRPOA7BJmZzvJkNkHM71iWPIbueqHeBOv3v0Of8BJsgeTWDBQVHXTNeUnUmi07W+rsLa+sblV3C7t7O7tH5QPj5o6ThWHBo9lrNo+0yBFBA0UKKGdKGChL6HlD2+nfusZlBZx9ISjBLyQ9SPRE5yhkVwX4QWz+zgAOe6WK3bVnoGuEicnFZKj3i3/uEHM0xAi5JJp3XHsBL2MKRRcwrjkphoSxoesDx1DIxaC9rJZ5jE9M0pAe7EyL0I6U/9uZCzUehT6ZjJkONDL3lT81/PDhcvZTfNxKQr2rr1MREmKEPF5kl4qKcZ02hANhAKOcmQI40qYz1A+YIpxND2WTEvOcierpHlRdeyq83BZqV3mfRXJCTkl58QhV6RG7kidNAgnCZmQV/JmTax368P6nI8WrHznmCzA+voFc2ifWw==</latexit>
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Figure 2.2: Proposed Workflow Comparison with Previous Force and Torque Methods

depend heavily upon how many data points are used. In addition, complicated workarounds that
automatically change probe radius are required to get accurate results when the object/probe
separation distance is large. Current techniques use a spherical probe which has a radius that is
a function of its distance from a target. The dependence on external probe geometry for force and
torque calculations is clear in the above force and torque equations. This dependence is included
into VMSM model generation when a cost function based on force and torque is used.

The workflow proposed in this paper seeks to address both of these issues. The initial step in
modeling is the same — a single solid model of the target spacecraft is created. However, a solid
model of external probe geometry is optional, and only used to gather limited force and torque data
for verification of a model. A target voltage is prescribed and FEM software is used to calculate
the self-capacitance of the target.

A SMSM model of the target geometry is then generated using any appropriate method. Note
that the VMSM setup process in this paper is not tied to using SMSM in this step, but other
fast methods such as a boundary element method or the method of moments could be used as
well. All these solutions provide fast and accurate E-field predictions about a general shape. The
SMSM method is used here because it provides an infinitely smooth E-field prediction and it’s
simplicity to setup. One SMSM development method, appropriate for spherical and cylindrical
geometries, is to use a golden spiral algorithm to distribute SMSM spheres on the surface of the
geometry.2 A method appropriate for flat geometries is to use a function like MATLAB’s meshgrid
to generate a distribution of sphere positions on the surface of a plane. This distribution can then
be translated, rotated and combined with other planar distributions of spheres to form complex
SMSM geometries.6 When combining distributions, care should be taken to eliminate redundant
spheres so that none overlap. Root finders like Matlab’s fsolve can then be used with Eq. (2.7)
to determine appropriate sphere radii to match the SMSM model self-capacitance to the self-
capacitance of the solid model. Using the prescribed target voltage and Eq. (2.1), the charge on
each SMSM sphere is calculated. Using the same equation applied to an N -sphere VMSM model
optimization problem, an optimizer is used to select the optimal positions and radii of the model
spheres to minimize the following cost function at sample points l

J (R1, R2, . . . , RN , r1, r2, . . . , rN ) =
L∑

l=1

||EVMSM,l −ESMSM,l||
||ESMSM,l||

(2.8)
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where L is the total number of electric field sample points.
Using this cost function results in several major improvements to the prior methodology. The

first improvement is the separation of VMSM model generations from any external probe geometry.
Next, while the torques go to zero about particular symmetry axes, causing issues computing
the relative MSM fit error, the E-field is always non-zero at any location relative to a charged
spacecraft outside the convex hull formed by its conducting surface. The final improvement is in
the time required to complete all the steps in generating a VMSM model. Although the proposed
E-field fitting methodology adds the step of creating a SMSM model for a given target geometry
and voltage, this process requires significantly less computational effort than computing forces
and torques at many relative positions with FEM. While the FEM takes a few minutes to compute
the force and torque at each position, a SMSM model with a few hundred spheres will compute the
electric field at a few tens or hundreds of positions in a less than a minute. Reference 5 discusses
fitting to much smaller numbers of force and torque data points; however, using the proposed
method, hundreds of data points are calculated rapidly and used to create a VMSM model in
much less than the time it requires to calculate one force and torque calculation using commercial
FEM software. A flowchart comparing the previous force and torque optimization procedure and
the proposed E-field matching method is included in Figure 2.2. The fitting speed are compared
in detail in the following numerical simulation sections.

2.1.1.2.2 SMSM Validation

Before optimizing on a cost function built from a SMSM model, it is prudent to compare the
accuracy of SMSM to other methods. The Method Of Images (MOI) provides an analytic infinite
series solution to the problem of predicting the force between two spherical conductors.7,8 The
method consists of placing smaller and smaller image charges within the body of each sphere to
balance out the potential on the surfaces. As the number of image charges increases, the solution
converges.

SMSM models of spheres are made with a variable number of spheres, and the force between
the two bodies is compared to that predicted by MOI. For this case, two spheres with 1 meter radius
are separated by 5 meters, and charged to ±10 kV. The SMSM model is shown in Fig. 2.3(a), a
cartoon for MOI showing the iterative charges is shown in Fig. 2.3(b), and the results are plotted
in Figure 2.3(c).

The x-axis indicates either the number of images charges used in each sphere for the MOI,
or the number of individual spheres in each SMSM sphere. The MOI converges with 40 image
charges, and SMSM converges with around 100 spheres. Since both methods converge to the
same value, SMSM is validated as a method for predicting forces and torques on a sphere.

Now consider a more complex shape for which there is no analytical answer to compare to.
In this case SMSM must be compared to an FEM program. Force and torque accuracy of a box-
and-panel SMSM model with respect to FEM analysis is shown in Figure 2.4. Average force and
torque errors of the SMSM model are within a few percent of FEM-computed forces and torques.

The errors are shown via color in Figures 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) and the shell-averaged error is
shown in Fig. 2.4(c). The color plots show that the error is concentrated across certain directions.
For instance, the torque errors are greatest along the negative z axis. This is because the actual
torque is very near zero along that direction and thus it is very susceptible to FEM grid noise.
The shell-averaged errors also show some interesting structure - the errors initially drop from
around 5% down to around 2.5% at near 10 meter separations, and then climb up to around 4%
at 15 meters. This may be due to two opposite trends that become more or less dominant with
distance. At very close distances (∼ 5 meters), FEM performs very well and grid resolution is not
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(a) SMSM schematic, color indicates charge (b) MOI iterative image charge placement illustration
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of MOI and SMSM for predicting force on two spheres

a problem, but the relatively coarse nature of SMSM gives large errors. At medium distances (∼10
meters) FEM is still performing well, but the increased distance causes grid resolution problems
which increase FEM grid noise and decrease the accuracy of the FEM solution, however, SMSM
increases in accuracy due to the increased separation distance. At far separations (∼15 meters),
the grid noise is very large which causes increased differences from the truth, even though SMSM
is performing very well at this distance. It is thought that the middle region near 10 meters is where
the increase in SMSM accuracy from being far apart best balance out the errors in FEM accuracy
from grid noise.

2.1.1.2.3 Target Geometry, Data Generation and Optimization Methods

Two target geometries are used to compare the proposed E-field matching method to the
previous force and torque method and to establish the accuracy of models generated using E-
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Figure 2.4: SMSM Force and Torque Errors

field matching. A two-sphere VMSM model is created for a charged cylinder, with a radius of 0.5 m
and a height of 3 m, centered at the origin and oriented along the y-axis using the E-field matching
method. This geometry is selected for easy comparison to previous work using force and torque
matching.2,3,5

Data for the study involving the cylinder geometry are generated at evenly spaced intervals
on 90 degree arcs centered at the origin, lying in the x-y plane and in the fourth quadrant. The
symmetry of the cylinder model requires data in only one quadrant for the optimization process.
Force and torque data is generated using Maxwell 3D at the selected sample points. A SMSM
model of the cylinder, shown in Figure 2.6, is created to generate E-field data at the same sample
points. Only sample points lying on the arc of a 5 m radius circle are used for optimization, as
shown in Figure 2.5(a).

Two optimization methods are used to generate cylinder VMSM models: a global optimization
method using Mathematica’s Differential Evolution algorithm is used to optimize the force and
torque cost function of Eq. (2.6), and MATLAB’s fmincon local optimizer is used to minimize the
E-field cost function of Eq. (2.8). Self-capacitance for the cylinder is calculated using Maxwell 3D.

Since a two-sphere VMSM model is used to represent the cylinder and the cylinder has sym-
metry about the x-axis, the VMSM model can be parameterized by one radius value r, which is
shared by both spheres, and the separation distance, ρ, between the two spheres. This model is
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(a) Distribution of Sample Points Around Cylinder
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Figure 2.5: Cylinder Data Distribution and VMSM Model Parameters
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shown in Figure 2.5(b).
Using this model, an exact formula for the VMSM model self-capacitance can be derived5

C =
1

kc

2rρ

r + ρ
(2.9)

where r and ρ are the radius and separation of the spheres as shown in Fig. 2.5(b). Imposing a
self-capacitance constraint, matching the VMSM model self-capacitance to the value calculated
by FEM, ensures that Lorentz forces and far-field Coulomb forces are automatically matched. In
addition, it reduces the optimization problem to one dimension, because for any r value there is
only one corresponding ρ value for which the constraint is met. Solving Eq. (2.9) for ρ yields5

ρ =
rCmod

2r − Cmod
(2.10)

where
Cmod = kcC (2.11)

Since Cmod is a scaling of the self-capacitance, it is used to impose the self-capacitance constraint
in the following studies because its value is on the order of model parameters. Both the opti-
mal r and ρ values are solved for using fmincon and the self-capacitance constraint is imposed
numerically.

The second target spacecraft geometry that is selected for this study is a box-and-panel satel-
lite modeled as a cube shaped bus with a long, slender panel attached. The bus width, height and
depth are 3 m. The panel width is 3 m, depth is 0.2 m and height is 8.5 m. The panel is located
on the top of the bus extending in the z-axis direction with one of its large faces coplanar with the
positive y face of the bus. This model geometry is shown in Figure 2.7. This geometry is selected
because it has significant variation from simple geometric shapes like cylinders and represents a
more realistic target spacecraft. It also shows symmetry that can be used to impose additional
constraints on the positions of the VMSM model spheres, and this symmetry is exploited to reduce
the amount of data that is required for the optimization procedure.

A SMSM model of the box-and-panel is generated using MATLAB’s meshgrid feature to create
many rectangles which are translated and rotated to make the full spacecraft, and electric field
data is generated using Eq. (2.5), at positions spread radially about the SMSM model. Sample
points are generated using the golden spiral algorithm, which places equally spaced points on the
surface of a sphere.9 This radial spread of electric field data produces distributions of shells of
data, which are easily selected or neglected, or reduced to hemispheres or octants for fitting, such
as the one shown in Figure 2.7. Whole spherical shells of data are produced for the box-and-panel
geometry; however, due to the symmetry of the model, the complete behavior of the electric field
produced by the SMSM model can be captured in one hemisphere of data.

One, two and three-sphere VMSM reduced-coordinate models are created with this data using
E-field matching and MATLAB’s fmincon optimization algorithm. Various sets of data, including
whole spheres, hemispheres and multiple shell sets, are used in the optimization processes. In
addition, a three-sphere 4 degree-of-freedom VMSM model is generated using E-field matching
and fmincon. Only shells with radii larger than 12 m are used for optimization to avoid overlap
between sample points and SMSM spheres, which would invalidate Eq. (2.5). Like the cylinder
model optimization process, the box-and-panel self-capacitance is calculated using Maxwell 3D
and the self-capacitance constraints on the optimization processes are imposed numerically. Ad-
ditional inequality constraints are imposed for the two and three-sphere VMSM models to ensure
aesthetically pleasing models in which spheres do not overlap.
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Figure 2.7: Box-and-Panel Geometry with Data Point Distribution

2.1.1.3 Cost Function Comparison

The cost function of Eq. (2.6) is compared with the proposed electric field cost function of Eq. (2.8)
to compare their characteristics. Both cost functions are used to generate two-sphere VMSM
models for a perfectly conducting cylinder charged to 30 kV. Maxwell 3D is used to determine a
cylinder self-capacitance value of 106.8345 pF. Noting a potential singularity in Eq. (2.10) when r is
one half Cmod, the cost function values, shown in Figures 2.8(a) and 2.8(b), along the intersection
with the self-capacitance constraint surface are plotted against r for which ρ is positive. The force
and torque cost function is evaluated across one quadrant and shell of FEM-generated force and
torque predictions. The E-field cost function is evaluated across the same quadrant and shell, but
using SMSM-generated E-field predictions.

The r values minimizing both cost functions are nearly identical, differing by only 0.2%. Inves-
tigating the cost function sensitivities near both minima suggests that force and torque errors are
more sensitive to model parameters than E-field errors are. The proposed E-field cost function
shows desirable characteristics, particularly for a local optimization algorithm like fmincon. It is
generally smooth when compared with the force and torque cost function, and apart from a small
region near the singularity in ρ, approaches its minimum unimpeded.

2.1.1.4 Constrained and Unconstrained Box-and-Panel VMSM Models

One, two and three-sphere box-and-panel VMSM models are generated with and without a self-
capacitance constraint in order to determine the usefulness of the constraint when applied to an
optimization problem without far-field data noise. Models are fit to data in three whole spherical
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Figure 2.8: Force and Torque and E-Field Cost Functions for Cylinder Model.

shells with radii of 15, 20 and 25 m. Symmetry of the box-and-panel geometry about the y−z plane
is used to reduce the 4N degree-of-freedom optimization problem to a 3N degree-of-freedom
problem. Imposing a self-capacitance constraint reduces the degrees-of-freedom to 3N − 1. The
model is charged to 30 kV. Maxwell 3D is once again used to calculate self-capacitance, and
returns a value of 336.14 pF. Optimizer initial conditions are chosen loosely based on the box-and-
panel geometry. A visualization the VMSM models of the box-and-panel geometry is included in
Figure 2.9.

Tables 2.1-2.3 show the initial and final conditions for the one, two and three-sphere box-and-
panel models, with and without the self-capacitance constraint.

Table 2.1: Initial and Final States for One-Sphere VMSM Model Optimization, C- Constrained,
NC- Non-Constrained

R1 [m] y1 [m] z1 [m]
Initial 1.000 0.000 0.000

Final C 3.021 0.626 2.914
Final NC 2.951 0.608 2.785

Table 2.2: Initial and Final States for Two-Sphere VMSM Model Optimization, C- Constrained, NC-
Non-Constrained

R1 [m] R2 [m] y1 [m] z1 [m] y2 [m] z2 [m]
Initial 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.400 6.000

Final C 2.202 1.458 0.135 0.210 1.596 8.183
Final NC 2.201 1.471 0.134 0.207 1.600 8.177

Table 2.3: Initial and Final States for Three-Sphere VMSM Model Optimization, C- Constrained,
NC- Non-Constrained

R1 [m] R2 [m] R3 [m] y1 [m] z1 [m] y2 [m] z2 [m] y3 [m] z3 [m]
Initial 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.400 6.000 1.400 9.000

Final C 2.039 1.323 1.120 -0.008 -0.166 1.319 4.584 1.555 8.972
Final NC 2.041 1.322 1.119 -0.007 -0.163 1.321 4.612 1.556 8.974
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(a) One-Sphere Model (b) Two-Sphere Model (c) Three-Sphere Model

Figure 2.9: Visualizations of VMSM Box-and-Panel Geometry Models Generated Using the E-
Field Fitting Method

Shell-averaged force and torque errors of the six VMSM models with respect to the SMSM
generated data are shown in Figures 2.10(a) and 2.10(b), respectively. As can be seen, the self-
capacitance constraint has utility even when far-field noise is not a concern. In particular, when
generating a one-sphere model the self-capacitance constraint ensures that force errors far from
the target geometry continue to decay as sample point radius is increased. The effect of the self-
capacitance constraint is also dramatic for the two-sphere model. The force errors of the two and
three-sphere models are nearly identical at 30 m from the target geometry when the constraint is
imposed, whereas without it the two-sphere model model force errors remain significantly larger
than the three-sphere model’s. It is interesting to note that, as more spheres are added to the
VMSM model, self-capacitance is matched automatically as displayed by the three-sphere force
and torque errors. Both the constrained and non-constrained model errors overlap, and the optimal
model parameters of each are nearly identical.

Another benefit of imposing the self-capacitance constraint is that it can significantly reduce
computational effort. The number of function calls required to generate each of the six models
is recorded. The results are shown in Figure 2.11. The results show that imposing the self-
capacitance constraint consistently results in increased performance regardless of how many
sphere are used to create the VMSM model. This performance increase is due to the reduced
dimension of the search space when a self-capacitance constraint is enforced. Given the in-
creased force and torque accuracy and decreased computation effort, the self-capacitance con-
straint should be enforced even when far-field noise is not a concern.
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Figure 2.10: One, Two and Three Sphere VMSM Model Force and Torque Errors with Respect to
SMSM Force and Torque Predictions, (—) Constrained, (- -) Non-Constrained
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Figure 2.11: Total Matlab Function Calls Required to Generate One, Two and Three-Sphere Box-
and-Panel VMSM Models using E-Field Fitting

2.1.1.5 Reduced-Shell Data Sets with Self-Capacitance Constraint

Since imposing a self-capacitance constraint forces force vectors in the far-field to automatically
match, it is desired to investigate whether or not fewer numbers of shells with smaller radii can be
used to effectively generate VMSM models. This question is interesting for two reasons: smaller
data sets will reduce the amount of time required for optimization, and fitting to data closer to
the target might increase near-field accuracy without significantly affecting accuracy at larger dis-
tances.

A three-sphere VMSM model is used to model the box-and-panel geometry. The VMSM model
is fit to single shells at radii of 12, 14 and 15 m. The model voltage is set to 30 kV, and a self-
capacitance constraint of 336.14 pF is imposed. The accuracy of these models are compared
with each other and to the three-sphere constrained model generated using three whole shells.
The resulting shell-averaged force, torque, and average error plots when compared with the SMSM
model are shown in Figures 2.12(a)-2.12(c). These results show negligible differences in force and
torque accuracy near the target, while the model fitted to the 12 m radius shell shows degraded
accuracy far from the target. Accuracies of models fit to three whole shells and to 14 m and 15 m
shell radii are nearly identical. The practical impact of the degraded accuracy for the model fitted
to the 12 m shell is very small; however, for high accuracy at large distances from a target, a model
should be fitted to at least one shell with a larger radius.

The performance impact of reducing the number of shells is analyzed by recording the number
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Figure 2.12: Model Force, Torque and Average (Force and Torque) Errors of Three-Sphere Box-
and-Panel VMSM Models Generated Using: (—) 3 Whole Shells, (—) 15 m Shell, (—) 14 m Shell,
(—) 12 m Shell

of fmincon iterations and total time required to generate each model. The results are shown in
Figures 2.13(a) and 2.13(b). These results show that there is not necessarily a positive correlation
between decreased numbers of data points and increased performance. Fitting to data points
very close to the target geometry increases the number of iterations required to generate a model.
In addition, the time required to generate a model is not solely dependent upon the number of
data points. While it takes more time to generate a model using three whole shells of data when
compared to one whole shell at a radius of 15 m, it takes approximately the same amount of time to
generate a model using one whole shell with a radius of 12 m even though the number of fmincon
iterations is 12% less. The competing interests of maintaining a self-capacitance constraint while
fitting to electric field data near the target – which is far more variable than the same data at
larger radii – is likely the reason for this phenomenon. Due to the increased error and decreased
performance associated with fitting to shells very close to the target, it is recommended to fit
models using shells at intermediate ranges. Doing so aids convergence of the optimizer, and the
total time required to generate a model is decreased either because the number of iterations to
convergence is decreased or because the total time required for one iteration of the optimizer is
decreased, or both.

2.1.1.6 Modeling using General 4 Degree-of-Freedom MSM Spheres

Previous work focuses on simple geometries that have high levels of symmetry, like the cylinder
model. For geometries like these, the number of MSM optimization parameters can be reduced
significantly by specifying, for example, that the cylinder MSM spheres must lie on the symmetry
axis. As geometric complexity increases, so does the effort required to find symmetries to exploit
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Figure 2.13: fmincon Iterations and Total Model Generation Times Required to Generate Three
Sphere VMSM Models Using E-Field Fitting and Shell Reduction for Various SMSM-Generated
E-Field Data Sets

Table 2.4: Initial and Final States for Three-Sphere 4DOF VMSM Model Optimization

Initial Final
R1 [m] 1.000 2.051
R2 [m] 1.000 1.299
R3 [m] 1.000 1.106
x1 [m] 0.000 -0.004
y1 [m] 0.000 -0.004
z1 [m] 0.000 -0.136
x2 [m] 0.000 0.038
y2 [m] 1.400 1.385
z2 [m] 6.000 4.788
x3 [m] 0.000 -0.028
y3 [m] 1.400 1.534
z3 [m] 9.000 8.993

and analytically parameterize them. Using general MSM 4 degree-of-freedom (4DOF) modeling
allows each MSM sphere to have 3 location and one radius degree of freedom. This avoids
the need to find symmetry and allows for optimization in a 4N dimension search space. Each
parameter associated with a VMSM model sphere is found through optimization, and the up-front
human-involvement cost of generating a model is reduced.

A three-sphere VMSM model of the box-and-panel geometry is generated using data in three
whole shells with radii of 15, 20 and 25 m. A self-capacitance constraint is enforced using a value
of 336.14 pF. The model voltage is set to 30 kV. The initial and final conditions for the 4DOF fitting
problem are shown in Table 2.4.

The force and torque accuracy of the 4DOF model with respect to the box-and-panel SMSM
model is compared to three-sphere 3DOF models using three whole shells and one half shell at
15 m in Figures 2.14(a) and 2.14(b). The model with the least accuracy is the 3DOF model fitted
to one half shell of data. The 4DOF model’s accuracy resembles the 3DOF model fitted to three
whole shells. Since the optimizer knows nothing about the symmetry of the box-and-panel model,
a whole shell of data must be used to generate an accurate model when 4DOF is used. Total
fmincon iterations for each of the models shown in Figure 2.14 are shown in Table 2.5.
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Figure 2.14: 4DOF Force and Torque Percent Relative Error Comparison to SMSM Force and
Torque Predictions for: (—) Three-Sphere Model Three Whole Shells, (—) Three-Sphere Model
One Half Shell, (—) Three-Sphere Model One Whole Shell (4DOF)

Table 2.5: Total Function Calls for 4DOF Model Comparison

Model Total fmincon Iterations
4DOF 3 Whole Shells 77
3DOF 3 Whole Shells 83

3DOF 1 Half Shell 132
3DOF 1 Whole Shell 68

Surprisingly, the 4DOF modeling method yields a converged result using only 58% of the iter-
ations required for a 3DOF model using a half shell of data with the same radius. These results
reiterate that the number of iterations required for convergence upon a useful model is far more
dependent on using data at intermediate radii than on the number of data points used. However,
when considering time required to generate a model, the 3DOF 1 half shell model is by far the most
efficient to generate, requiring only about a third as much time as the three whole shell models. An
interesting result is that the 4DOF model is generated in approximately the same amount of time
as the 3DOF 3 whole shell model. These results show that 4DOF modeling using E-field fitting is
promising from both an accuracy and performance perspective, and a 4DOF can be generated in
approximately the same amount of time as a 3DOF model using the same number of data points
at the same shell radii.

2.1.2 Appropriate Fidelity Models (AFMs)

2.1.2.1 Motivation for AFMs

The problem of two charged conductors interacting through electrostatics is similar to that of two
bodies interacting gravitationally. The differential force in both cases is proportional to the product
of either the masses or charges, and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between
them. The gravitational problem can be readily solved using conic sections if both bodies are
treated as point masses. For added fidelity, the larger body is treated as a general shape through
the use of a spherical harmonic expansion. If both bodies are near the same size and very close,
they must both be treated in a general manner solving the full gravitational two-body problem. This
problem can be solved using a range of methods including expansions of mass distribution through
MacCullagh’s approximation,10 inertia integrals11 or numerically using a lumped-mass approach.12

In the electrostatic problem, there is also an added complication: the total mass and its distribution
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is fixed in a rigid body while the total charge and associated charge distribution change easily
within a conductor. As the two conductors rotate and translate, the charge distribution changes
and impacts the electrostatic forces and torques. For example, consider to negatively charged
objects approaching each other. The electrons will repel each other and gather on the far sides of
the objects, causing a differential charge distribution. In contrast, as two asteroids approach each
other their mass distribution remain unchanged.

Many methods exist to solve the electrostatic problem numerically, and they all begin with
prediction of the charge distribution. This can be done using full FEA software which is very
accurate but much too slow for dynamics simulations, or more coarse methods like the Method
of Moments.13 Once the charge distribution is known, the total Coulomb force can be found by
summing the force between every facet in one body and every facet in the other body. A new
method for force and torque prediction is the Multi-Sphere Method (MSM),3 which places spheres
of tunable radii and position throughout the conductor. This process divides into Surface MSM
(SMSM), which was optimized for large numbers of spheres constrained to be on the surface of
the conductor by Stevenson et. al. in2 and Volume MSM (VMSM), which uses a small number
of spheres with unconstrained positions and was optimized by Chow et. al. in.3,5 While these
methods offer an excellent trade study between accuracy and speed, all are numerical and do
not enable closed-form analysis. Analytical insight is instrumental in any dynamics and stability
studies, such as for the de-spin and ET concept.

Analytical formula for the electrostatic two-body problem are found for the special case of
two conducting spheres using the Method of Images.7,8,14 If the bodies are not spherical, the
multipole expansion method can be used to find the electric potential in the vicinity of a charge
distribution by expanding the charge distribution in powers of 1/R.14 The potential energy of two
charged molecules can also be found and differentiated with respect to position attitude to find
force and torque.15 These expansions use terms similar to the inertia integrals used by Hou.11

The conference paper cited in Reference16 introduces a similar method for finding the electrostatic
force and torque between two charged spacecraft, but differs in that it does not find the potential
but finds the force and torque directly. This method for predicting force and torque is called the
Appropriate Fidelity Measures (AFM) method, named for the measures of the charge distribution
that appear due to the appropriate fidelity truncation of the binomial series.

Reference16 illustrates an early form of the AFM concept and investigates some special cases
of an isolated body in a flat or radial field, but doesn’t develop the full two body AFM theory. Flat
field analysis was furthered for the special case of a High Area-to-Mass Ratio (HAMR) object’s
orbit being perturbed by Earth’s magnetic field in Reference.1 This report provides the first com-
prehensive theory of AFMs for general spacecraft applications, including the general case of two
interacting charged bodies, and shows how the radial field is a special case of the general two
body problem.17 Providing a general formulation enables developing any particular AFM models
that consider the local environmental electric and magnetic fields, as well as electric fields due to
arbitrary neighboring charged spacecraft. This work differs from the multipole expansion cited in
Reference15 in that this work also presents a method for predicting the moments of the charge
distribution from the voltage and attitude of each craft as well as their separation.

2.1.2.2 Problem Statement

This section establishes the notation and variables used in this paper, as well as the fundamental
charging and force models employed and the key binomial expansion used. Consider two charged,
conducting neighboring spacecraft as is shown in Figure 2.15 with a known charge distribution.
This later assumption is relaxed later in the development to assume that only the potentials and
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relative attitude and separation are known. They each experience a force and torque due to the
other’s charge. The force and torque on body 2 is found by integrating the differential force, which
is a function of body 1’s charge distribution, across body 2.

dF2 =
dq1dq2R

4πε0R3
(2.12)

whereR points from dq1 to dq2. The separation vector is expressed from body vectors and a vector
between the center of mass of each body R = Rc + r2 − r1. Using this substitution makes the
differential force

dF2 =
dq1 dq2 Rc + r2 − r1

4πε0 ||Rc + r2 − r1||3
(2.13)

Figure 2.15: Coordinate system for inter-craft derivation

Where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, ε0 ≈ 8.854187 ∗ 10−12 F/m. The differential force is
approximated by binomially expanding the denominator and truncating higher-order terms on the
assumption that the body radii (r1 and r2) are small compared to their separation (Rc).

1

||Rc + r2 − r1||3
= (R2

c + r2
1 + r2

2 + 2(Rc · r2 −Rc · r1 − r2 · r1))−3/2 (2.14)

=
1

R3
c

[
1 +

(
r2

2

R2
c

+
r2

1

R2
c

+
2

R2
c

(Rc · r2 −Rc · r1 − r2 · r1)

)]−3/2

(2.15)

Expand the denominator to second order using a binomial series (1 + x)−3/2 ≈ 1− 3
2x+ 15

8 x
2 and

reassemble to approximate the differential force as:

dF2 =
dq1 dq2

4πε0R3
c

(Rc + r2 − r1)

(
1− 3r2

1

2R2
c

− 3r2
2

2R2
c

− 3(Rc · r2 −Rc · r1 − r2 · r1)

R2
c

+

15((Rc · r2)2 + (Rc · r1)2 − (Rc · r1)(Rc · r2))

2R4
c

)
(2.16)

This differential is integrated over the entire body to obtain the net electrostatic force on this object,
or crossed with the body position vector and integrated over the body to obtain torque.
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2.1.2.3 Appropriate Fidelity Measures

2.1.2.3.1 Fundamental AFM Expansion Terms Definition

The problem of two charged bodies interacting through electrostatics is similar to two massive
bodies interacting through gravity. Just as moments of the mass distribution play a key role in
solving the gravitational two-body problem,11 moments of the charge distribution play a key role
in predicting electrostatic force and torque. Three especially important moments of the charge
distribution are identified and named here:

Q =

∫

B
dq q =

∫

B
r dq [Q] =

∫

B
−[r̃][r̃] dq (2.17)

Q is a scalar and is the total charge, q is a 3 × 1 vector and is defined as the dipole moment, and
[Q] is a 3 × 3 tensor defined as the charge tensor. The vector r points from the center of mass to
the differential charge dq, and [r̃] is the matrix form of the vector cross product: a × b = [ã]b. If
the gravity analogy is used, the total charge Q is similar to the total mass, the dipole moment q is
similar to the total mass multiplied by the offset between the center of a coordinate system and the
true center of mass, and the charge tensor [Q] is similar to the inertia tensor. The dipole moment
q provides a measure of where the center of charge is in relation to the center of mass. If q is
zero, then the center of charge and mass locations are identical. To relate these AFM terms to the
variables commonly used in multipole expansions, Q and q are the mono and dipole terms, and
the charge tensor [Q] defined here is related to the quadrupole [Qp] by [Qp] = −3[Q] + 2tr([Q]).14

2.1.2.3.2 Inter-Craft Electrostatic Reactions

This section derives the force and torque on body 2 due the charge on body 1 and 2. This is
done using the 2nd order binomial expansion for the denominator of the differential force.

2.1.2.3.2.1 Force Derivation

The total force on body 2 is found by integrating the differential force over the entire body

F2 =
1

4πε0R3
c

∫

B1

∫

B2

(Rc + r2 − r1)

(
1− 3r2

1

2R2
c

− 3r2
2

2R2
c

− 3(Rc · r2 −Rc · r1 − r2 · r1)

R2
c

+

15((Rc · r2)2 + (Rc · r1)2 − (Rc · r1)(Rc · r2))

2R4
c

)
dq2dq1 (2.18)
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This equation is broken into three parts: the terms resulting from the Rc, r1, and r2 which are
denotes as F20 ,F21 and F22 , respectively. The first term F20 is expressed as

F20 =
Rc

4πε0R3
c

∫

B1

∫

B2

(
1− 3r2

1

2R2
c

− 3r2
2

2R2
c

− 3(Rc · r2 −Rc · r1 − r2 · r1)

R2
c

+

15((Rc · r2)2 + (Rc · r1)2 − (Rc · r1)(Rc · r2))

2R4
c

)
dq2dq1

=
Rc

4πε0R3
c

[
Q1Q2 −

(
3

2R2
c

∫

B1

r2
1 dq1

∫

B2

dq2

)
−
(

3

2R2
c

∫

B2

r2
2 dq2

∫

B1

dq1

)

−
(

3

R2
c

Rc ·
∫

B1

dq1

∫

B2

r2dq2

)
+

(
3

R2
c

Rc ·
∫

B2

dq2

∫

B1

r1dq1

)

+

(
3

R2
c

∫

B1

r1dq2

∫

B2

r2dq2

)
+

(
15

2R4
c

∫

B1

dq1

∫

B2

(Rc · r2)2dq2

)

+

(
15

2R4
c

∫

B2

dq2

∫

B1

(Rc · r1)2dq1

)
−
(

15

2R4
c

∫

B2

(Rc · r2)dq2

∫

B1

(Rc · r1)dq1

)]

(2.19)

Here the moments of the charge distribution given in Eq. 2.17 are used to simplify the equations.
Using the identity

∫
r2dq = tr([Q])/2 to simplify the above equation yields:

F20 =
Rc

4πε0R3
c

[
Q1Q2 −

3Q2

4R2
c

tr([Q1])− 3Q1

4R2
c

tr([Q2])− 3Q1

R2
c

Rc · q2

+
3Q2

R2
c

Rc · q1 +
3Q2

R2
c

q2 · q1 +
15Q1

2R4
c

∫

B2

(Rc · r2)2dq2

+
15Q2

2R4
c

∫

B1

(Rc · r1)2dq1 −
15

2R4
c

(Rc · q2)(Rc · q1)

)]
(2.20)

To solve the two remaining integrals, apply the vector identity (a · b)b = ([b̃][b̃] + b2[I])a to the
terms of the form (Rc · r)2 and integrate to yield

Rc · (Rc · r)r = Rc · ([r̃][r̃] + r2[I])Rc = RT
c [r̃][r̃]Rc +R2

cr
2 (2.21)

→ −RT
c [Q]Rc +R2

c tr([Q])/2 (2.22)

and re-write F20 finally as:

F20 =
Rc

4πε0R3
c

[
Q1Q2 +

3Q2

R2
c

tr([Q1]) +
3Q1

R2
c

tr([Q2])− 3Q1

R2
c

Rc · q2 +
3Q2

R2
c

Rc · q1

+
3Q2

R2
c

q2 · q1 −
15Q1

2R4
c

RT
c [Q2]Rc −

15Q2

2R4
c

RT
c [Q1]Rc −

15

R4
c

(Rc · q2)(Rc · q1)

]
(2.23)

The second part of the force F21 is much simpler because many of the terms become third order
and are neglected in this second order expansion.

F21 =
1

4πε0R3
c

∫

B1

∫

B2

r2

(
1− 3(Rc · r2 −Rc · r1)

R2
c

)
dq2dq1 (2.24)

=
1

4πε0R3
c

[
Q1q2 +

3Q1

R2
c

[Q2]Rc −
3Q1

2R2
c

tr([Q2])Rc +
3(Rc · q1)

R2
c

q2

]
(2.25)
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The third part of the force F22 is similar in form to F21 with the r2 being replaced with a −r1.

F22 =
1

4πε0R3
c

∫

B1

∫

B2

−r1

(
1− 3(Rc · r2 −Rc · r1)

R2
c

)
dq2dq1 (2.26)

=
1

4πε0R3
c

[
−Q2q1 +

3Q2

R2
c

[Q1]Rc −
3Q2

2R2
c

tr([Q1])Rc +
3(Rc · q2)

R2
c

q1

]
(2.27)

The total force is then expressed as

F2 =
1

4πε0R3
c

[(
Q1Q2 +

3Q2

2R2
c

tr([Q1]) +
3Q1

2R2
c

tr([Q2])− 3Q1

R2
c

Rc · q2 +
3Q2

R2
c

Rc · q1 +
3Q2

R2
c

q2 · q1

− 15Q1

2R4
c

RT
c [Q2]Rc −

15Q2

2R4
c

RT
c [Q1]Rc −

15

R4
c

(Rc · q2)(Rc · q1)

)
Rc

+Q1q2 +
3Q1

R2
c

[Q2]Rc +
3(Rc · q1)

R2
c

q2 −Q2q1 +
3Q2

R2
c

[Q1]Rc +
3(Rc · q2)

R2
c

q1

]
(2.28)

This equation is visualized in Table 2.6, where the common factor of 4πε0R
3
c is omitted, allowing

easy ordering of terms based on which measures (Q, q, [Q]) they incorporate. They are also
ordered by the dimensionless ratio r/Rc where r is a characteristic dimension of either spacecraft.
As the spacecraft move farther and farther away, the higher order terms in this variable matter less
and less. The zeroth order term is in the upper left, the two boxes with two terms each are the first
order terms, and the three boxes containing twelve terms along the diagonal are the second order
terms. This table allows easy selection of the force terms needed for appropriate fidelity.

Table 2.6: Force ordering matrix

Q1 q1 [Q1]

Q2 Q1Q2Rc
3Q2

R2
c

(Rc · q1)Rc −Q2q1

3Q2

2R2
c
tr([Q1])Rc

− 15Q2

2R4
c

(RT
c [Q1]Rc)Rc

+ 3Q2

R2
c

[Q1]Rc

q2 Q1q2 − 3Q1

R2
c

(Rc · q2)Rc

3
R2

c
(q2 · q1)Rc

− 15
R4

c
(Rc ·q2)(Rc ·q1)Rc

+ 3(Rc·q1)
R2

c
q2 + 3(Rc·q2)

R2
c

q1

[Q2]

3Q1

2R2
c
tr([Q2])Rc

− 15Q1

2R4
c

(RT
c [Q2]Rc)Rc

+ 3Q1

R2
c

[Q2]Rc

As might be expected, the force expression is symmetric, if one changes the sign on all Rc

terms and switches the subscripts the force on body 1 is found to be equal in magnitude but
opposite in direction to the force on body 2. This satisfies Newton’s 3rd law.

2.1.2.3.2.2 Torque Derivation

The torque on body 2 is given by T2 =
∫
B1

∫
B2
r2×dF , where the same binomial expansion as

before is used to approximate dF to second order.
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T2 =
1

4πε0R3
c

∫

B1

∫

B2

r2 × (Rc + r2 − r1)

(
1 − 3(Rc · r2 −Rc · r1)

R2
c

)
dq2dq1 (2.29)

Because of the extra r2, many of the terms in the differential force expansion become third order
and are neglected. The differential torque has three parts corresponding to the r2 ×Rc, r2 × r2

and r2 × r1 components. The middle term is zero and the first and third are labeled by T20 and
T21 , respectivley. T20 is evaluated first:

T20 =
1

4πε0R3
c

∫

B1

∫

B2

r2 ×Rc

(
1− 3(Rc · r2 −Rc · r1)

R2
c

)
dq2dq1 (2.30)

= − 1

4πε0R3
c

Rc ×
∫

B1

∫

B2

r2

(
1− 3(Rc · r2 −Rc · r1)

R2
c

)
dq2dq1 (2.31)

Where higher order terms in the binomial expansion are neglected. The integral is identical to the
force integral in Eq.(2.24) evaluated earlier, and is written down from inspection as:

T20 = −Rc ×
[
Q1q2

R3
c

+
3(Rc · q1)q2

R5
c

+
3Q1[Q2]Rc

R5
c

]
(2.32)

The other part of the torque comes from the r1 and is evaluated below:

T21 = − 1

4πε0R3
c

∫

B1

∫

B2

(r2 × r1)dq2dq1 (2.33)

The binomial expansion here is truncated to just the first term because the r2 × r1 term is already
second order. This gives

T21 = − 1

4πε0R3
c

q2 × q1 (2.34)

The total torque is found by summing T20 and T21 to yield

T2 =
1

4πε0R3
c

[
Q1q2 ×Rc +

3(Rc · q1)q2 ×Rc

R2
c

− 3Q1Rc × [Q2]Rc

R2
c

+ (q1 × q2)

]
(2.35)

This equation is visualized in Table 2.7 which follows Table 2.6 in omitting the factor of 4πε0R
3
c and

grouping terms by their order in the dimensionless ratio r/Rc. Terms closer to the upper left corner
are lower order.

Table 2.7: Torque ordering matrix

Q1 q1 [Q1]

Q2

q2 Q1q2 ×Rc

3
R2

c
(Rc · q1)q2 × Rc +

(q1 × q2)

[Q2] − 3
R2

c
Q1Rc × [Q2]Rc

As expected, there are no zeroth order terms, in fact there are no terms at all corresponding to
the scalar charge Q2. Unlike the force expansion, the torque is not symmetric, i.e. T1 6= −T2. This
is because the torque on body 1 and body 2 are not measured about the same point, but rather
the center of mass of each body. If all torques are measured about the same point, such as the
barycenter of the system, the torques are equal and opposite and cancel out and are not able to
change the angular momentum of the system.
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2.1.2.3.3 Radial Electrostatic Field Simplification

In Reference 16, the force and torque on a charged body are found by assuming a differential
force of

dF2 =
Q1dq2

4πε0R3
R (2.36)

and integrating over body 2. Rather than repeating this integration, the first column of the force
and torque ordering tables can be added to produce force and torque because that column only
considers the scalar charge of body 1. This yields

F2 =
Q1

4πε0R3
c

[
Q2Rc + q2 −

3(q ·Rc)

R2
c

Rc +
3[Q2]Rc

R2
c

+
3Rc

2R2
c

tr([Q2])

− 15

2R4
c

(RT
c [Q2]Rc)Rc

] (2.37)

L2 =
Q1

4πε0R3
c

[
q2 +

3

R2
c

[Q2]Rc

]
×Rc (2.38)

which agrees with the derivation done with the point charge differential force. This shows how
force and torque in a radial field is a special case of the general two body problem. This is similar
to how in most treatments a satellite is treated as a point mass while the earth is treated as a
general body using spherical harmonics.

2.1.2.3.4 Flat Electrostatic Field Simplification

It is also of interest to calculate the force and torque on charged conducting bodies due to
ambient flat electric and magnetic fields.1 The differential force on a differential charge moving at
v subject to E and B fields is given in Reference 18 as:

dF = dq(E + v ×B) (2.39)

This differential force only varies significantly across a body if it is rotating very quickly near the
geostationary point. The velocity is the orbital velocity vo plus the transport velocity: ωB/E × r,19

where ωB/E is the angular velocity between the satellite body frame B and the magnetic field frame
E . For a spacecraft with r = 1 m, ωB/E = 1 deg/sec, and an ECEF orbital velocity of 1 km/sec, the
ratio of the transport velocity to the orbital velocity will be less than 10−5. In many scenarios the
transport term can be dropped. The force is then:

F =

∫

B
(E + vo ×B)dq = Q(E + vo ×B) (2.40)

and the torque is

L =

∫

B
r × (E + vo ×B)dq = (E + vo ×B)× q (2.41)

This is the exact answer for the torque on a pure dipole in a flat field.18,20
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2.1.2.3.5 Susceptibilities of the Measures

The expansions for force and torque in the electrostatic two-body problem, radial field, and
flat field are useful formula. However, they rely on knowledge of the charge distribution on both
bodies in order to perform the integrations and find the measures. Unlike the gravitational two-
body problem, these measures change as charge moves throughout the bodies. Recalculating
the entire charge distribution for both bodies would be a very intensive process. Here, a method
for predicting the measures from parameters that are much more feasible to measure in situ such
as the voltage, attitude, and position of each craft is presented.

To do this, a matrix dependent on the relative position and attitude is used to translate the
voltage of each craft into a representation of the charge distribution. From this distribution, the
measures are formed as functions of the voltage of each craft. There are many ways to make this
matrix, including the Method of Moments or Boundary Element Method. A recent addition is the
Multi-Sphere Method, which uses hand-tuned parameters for the size and locations of spheres
which are constrained to be equipotential.3,3

MSM emerged as a way to predict the force and torque with high-enough fidelity to be useful,
while also evaluating fast enough to be practical. MSM approximates the satellite as a collection
of spheres with variable position and radii. The voltage of any sphere is a function of both its
own charge and the charge on neighboring spheres. If these spheres are far enough away to be
approximated as point charges, the voltage on the ith sphere is given by:3,3,18

Vi =
1

4πε0

qi
Ri

+
N∑

j=1, j 6=i

1

4πε0

qj
ri,j

(2.42)

Where qi and Ri are the charge and radius of the ith sphere, respectively, and ri, j is the distance
between spheres i and j. If the voltages of each sphere are given by V = [V1, V2, ...VN ]T and
the charges are given by Q = [q1, q2, ...qN ]T , the relationship between the two is V = [S]Q or
Q = [C]V , where [C] is the capacitance matrix and [S] is the elastance matrix defined below:4

[S] =
1

4πε0




1/R1 1/r1,2 · · · 1/r1,N

1/r2,1 1/R2 · · · r2,N
...

...
. . .

...
1/rN,1 1/rN,2 · · · 1/RN


 (2.43)

Since the voltage is assumed known, the charge distribution is found by numerically solving
the linear system. If two conductors with n1 and n2 spheres each are considered, the elastance
matrix can be put into block form:

[
V1

V2

]
=

1

4πε0

[
S1 SM
STM S2

] [
Q1

Q2

]
(2.44)

Where the voltage and charge of each craft are separated. Note that the self elastance terms S1

and S2 are much larger than the mutual elastance terms SM because the inter-sphere separations
are much smaller inside one body rather than between the two bodies. Additionally, the self
elastance matrices contain the diagonal 1/R terms which are larger than the off-diagonal 1/r
terms. As an example, consider a template box and panel spacecraft with an 8 meter boom made
from 248 spheres and a 3 × 1 meter cylinder made from 138 spheres. The log of the elastance
matrix for these two objects with a separation of 40 meters is shown in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16: Log of elastance matrix

There are clearly four blocks, and the diagonals are 102−105 times larger than the non-diagonal
blocks. The blocky structure in the upper diagonal block comes from the method of assembly for
the the box and panel spacecraft which is made from six rectangles. In general, the diagonal blocks
will not change with relative position or attitude. The blocky structure, symmetry, and the time-fixed
properties of the diagonal blocks are exploited when inverting using the Schur complement.

[
A B
BT D

]−1

=

[
(A−BD−1BT )−1 −A−1B(D −BTA−1B)−1

−D−1BT (A−BD−1C)−1 (D −BTA−1B)−1

]
(2.45)

Recognizing that A and D represent the self capacitance matrices, which contain much larger
terms than the mutual matrix B, terms second order in B are dropped:

[
A B
BT D

]−1

≈
[

A−1 −A−1BD−1

−D−1BTA−1 D−1

]
=

[
C1 −C1SMC2

−C2S
T
MC1 C2

]
(2.46)

Where [Ci] = [Si]
−1 for all blocks. The two matrices C1 and C2 are not functions of the relative

separation and orientation, which means they will be constant in time. The terms in SM are of
the form 1/||Rc + r2i − r1j ||. Since the center to center separation Rc is much greater than the
dimensions of either craft r1 or r2, this is approximated as

[SM ]i,j =
1

||Rc + r2i − r1j ||
∼ 1

Rc
(2.47)

Approximating all elements in the mutual capacitance matrix as 1/Rc allows the relative attitude
to be ignored while still capturing some first-order mutual capacitance and susceptibility. The
elastance matrix is now approximately inverted as

[
Q1

Q2

]
=

1

4πε0

[
C1 −C11(n1, n2)C2/Rc

−C21(n2, n1)C1/Rc C2

] [
V1

V2

]
(2.48)

Where 1(n,m) is a matrix consisting of ones of size (n,m). If the two bodies are both conductors,
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each MSM sphere is at the same voltage this matrix equation is transformed to a vector equation

Q1 = [C1]1(n1, 1)V1 −
[C1]1(n1, n2)[C2]

Rc
1(n2, 1)V2 (2.49)

Q2 = [C2]1(n2, 1)V2 −
[C2]1(n2, n1)[C1]

Rc
1(n1, 1)V1 (2.50)

Now the charge on each MSM sphere is approximated as a function of a collection of matrices
that do not change with state, and the scalar voltage of each craft. The susceptibility of the total
charges, dipoles, and charge tensors to the voltage of each craft are found next.

2.1.2.3.5.1 Total Charges

The total charge on each spacecraft is found by summing the charge on each sphere

Q =

n1∑

i=1

qi = 1(1, n)Q (2.51)

Thus, the scalar charge of body 1 is given by

Q1 = CSV1 + CMV2 (2.52)

Where the self and mutual capacitances are given by

CS = 1(1, n1)[C1]1(n1, 1) =

n1∑

i=1

n1∑

j=1

[C1]i,j (2.53)

CM =
−1(1, n2)[C1]1(n1, n2)[C2]1(n2, 1)

Rc
= −

∑n1
i=1

∑n2
j=1[C1]1(n1, n2)[C2]

Rc
(2.54)

The scalar self capacitance can be computed with high fidelity using a MSM model with hundreds
or thousands of spheres and re-used in each time step for computation. The numerator of the
mutual capacitance can be similarly computed at high fidelity and then divided by the norm of the
separation vector at each time step.

2.1.2.3.5.2 Dipole Moments

The dipole q is defined in a continuous charge distribution and MSM model as

q =

∫

B
rdq =

N∑

i=1

riqi = [R]q (2.55)

where [R] is a 3×N matrix containing the x, y, and z coordinates of each MSM sphere:

[R] =



x1 . . . xN
y1 . . . yN
z1 . . . zN


 (2.56)

The dipole is given by
q = χSV1 + χMV2 (2.57)
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Where the self and mutual susceptibilities of the dipole for body 1 are

χS = [R1][C1]1(n1, 1) (2.58)

χM =
−[R1][C1]1(n1, n2)[C2]1(n2, 1)

Rc
(2.59)

Once again, these 3 × 1 vectors can be computed with high fidelity from SMSM models of each
body. Each element in the mutual term must be divided by the separation distance, which may
change with time.

2.1.2.3.5.3 Charge Tensor

The charge tensor is defined from a continuous charge distribution or MSM model as

[Q] =

∫

B
−[r̃][r̃]dq =

N∑

i

−[r̃i][r̃i]qi (2.60)

Define [Rs] as a 3 × 3N matrix containing the cross product matrix of each MSM sphere position
and A is a 3N ×N matrix used to interweave three copies of the charge vector made from smaller
matrices a.

[Rs] =




[r̃1]
...

[r̃N ]


 [a] =




1
1
1


 [A] =




a 0 . . . 0
0 a . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . a


 (2.61)

The charge tensor is now found as a function of both voltages, and two 3× 3 matrices,

[Q1] = [ψS ]V1 + [ψM ]V2 (2.62)

where the self and mutual susceptibilities of the charge tensor for body 1 are given by

[ψS ] = [Rs1 ]Tdiag([A][C1]1(n1, 1))[Rs1 ] (2.63)

[ψM ] = −[Rs1 ]T
diag([A][C1]1(n1, n2)[C2]1(n2, 1))

Rc
[Rs1 ] (2.64)

These matrices can be found using high fidelity MSM models before propagation and the mutual
term can be adjusted by dividing by the separation distance. The derivations are done for body 1,
but the susceptibilities for body 2 can easily be found by changing all subscript 2s to 1s and vice
versa.

2.1.2.3.6 Flat Field Susceptibilities

A flat environmental field will change the charge distribution, but not the scalar charge. The
only measures that contribute in a flat field are the dipole and the total charge. The scalar charge
is still given by

Q = CV (2.65)

To find the dipole, write the voltage of each sphere as a function both of the charges and its position
relative to the total field A = E + v ×B where v is the velocity with respect to the magnetic field.

V = [C]−1Q− [R]TA (2.66)
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The charges are found by
Q = [C](V − [R]TA) (2.67)

The dipole is then
q = χSVT + [χA]A (2.68)

where the self and ambient susceptibilities are given by

χS = [R][C]1(n, 1) (2.69)

[χA] = [R][C][R]T (2.70)

for a model with n spheres. The ambient susceptibility is similar to the electric susceptibility used
to calculate the polarization of dielectrics in an electric field.18

2.1.2.3.7 Numerical Validation

In a flat field, AFMs and MSM give the same answers down to machine precision assuming
the same MSM model is used to calculate the susceptibilities of the measures because there is
no truncation of a binomial series. For the two-body problem, the accuracy of predictive AFMs is
checked against the truth model of SMSM, which places a large number of equal radius spheres
uniformly across the surface of the body. The radius of all spheres is varied to achieve the known
self capacitance. Although this method is slower to evaluate (due to the much larger number
of spheres), it removes the need for hand tuning and has good accuracy relative to commercial
FEA software.2 An example SMSM model for two template “box and panel” spacecraft in close
proximity is shown in Fig. 2.17. Note that charge, which is shown as color, tends to bunch up at
the corners of conductors and is affected by the nearby spacecraft.

Figure 2.17: Example SMSM configuration for two satellites

For validation, one “box and panel” spacecraft has fixed location and attitude at the origin of
the coordinate system. The second spacecraft occupies many different positions and attitudes on
a shell of a given radius. SMSM is used to find the force and torque on the fixed craft. The force
and torque is also predicted using AFMs with the susceptibilities CS , CM ,χS ,χM , [ψS ], and [ψM ]
for each craft found before computation from the same 256-sphere SMSM model. The average
percent error is computed for each spherical shell. The percentage error is computed as:
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PE = 100 ∗ ||aAFM − aT||
||aT||

(2.71)

Where a is either the force or torque, and the subscript “T” indicates the truth model.
The second craft is placed at points on a spherical shell precomputed using a golden spiral

algorithm9 which arranges 20 points equidistantly on the surface of a sphere. The shells are varied
in radius logarithmically from 15 to 200 meters in 10 steps. The attitude of the second object at
each of these points is changed using three random Euler angles while the first object is held fixed
in attitude at the origin. The mean percentage error per shell is shown in Figure 2.18
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Figure 2.18: Percentage errors for force and torque using predictive AFMs

The mean percentage error for the zeroth, first, and second order expressions for force are
shown as red, green, and blue lines in the force plot. Since there is no zeroth order term for torque
prediction, only the first and second order expressions are shown in the torque plot. A dashed line
is shown 1 standard deviation above each of these to give a sense of the variation a user should
expect.

The errors are initially very high, a few hundreds of percent, but they drop quickly as the space-
craft move farther apart. Since the AFM derivation hinges on the assumption that the spacecraft
sizes are much smaller than the distance between them, this matches intuition. The second order
term for force drops below 5% error at 25 meters and the second order term for torque drops below
5% at 48 meters.

2.1.2.4 Analysis and Applications

There are many numerical methods for electrostatic force and torque prediction for conductors.
However, they do not give good analytical forms for force and torque. This section summarizes
previous work that curve fit the angular and voltage dependencies of electrostatic torque, and then
uses AFMs to analytically predict the same result. Next AFMs are used to predict the torque in the
case where the center of mass is not aligned with the exact center of the target object.

Bennett et. al. used MSM to calculate the torque on a 3 × 1 meter target cylinder due to
a spherical tug craft for different voltages and angles.21 This set up is shown in Fig. 2.19. The
cylinder has the same voltage magnitude as the sphere, and is always positive while the tug
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Figure 2.19: Coordinate system for example analysis

sphere can change the polarity of its voltage: V2 = |φ|, V1 = φ. The torque is only about the
z axis due to the symmetry, and is shown as a function of both the angle θ and the voltage φ.
This plot is shown for near field (2.5 meter separation) and far field (15 meter separation) cases in
Fig. 2.20. The voltage dependance follows a quadratic relationship, and the angular dependance
is well approximated by sin(2θ). The torque is then curve fit to be:21

L = γf(φ)g(θ) = γφ|φ| sin(2θ) (2.72)

In the near field, γ divides into a larger value for attraction γa and a smaller value for repulsion
γr. At further separations the difference between attraction and repulsion is less evident.
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Figure 2.20: MSM torque surfaces at a separation distances of d = 2.5 m and d = 15 m for V1 = φ
and V2 = |φ|.21

The angular, voltage, and attraction/repulsion trends that have been empirically found using
MSM are now derived using AFMs. Referencing Eq. 2.38, the torque on a general body due to a
nearby point charge is given by

L2 =
Q1

4πε0R3
c

[
q2 +

3

R2
c

[Q2]Rc

]
×Rc (2.73)

re-writing this in terms of susceptibilities gives:

L2 =
CS1V1 + CMV2

4πε0R3
c

[
(χS +

3

R2
c

[ψS ]Rc)V2 + (χM +
3

R2
c

[ψM ]Rc)V1

]
×Rc (2.74)
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This equation is grouped into four separate terms

L2 =
1

4πε0R3
c

[
CM (χS +

3

R2
c

[ψS ]Rc)V
2

2 + CS1(χM +
3

R2
c

[ψM ]Rc)V
2

1

+ (CS1(χS +
3

R2
c

[ψS ]Rc) + CM (χM +
3

R2
c

[ψM ]Rc))V1V2

)]
×Rc

= AV 2
1 +BV 2

2 + (C +D)V1V2 (2.75)

In this this 1-D case the torque is purely about the z axis and is written using scalars as

L = AV 2
1 +BV 2

2 + (C +D)V1V2 (2.76)

The terms A and B have one mutual term and are thus 1st order in (1/Rc), C is 0th order, and D
is 2nd order. This means that in the far field terms linked to C will persist longer than those linked
to A and B, which will persist longer than those linked to D. Because the mutual susceptibilities
(CM ,χM , [ψM ]) are negative but the self susceptibilities are positive, A,B and D are negative, but
C is positive and larger than D.

Thus the following development switches to the positive variables F = |A+B| and G = C+D,
and makes use of the definitions V1 = φ, V2 = |φ| to match prior work.21 The torque for attractive
(La) and repulsive (Lr) cases is given by:

Lr = (−F +G)φ2 = (−F +G)φ|φ| (2.77)

La = (−F −G)φ2 = (F +G)φ|φ| (2.78)

In the attractive cases the magnitude of the torque is larger because F and G add rather than
subtract. This can be seen empirically in Fig. 2.20(a). Additionally, since G has the highest order
term, it will matter most in the far field. Since F matters less in the far field, the difference between
the attractive and repulsive torque decreases in the far field, which can also be seen by comparing
Fig. 2.20(a) and 2.20(b).

In prior work Reference21 numerically fit the far field parameter γ to a value of 2.234 ∗ 10−14

for a 3 meter by 1 meter cylinder 15 meters away from a 1 meter diameter sphere. To compute
the corresponding value from AFMs, assume that the center of mass is perfectly aligned with
the center of charge so that χS = 0 and the body axes are aligned so that [ψS ] is given by
diag(ψB, ψs, ψB), where ψB > ψs. This represents the case of a perfectly axis-symmetric cylinder
as shown in Figure 2.19. Ignoring the mutual part of G which decays quickly gives the torque as

L =
−3CS1

4πε0R5
c

R̃c[ψS ]RcV1V2

=
3CS1

8πε0R3
c

(ψB − ψs) sin(2θ)V1V2ẑ (2.79)

where G is defined as
G =

3CS1

8πε0R3
c

(ψB − ψs) (2.80)

SMSM is used to find the values of ψS and ψB which givesG ≈ 2.531∗10−14, only a 13% difference
with the numerically fit value used in Reference 21. These two results agree well considering that
only a second order AFM model is used and the mutual part of G is ignored, and Reference 21 fits
γ to the full MSM solution.
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Now consider the same cylinder, but allow the center of mass to move within the craft by a few
centimeters along the y axis ( χS = [0, χS , 0]T ). The torque is still only about the z axis and is
given by

L2 =
−CS1

4πε0R3
c

R̃c

(
χS +

3

R2
c

[ψS ]Rc

)
V1V2

=
−CS1

8πε0R2
c

[
χS cos(θ) +

3(ψB − ψs)
2Rc

sin(2θ)
]
V1V2ẑ (2.81)

Setting χS = 0 recovers Eq. (2.79), but even a small CM offset can make the cos(θ) term
dominate, especially at large separations. As the CM moves away from the geometric center, χS
grows linearly, and some elements of ψS grow quadratically. The torque as a function of θ is shown
for a variety of CM offsets in the example of the same cylinder 15 meters away from a 1 µC point
charge in Figure 2.21. The different curves are for different values of χS – the center of mass
offset is shown in the legend.
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Figure 2.21: Torque on cylinder for a variety of center of mass offsets

The torque slowly changes from a perfect sin(2θ) to an augmented -cos(θ) curve as the CM
offset varies. The magnitude of the torque also increases by a factor of 3.38. This factor is even
greater at further separations since the cos(θ) term has lower order in 1/Rc. Knowledge of center
of mass to center of charge differences are essential for the stability of control laws used for de-
spinning of passive space debris. If the center of charge location is not properly accounted for,
the sign of the predicted torque can be wrong, leading to instabilities in the closed-loop control
discussed in Reference.21

2.1.3 Charged Orbital Perturbation Analysis using Appropriate Fidelity Models

2.1.3.1 Motivation

The dominant effects of space weather on satellite orbits are density variations which affect satel-
lite drag in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) at altitudes between 300 and 1500 km, and spacecraft charging
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at Geosynchronous Earth Orbits (GEO). Spacecraft charging can lead to arcing, which can dam-
age solar panels and damage spacecraft electronics. The SCATHA mission showed that charging
naturally to 10’s of kilo-volts in Earth’s shadow is possible.22,23 If the spacecraft is not contin-
uously conducing, different parts of the spacecraft can charge to different levels and arc, which
can damage spacecraft electronics.24 However, recent work by1,25–27 suggests that spacecraft
charging can affect the orbits of lightweight debris objects as well. This has major implications for
those wishing to track debris objects in GEO to prevent collisions. This is especially important as
lightweight debris from the “graveyard” GEO orbit can easily drift back into the operational GEO or-
bit and threaten valuable space assets. Additionally, understanding this possible new link between
space weather and GEO orbital perturbations has the possibility to benefit both fields.

Spacecraft are subject to a number of small forces that perturb their orbits from the closed-
form conic section solution to the two body problem. At low altitudes, Earth’s spherical gravity and
drag strongly perturb certain orbits. Further out in GEO, all objects are perturbed by lunar and
solar gravity, and some High Area-to-Mass (HAMR) objects are strongly perturbed by Solar Radi-
ation Pressure (SRP).28 However, not all orbits are explained using just the above perturbations,29

reports some near-GEO debris objects which appear to accelerate towards the sun during the
propagation interval, which is impossible with only SRP disturbances. The primary source of this
discrepancy is postulated to be that these objects are interacting with Earth’s magnetic field.

Figure 2.22: Electromagnetic perturbations acting on charged MLI

Some of these unknown objects are thought to be torn-off pieces of Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI)
as discussed by.30 Samples returned from the Hubble Space Telescope showed cracks in areas
of constrained loading, and31 discuss a tendency of MLI to curl up when peeling off.22 discuss how
GEO spacecraft could charge to very high potentials during geomagnetic storms. This charging
causes a translational Lorentz force, and may cause a significant electrostatic torque depending
on the relative distance between the center of charge and center of mass. Additionally, if the object
is rotating relative to an external magnetic field it will experience an eddy current torque.

Reference 25 is the first publication with results modeling the electrostatic charging effects on
HAMR objects. This initial work adds the Lorentz force and eddy torque to the more standard list
of perturbations for a HAMR plate. Including these two new effects changes the orbit by nearly
a tenth of a degree in inclination and 0.002 in eccentricity after only 12 hours.26 model a sphere
for which torques are not included and found much less dramatic results.27 consider a rigid plate
similar to,25 but included electrostatic torques and found that the main method that charging affects
orbits is through the torques rotating the object so that the SRP pushes on it differently.

This work builds off the dynamical insights gained from References 26 and 27 by adding a more
realistic charging model. In particular, the orbit averaged GEO space weather variations are taken
into account as well as the convection E field. Finally, a statistical analysis over initial attitude is
performed to study the relative sensitivity of the electrostatic and eddy current disturbance relative
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to other orbital perturbations. In Reference 27 a worst case charging environment of 30 kV is
assumed for the entire orbit. In this work, measured flux distributions at every local time are used
to compute the equilibrium charging level at that point in the orbit. Additionally, this work considers
a more complex debris object than a square plate or sphere: a thicker piece of MLI consisting of
two separate pieces of aluminized mylar electrically separated by a piece of non-conducting tule.
MLI normally has more than 40 layers of metalized sheets and mesh as shown in Fig. 2.23 but in
this work only the three layer system is considered. This 2 conductor system has the interesting
property that one conductor is in the sunlight at all times and one is shaded. The presence of
sunlight is very important for spacecraft charging with most objects charging a few volts positive in
the sunlight and very negative in shade.

Figure 2.23: Multi Layer Insulation with non-conducting mesh shown

The statistical analysis looks at the relative impacts between including electromagnetic pertur-
bations and uncertainty in the initial attitude. In contrast, Reference 27 varies the initial attitude,
but no analysis over how the size of the initial attitude change relates to the propagation model
used is made. This work is done by first reviewing the space environment at GEO in both calm
(KP = 2−) and stormy (KP = 8) conditions, then evaluating the spacecraft charging consider-
ing the statistical flux distributions to compute the currents. Next, methods for computing the new
electromagnetic perturbations are reviewed with special emphasis on the debris object in question.
The debris object is then propagated in a full attitude-dependent, 6 degree-of-freedom simulator
to investigate the change in dynamics from including or neglecting electromagnetic perturbations.
The goal of this paper is a detailed discussion of how space weather conditions can impact the
lightweight GEO debris astrodynamics.

2.1.3.2 The Space Environment

The Geosynchronous orbit regime lies near the boundary between the inner and outer magne-
tosphere at a radius of ∼6.6 Earth radii or 42,164 km. The motion of the plasma in the inner
magnetosphere is governed mainly by curvature and gradient drift, while the outer magnetosphere
transitions to the global magnetospheric convection cycle. For the purposes of spacecraft charg-
ing, the electron and ion populations are usually described as bi-Maxwelllian distributions.32 Some
common space weather model parameters are shown Tab. 2.8. Here ne is the electron density,
ni is the ion density, and kTe and kTi are the electron and ion temperatures. The worst case
model is a single Maxwellian while the ATS-6 fit and the Day in the Life (DITL) models are double
Maxwellian.32 The drawback of these models is that they provide fixed nominal values, where
the actual GEO space weather conditions will vary across the orbit even at a fixed KP index.
Additionally, measured flux distributions are very non-Maxwellian.

Reference 33 presents an empirical model that uses 82 satellite-years of observed electron
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Table 2.8: Parameters for commonly used Maxwellian fits for GEO plasma32

Model ne (cm−3) kTe (keV) ni (cm−3) kTi (keV)
Worst Case 1.1 12 0.24 29

ATS-6 1.2, 1.2 16, 1 0.24, 8.82e-3 29.5, 0.111
DITL 0.3, 0.2 4,7 0.3, 0.2 4, 7

and ion flux data. Both populations are measured by Magnetospheric Plasma Analyzers (MPAs)
on board multiple Los Alamos National Labs (LANL) satellites. The MPAs are capable of measur-
ing the flux between 1 eV and 40 keV in three spatial dimensions every 86 seconds. All of this
data over the 82 satellite-years of data is tagged with local time (LT), KP index, and solar wind
electric field (vBz). Denton’s model allows users to specify three inputs (Energy, LT, and KP or
vBz) and outputs the mean, median, and percentile flux values. KP is a measure of the severity
of geomagnetic storms and varies from 1 to 9 with three steps within each number, so 3+ is worse
than 3, which is worse than 3-. This work considers the a DITL case where KP = 2− and a severe
storm with KP = 8. The statistical mean electron fluxes for GEO are shown in Fig. 2.24, with the
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Figure 2.24: Electron Fluxes at GEO for KP = 2− (yellow), KP = 8 (blue) as well as a Maxwellian
fit (green)

yellow sheet indicating KP = 2−, the blue sheet for KP = 8, and the green sheet the Maxwellian
fit for a DITL condition as shown in Tab. 2.8. The measured flux at low energies will be a combi-
nation of the natural space environment and the secondary and photoelectrons generated by the
spacecraft itself. To avoid double-counting these electrons, the flux at all energies below 100 eV
is reassigned to the flux at 100 eV which is why the surfaces are flat respect to energy below 100
eV in Fig. 2.24.

The storm conditions differ in many ways from the quiet condition - the flux is higher nearly
everywhere, except for local times near 12, which corresponds to the sun line. The shape of
the flux in energy space is also different with more flux at higher energies during a storm. Both
of these measurements differ significantly from the Maxwellian fit. In the low energy region, the
Maxwellian grossly underestimates the flux by 5 orders of magnitude. In the high energy region
the Maxwellian overestimates the flux, but not by nearly as large of a factor. The statistical mean
ion fluxes for GEO are shown in Fig. 2.25, with the yellow sheet indicating KP = 2-, the blue sheet
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Figure 2.25: Ion Fluxes at GEO for KP = 2- (yellow), KP = 8 (blue) as well as a Maxwellian fit
(green)

for KP = 8, and the green sheet the same Maxwellian DITL fit but for ions. Once again, the storm
time flux is greater than the quiet time flux, but unlike the electrons, this trend is more dramatic at
high energy. At low energy the storm flux is actually lower. In Local Time, the trend seen in the
electrons is reversed - there are more ions clustered near 12:00 during a storm. The Maxwellian
fit is radically different from the measured data, but does get the order of magnitude approximately
correct in the 10 keV region.

2.1.3.3 Spacecraft Charging

A space object is subject to many currents from the space plasma and the sun. The currents
considered here are the thermal electron and ion currents (Ie, Ii) from the plasma, secondary
electron emission (SEE) from both electrons and ions (ISEEe

, ISEEi
), electron backscattering (Ib),

and the photoelectric current (Iph) if the object is sunlit. The sign convention is for the currents to
the spacecraft - so all currents except for the electron thermal current are positive. The object is
in equilibrium when the net current to it is zero:

Ie(φ) + Ii(φ) + ISEEe
(φ) + ISEEi

(φ) + Ib(φ) + Iph(φ) = 0 (2.82)

All these currents are functions of the object’s voltage φ as well as many other parameters. Since
the charging times for the objects considered here are so short, the object is always considered
to be in equilibrium with its environment. Therefore, for each set of environmental conditions, the
appropriate voltage can be prescribed by finding the voltage that drives the net current to zero.
Each of the currents are discussed in detail in the following subsections.

2.1.3.3.1 Electron and Ion Currents

Electrons and ions impact the spacecraft, electrons causing a negative current and ions steal-
ing an electron and causing a positive current. The magnitude of these currents is dependent on
the amount of ions and electrons in the environment as well as the voltage of the spacecraft. For
a flux distribution over energy F (E), the current is

I(φ) = q0A4π

∫ ∞

L

(
E

E ± φ

)
F (E ± φ)dE (2.83)
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Where q0 is the particle charge, A is the area exposed to the plasma, and φ once again is the
spacecraft potential. The lower bound of the integral L is 0 for the repelled particle, and |φ| for
the attracted particle. Ions take the upper sign and electrons take the lower. If a Maxwellian
distribution is used, the integral can be solved analytically and the current is given by:

I(φ) =

{
I0(1 + q0φ

kT ) Attracted
I0e

q0φ/kT Repulsed
(2.84)

where kT is the thermal energy of the plasma, q0 is the fundamental charge, and I0 is the current
when the spacecraft is at 0 V, found from the parameters in the Maxwellian distribution. The
dominant trends are linear attraction with a characteristic voltage equal to the temperature of the
Maxwellian, and exponentially decreasing repulsed current.

In this analysis, measured flux distributions are used and these integrals are done numerically
using an adaptive quadrature integration program that uses linear interpolation on the flux data.
The flux data is logarithmically spaced in 40 increments for KP = 2 and 50 increments for KP = 8
as shown in Figs. 2.24 and 2.25. The lower bound for the attracted particle is |φ| + 0.1 V to avoid
a singularity, and since data for F (E) only exists up to 40 keV for the distributions used, the upper
bound is taken as 40, 000 V + φ.

2.1.3.3.2 Secondary Electron Emission and Backscattering Current

2.1.3.3.2.1 General Secondary Electron Emission

When an electron or ion impacts a material, it deposits much of its energy in the first few
nanometers of the material. Some of this energy goes into freeing electrons near the surface
which can be ejected. This phenomena is referred to as Secondary Electron Emission (SEE)
and can significantly reduce the net electron thermal current and amplify the ion thermal current.
Additionally, there is a chance that an electron will bounce off the material rather than sticking.
This phenomena is called “backscatter”. The probability that an electron will backscatter is given
by η, the expected number of secondary electrons generated is typically given by δ, and the total
yield as Y . Since the total yield is a function of energy, it must be integrated over the distribution
to find the current:

I(φ) = q0A4π

∫ ∞

L
Y (E)

(
E

E ± φ

)
F (E ± φ)dE (2.85)

Typically, rather than calculating the actual current the mean yield < Y > is used which is the
effective yield for a particular distribution.

< Y >=
IY
I

=

∫∞
L Y (E)

(
E

E±φ

)
F (E ± φ)dE

∫∞
L

(
E

E±φ

)
F (E ± φ)dE

(2.86)

Since < Y > is constant for the repulsed particle if the distribution is Maxwellian, and very little
variation for the attracted particle, < Y > is often treated as a constant. In this analysis It is treated
as a function of the changing distribution (via LT) and the spacecraft voltage φ which shifts the
distribution. Once again, this integral is done numerically using an adaptive quadrature integration
program. The integration limits are the same as in the preceding subsection. The SEE function δ
for both ion and electron impact as well as the backscattering function η are discussed next.
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2.1.3.3.2.2 Electron-Induced SEE

The electron-induced SEE yield is typically low at low landing energies, then it rises to a large
value, often larger than 1, for intermediate energies around a few hundred eV, then falls back to a
small yield for keV energies. If the maximum yield is larger than 1, there will be an incident energy
region where incident electrons can cause a net positive current. In this work, the “universal curve”
of Lin and Joy34 is used:

δ(E) = δM1.28

(
E

EM

)−0.67(
1− exp(−1.614(E/EM )1.67)

)
(2.87)

Where δM is the max yield, and EM is the energy at which it occurs. For aluminum, the parameters
δM = 0.97 and EM = 400 eV are used.

2.1.3.3.2.3 Electron backscattering

Backscattering occurs when an electron is reflected from the spacecraft rather than absorbed.
This analysis uses the model provided by the Nascap Scientific Documentation for energy-dependent
backscattering:32

η(E) =

(
H(1− E)H(E − 0.05)log( E

0.05)

log(20)
+ H(E − 1)

)
× (

e−E/5

10
+ 1 − (2/e)0.037Z) (2.88)

Where E is the landing energy in keV, H(x) is the Heaviside step function, and Z is the atomic
number of the material (aluminum in this analysis). The formulas above can be added to produce
the total yield Y (E) = η(E) + δ(E) for normally incident monoenergitic electrons.

2.1.3.3.2.4 Ion-Induced SEE

Ions may also cause SEE, and for many materials the number of secondaries caused by ions is
much larger than that caused by electrons. However, since the ion current is usually much smaller
than the electron current, ion-induced SEE is neglected in many cases. In this analysis the two
parameter Nascap model32 is used:

δ(E) =
βE1/2

1 + E/EM
(2.89)

Where E is the energy in keV, and for aluminum β = 1.36 and EM = 40 are fitting parameters.

2.1.3.3.2.5 Mean Yields

The above formulas for SEE and backscattering are inserted into Eq. (2.86) to calculate < Y >
for electrons and ions as a function of both space weather and local time for both space weather
conditions. This is shown in Figs. 2.26 and 2.27.

Fig. 2.26 shows the electron yields for stormy and calm space weather conditions. The effective
yield is zero for a positive craft since although secondaries are generated, they are re-collected
by the craft. The yield is always less than 1, but it gets very close for low voltages where there
are still a lot of low energy particles. The dependence on local time is much more dramatic during
the storm, which matches the higher dependence for the flux. At local noon, the storm yields
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Figure 2.26: Electron-Induced yields for KP = 8 (orange), KP = 2 (blue) as a function of Local
Time and voltage

are lowest, which matches the depleted low energy section of the flux. Although the local time
dependence for the flux is low in the morning and afternoon/night sectors in the flux, the yields
have high dependence there.

Fig. 2.27 shows the ion yields, which are much higher than the electron yields, although since
the incident ion flues are much lower this current is smaller than the electron-induced yields. There
is a huge dip around local noon for the storm case, just as with the electron yields. Since the peak
for ion-induced SEE is at much higher energies in the keV range, this matches the increase in low
energy ions and decrease in high energy ions observed around local noon.
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Figure 2.27: Ion-Induced yields for KP = 2 (teal), KP = 8 (yellow) as a function of Local Time and
voltage

2.1.3.3.3 Photoelectric Current

Energy from the sun can energize electrons in the first few nanometers of the spacecraft so
that they leave the surface. The fraction that have enough energy to escape the potential well of
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the spacecraft cause a net positive current given by:35

Ip =

{
jphA cos(θ)e−qφ/kBTph φ > 0

jphA cos(θ) φ ≤ 0
(2.90)

Where jph is the photoelectron flux, A is the area, θ is the angle of incidence, and kBTph is the
thermal energy of the ejected photoelectrons. For aluminum, kBTph = 2 eV and jph = 40 µA/m2.
For a negative spacecraft this current is constant, and for a positively charged spacecraft it quickly
vanishes.

2.1.3.3.4 Equilibrium Voltage

Equation (2.82) can be solved at each local time and each sun facing angle θ to provide a look-
up table to interpolate and determine the voltage of both plates at any point in the orbit. Assuming
the voltage to always be at the equilibrium value is justified since the relevant capacitance C =
CS + CM = 24.9 pF is small enough that the charging time is short compared to the orbital times.
The parameters CS and CM will be discussed in greater detail in the following section.
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Figure 2.28: Equilibrium voltage for KP = 2− as a function of sun incidence angle and local time

Figure 2.28 shows the equilibrium voltage for aluminum as a function of local time and sun
incidence angle. An angle of 90 or greater indicates that the object is shaded, and has no photo-
electric current. Most of the charging happens in the absence of sunlight, and in the early morning
sector when LT is between 0 and 6. This matches intuition as high energy electrons cluster in that
region due to their drifts. The most negative voltage occurs when the spacecraft is entirely shaded
and at a local time of 5, and is -169 V. For θ < 88◦, the voltage varies between 5 and 10 V positive
as expected for a sunlit object in calm space weather.

Figure 2.29 shows the equilibrium voltage in the same format as Fig. 2.28 but for the stormy
condition of KP = 8. Again, most of the charging occurs for shaded or almost shaded angles,
although the minimum angle moves down by a few tenths of a degree. The charging occurs in the
early morning sector, but also very dramatically in the late night sector where LT is between 20
and 24. The charge levels are much lower here as well, dropping to -1.911 kV at LT = 6 and -1.844
kV at LT = 22. Additionally, the voltage stays below -1 kV for the entire sector between LT = 20
and 24. There is good intuition for the existence of high charging in the early morning sector due
to the electron drift, but the strong charging in the late night sector is unexpected. Once again, the
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fully sunlit voltages range between 5 and 10 V positive. Since one plate is always shaded and the
plates are electrically disconnected one plate is always negative.
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Figure 2.29: Equilibrium voltage for KP = 8 as a function of sun incidence angle and local time

These results for voltage must be taken with a grain of salt as they depend on a number of
parameters. Firstly, the photoemission for aluminum is chosen as the round number of 40 µA/m2

to match that used by Nascap. Second and most importantly, the model parameters for electron-
induced SEE have a good amount of variability. The max yield used here of 0.97 and in Nascap
is reported as 2.0 by Reference 34 and found experimentally to be near 2.5 by Reference 36.
Additionally, Balcon et. al. found that the SEE parameters had strong dependence on the angle of
incidence (an electron that has grazing incidence creates more secondaries since it deposits more
energy close to the surface where the secondaries have a better chance or escaping). There is
also dependance on the surface condition (smooth or rough) and the temperature of the sample.

If a maximum yield of of 2.0 is used, the most voltages range from 0 to 17 V positive even in
shade. This is because the net electron yield is greater than 1, and the instant the spacecraft starts
to charge negative the SEE current turns on and pushes it back to positive since the secondary
electrons can now escape the system. With these much less dramatic voltages, the resulting
electrostatic perturbations are much more subdued.

2.1.3.4 Propagation Model

Consider a small piece of torn off MLI 50 cm by 50 cm like that shown in Fig. 2.23. It is composed
of just 3 layers: 2 layers of aluminized mylar 1/4 mil thick with a non-conducting piece of Dacron
netting 0.16 mm thick in between. The total mass of this thin sheet is just 6.225 grams, but it’s large
surface area of 0.25 m2 gives it an area to mass ratio (AMR) of 40.16 m2/kg. All MLI parameters
are taken from Reference 37. The center of mass is assumed to be offset from the center of
pressure by [2.5, 2.5, 0] cm. The center of charge is assumed to be offset from the center of mass
by [-2.5, -3.33, 0] cm. The inertia tensor is computed assuming constant density.

The primary force for macro sized objects in Earth orbit it the Earth’s gravity. There are several
small forces and torques which perturb the orbits of many small objects such as Solar Radiation
Pressure (SRP), Earth’s non point mass gravity, and the gravitational pull of the sun and moon.
This work includes three new electromagnetic perturbations - the Lorentz force, the Lorentz torque,
and Eddy current torques. All perturbations are listed in Table 2.9 with either the exact equation or
a short description.
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Table 2.9: Forces and Torques acting on Space Debris

Perturbation Force Torque
Earth gravity Spherical Harmonics L = 3µ

R5
c
Rc × [I]Rc

Lunar gravity point-mass gravity 0
Solar gravity point-mass gravity 0

SRP ASD reflection L = rsep × FSRP
Electrostatic F = Qv ×B L = qsep × (v ×B)

Eddy Currents 0 L = ([M ](ω ×B))×B

The zonal and tesseral harmonics of Earth’s gravity are used up to fourth order. The torque is
given by the gravity gradient. Point mass gravity is used for lunar and solar gravity.

2.1.3.4.1 Solar Radiation Pressure

The magnitude of the SRP force is determined by the solar flux and the illuminated area. The
direction is governed by the amount of light that is absorbed and reflected specularly and diffusely
(ASD). The SRP force is given by Reference 38:

F = pSRPA cos(θ)

[
ρAŝ+ 2ρs cos(θ)n̂+ ρd(ŝ+

2

3
n̂)

]
(2.91)

Where θ is the angle between the sun-pointing line and the face normal, ŝ is the sun-pointing
vector, n̂ is normal to the plane, and ρA, ρS , and ρD are the absorptive, specular, and diffuse
coefficients, respectively, which must sum to unity. In this analysis, ρA = 0.5, ρS = 0.2, and
ρD = 0.3.

2.1.3.4.2 Magnetic Field Models

Both the Lorentz force and torque as well as the eddy torque depend on the strength and
direction of the magnetic field. There are many approximations for Earth’s magnetic field. The first,
and simplest is the dipole approximation, next is the IGRF model, and the third is the Tsyangenko
model which merges the IGRF with the solar wind.39 The tilted dipole model is the lowest order
version of the IGRF model, which is an expansion much like Earth’s spherical gravity. There have
been many versions and updates to the Tsyganenko model, but in this analysis the 2001 version
is used with GEOPACK 20081 for coordinate transforms.

Since the magnetic field is position dependent, the model is run at each timestep. The time is
assumed to be January 1, 2000, midnight, for all runs. The space weather parameters used are
shown in Tab. 2.10, and are representative values that are used by the Community Coordinated
Modeling Center (CCMC) on their single-run website2

This produces a magnetic field model that accounts for the solar wind and Earth’s geodynamo.
As shown in Fig. 2.30, the field is not well-modeled by a tilted dipole alone or the IGRF model.
The positions where B is computed are taken from a geostationary orbit, and the magnetic field
is shown in the units of 0.1 nT, so the magnitude is near 100 nT (10 units on the axis scale) for all
models. The Tsyganenko model is very different from the other two, which makes sense since the

1http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/modelweb/magnetos/tsygan.html
2http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/requests/instant/tsyganenko.php
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Table 2.10: Space weather parameters used for Tsyganenko model

Parameter Value
Solar Wind Dynamic Pressure 4 nPa

Solar Wind Velocity 400 km/s
IMF By 6 nT
IMF Bz -5 nT

DST -30 nT
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Figure 2.30: ECI Magnetic field used in this study, Z axis is arbitrary
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tilted dipole is an approximation of the IGRF model and neither take the solar wind into account.
The main differences between the IGRF and Tsygnaenko models is that Tsyganenko predicts a
lower magnitude and more declination.

2.1.3.4.3 Electric Field Models

The magnetospheric convection electric field also contributes to the electric perturbations. The
work uses the Volland-Stern40,41 model as presented in Reference 42 which gives the voltage of
a point in space as:

V = −bLγ sin(φ) (2.92)

Where b is a constant, γ is a constant, and L = r/Re

sin2(θ)
is the magnetic L shell and φ is the magnetic

local time referred to noon rather than midnight. The angle θ is the magnetic colatitude, which is
measured downwards from the magnetic north pole. In this work γ = 2, and b = 45 V/(1 −
0.159KP + 0.0093 ∗K2

P )3 is the overall strength as a function of KP index.43 To find the colatitude,
first transform into the geomagnetic frame44 which has it’s 3rd axis aligned with Earth’s north
magnetic pole, then take the inverse cosine of r(3)/||r||. To find φ, project the satellite and sun
position into the geomagnetic x − y plane and find the angle with respect the the x axis for both
and subtract them to find φ.

To find the E field, take the gradient in spherical coordinates E = −∇V :

E = −∇V = −∂V
∂r
r̂ − 1

r

∂V

∂θ
θ̂ − 1

r sin(θ)

∂V

∂φ
φ̂ (2.93)

=
V

r

(
− γr̂ + 2γ cot(θ)θ̂ − csc(θ) cot(φ)φ̂

)
(2.94)

Where r̂ points outward, θ̂ points southward (magnetically, not geographically), and φ̂ = r̂× θ̂.
This potential and the electric field are shown in GSM coordinates below in Fig. 2.31(a) for

KP = 3. In the figure, the length of the arrow represents the field strength with 1 axis unit rep-
resenting 2 mV/m. The field is points from dawn to dusk as expected. At this low KP level the
average field strength is 0.434 mV/m, but if KP increases to 8 it grows to 2.87 mV/m. Figure
2.31(b) shows both the Lorentz field (v ×B) and the convection E field in the ECI x− y plane for
a geosynchronous orbit inclined to 16◦. The sun is nearly directly below in this figure.

The first thing to notice is that the average magnitude of the E field for this orbit is more than
10 times stronger than the Lorentz field even at KP = 3 (0.431 mV/m vs 0.036 mV/m), at KP = 8
the difference is even greater since the average E field strength grows to 2.85 mV/m. In all prior
work by References 25, 26, 27 and 1, the convection E field has been completely ignored in favor
of the B field, but it is actually the stronger of the two. In different orbits, specifically one in which
there is greater ECEF velocity and is closer to Earth, the v ×B field is stronger.

2.1.3.4.4 Electrostatic Force and Torque

2.1.3.4.4.1 General Development

The effective E-field is A = E + v ×B where v is the velocity relative to the magnetic field.
The differential force on a differential charge moving through this field is:18

dF = dqA (2.95)
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Figure 2.31: Convection E field and Lorentz field comparison for KP = 3

The torque about the center of mass on a body is defined as
∫
B r × dF , where r points from the

center of mass to the volume element. Using the differential force to find the net force and torque
on a body gives:

F =

∫

B
A dq (2.96)

L =

∫

B
r ×A dq (2.97)

If a body is rotating, the velocity relative to the magnetic field will vary over the body and A will
be dependent on the position. Assuming an orbit inclined at 16◦, the relative velocity at GEO is
∼1 km/s. If the body has a radius of 1 meter, and is rotating at 1 degree per second, the relative
velocity from rotation is 10−5 times smaller than that from the orbit. In this analysis it is neglected
and v is simply the translational orbital velocity.

Define the charge separation vector q and the total charge Q below to simplify the force and
torque:

Q =

∫

B
dq and q =

∫

B
rdq (2.98)
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Using the definitions in Eq. (2.98) in the integrals in Eq. (2.96) and (2.97) gives the following
results for force and torque:

F = AQ L = −A× q (2.99)

2.1.3.4.4.2 Susceptibilities of AFM Parameters

If the new variables Q and q were known at all times, Eq. (2.99) would be enough to predict
force and torque, however, the charge distribution changes as the object rotates and changes
voltage. This subsection quickly goes over how to predict the parameters Q and q using the plate
voltages; a full explanation is given in Reference 17.

Using an elastance-based formulation, the voltage at every node V is given by

V = [S]Q (2.100)

Where [S] is the elastance matrix, and Q is the charge on each node. There are many ways to
make [S], including the Method of Moments (MoM)13 as well as the Surface Multi-Sphere Method
(SMSM).2 In this work MoM is used, which gives the elements of [S] for two parallel plates per-
pendicular to the z axis to be:

Si,j =

∫ ∆y/2

−∆y/2

∫ ∆x/2

−∆x/2

dx′dy′√
(xc + x′)2 + (yc + y′)2 + z2

c

(2.101)

where xc, yc are the center-to-center x and y displacements for the two area elements i and j,
and zc is the displacement in the z direction. If i = j, xc and yc will both be zero. To perform this
integration, use the u substitutions u = xc + x, and v = yc + y′:

Si,j =

∫ ∆y/2+yc

−∆y/2+yc

∫ ∆x/2+xc

−∆x/2+xc

du dv√
u2 + v2 + z2

c

(2.102)

Denote the double anti-derivative of this function by s, the elastance entry can be formed from the
values of s on the four endpoints of dA:

Si,j = s(u+, v+) + s(u−, v−)− s(u+, v−)− s(u−, v+) (2.103)

Where the ± subscripts determine the upper or lower limit of that variable. The double anti-
derivative s is given below:

s(u, v) =

∫ ∫
du dv√

u2 + v2 + z2
c

(2.104)

= v log(
√
u2 + v2 + z2 + u)

+ u log(
√
u2 + v2 + z2 + v) (2.105)

− z tan−1

(
uv

z
√
u2 + v2 + z2

)
(2.106)

+ zc tan−1

(
v

z

)
− v (2.107)

Where log() is the natural logarithm (base e). Once [S] is known, the charge on each node can be
found by solving the linear system. A process for predicting the total charge Q and the dipole q
on two nearby conductors is introduced in Reference 17, however that work assumes the distance
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between the conductors is larger than the conductors themselves. Thus modifications must be
made for this case where the plates are 50 cm in length, and only 160 µm apart. To derive the
capacitance matrix for two plates, look at the system in block form:

[
Q1

Q2

]
=

[
[CS1 ] [CM ]
[CTM ] [CS2 ]

] [
V1

V2

]
(2.108)

since both plates are conductors, the voltage is constant across both of them: V1 = V1O(n1, 1)
where n1 is the number of elements used to model plate 1 and O(a, b) is a matrix consisting only
of ones of size [a, b]. The total charges on each plate are given by Q1 =

∑n1
i Q1(i) = O(1, n1)Q1,

thus:

Q1 = O(1, n1)[CS1 ]O(n1, 1)V1 +O(1, n2)[CM ]O(n1, 1)V2

= CS1V1 + CMV2 (2.109)
Q2 = O(1, n2)[CM ]O(n2, 1)V1 +O(1, n1)[CS2 ]O(n2, 1)V2

= CMV1 + CS2V2 (2.110)

where the model for plate 2 contains n2 elements. This shows that the elements of the capacitance
matrix for two bodies are simply the sum of the elements of the blocks in the large capacitance
matrix for every node. Because the two plates are exactly alike except for their relative positions,
and because [S] and [C] are symmetric, CS1 = CS2 = CS and the mutual term CM is the same. To
find the susceptibilities of the dipoles, denote the positions of every node by

[R] =



x1 x2 . . . xN
y1 y2 . . . yN
z1 z2 . . . zN


 (2.111)

for both plates R1 and R2. The dipole is given by

q =

∫

B
rdq =

N∑

i=1

riQi = [R]Q (2.112)

for a continuous charge and matrix formulation. Now combine with the form for Q from earlier:

q1 = χ1,1V1 + χ1,2V2

q2 = χ2,1V1 + χ2,2V2 (2.113)

Where the χ parameters are given by:

χ1,1 = [R1][CS1 ]O(n1, 1) χ1,2 = [R1][CM ]O(n1, 1) (2.114)
χ1,2 = [R2][CM ]O(n2, 1) χ2,2 = [R2][CS2 ]O(n2, 1) (2.115)

For the specific case of two 50 cm plates separated by a 160 µm space, both with their centers
of mass displaced by [-2.5, -3.33, 0] cm, the electrostatic parameters are given in Table 2.11:

Since the two plates are held together, only the total dipole q = q1 + q2 and total charge
Q = Q1 + Q2 need to be considered. Finally, the equations for q and Q can be combined with
Eq. 2.99 to yield the Lorentz force and torque from the voltages only:

F = (CS + CM )(V1 + V2)A

L =
(
(χ1,1 + χ2,1)V1 + (χ1,2 + χ2,2)V2

)
×A (2.116)
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Table 2.11: AFM parameters for predicting Lorentz force and torque

Parameter Value
CS 20.774 nF
CM -20.762 nF
χ1,1 [ 3.116, 0.692, 0.002] nFm
χ2,2 [ 3.116, 0.692, -0.002] nFm
χ1,2 [ -3.114, -0.692, -0.002] nFm
χ2,1 [ -3.114, -0.692, 0.002] nFm

2.1.3.4.5 Eddy Torques

Eddy current torque is included as well. When a conductor spins in a magnetic field, the
mobile electrons move in loops because of induction. No net force is felt because the current path
is closed, but an eddy current torque is felt.45 recently developed a general method for calculating
this torque through

L = ([M ](ω ×B))×B (2.117)

where [M ] is the magnetic tensor. For a flat plate, the matrix [M ] is given by

[M ] = CT
σe

4
nnT (2.118)

where σ is the conductivity, CT is a constant dependent on shape and size, and n is a unit vector
normal to the plane. For a rectangle with length l greater than width w, CT is found using St.
Venant beam theory:

CT ≈
lw3

3(1 + 1.38(w
2

l2
)1.6)

(2.119)

in the cases considered, the normal axis of the plate is ẑ which makes the torque equal to

L = ([M ](ω ×B))×B = CT
σe

4
(ω1B2 − ω2B1)



B2

B1

0


 (2.120)

For this application, [M ] is found using the length and width for one plate, and then doubled since
there are two plates.

It is interesting to note that if the plate is spinning about its axis of maximum inertia, ω3 will be
large and ω1 and ω2 will be small or zero. The eddy torque will also be small, and the object’s spin
will be relatively unaffected. If the object is tumbling, only the spin rates about the body 1 and 2
axes are removed and it will eventually fall into a stable spin about its axis of major inertia.

2.1.3.5 Propagation Model Results

Now that all the forces and torques are detailed, the orbit of a HAMR object can be propa-
gated. Once again the object is a 50 cm square piece of MLI with an area to mass ratio of 40.16
m2/kg. This object is put in an initial orbit with a = 42, 164 km, e = 0.0001, i = 16◦,Ω = 0◦, ω =
242.3213◦, and ν = 85.05◦. The true anomaly ν is chosen so that the propagation begins at a local
time of 4 hours, which subjects the plate to the most dramatic charging. The initial angular rates
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are set to zero, and its initial attitude is aligned with the ECI frame (σ = [0, 0, 0]T ) where σ is a
Modified Rodriguez Parameter (MRP) to describe the attitude.19 The orbit is propagated for 24
hours with a 3 second time step using a RK4 integrator, and the resulting altitude departure and
longitude are shown in Fig. 2.32

240.5 241 241.5 242 242.5 243 243.5 244
-200

-100

0

100

200

300

No EM effects
Eddy
KP2
KP8
-30 kV

Figure 2.32: Latitude and altitude departure caused by neglecting perturbations with one initial
attitude

In an unperturbed orbit, all the tracks would end in the same place as they began. However,
they all are a few hundred kilometers higher in altitude, and have traversed over more than three
degrees of longitude. For reference, the typical longitude spacing between satellites in GEO is
∼ 0.5◦. At the end of the propagation all 5 models predict different final positions. Using the model
which only includes gravitational effects and SRP as a reference, including eddy torques gives a
final position 109.48 km away. Including just electrostatics at KP = 2− and KP = 8 gives final
position differences of 35.98 and 77.32 km, respectively. Including just electrostatics with a worst
case constant voltage of -30 kV gives a final position difference yields a final position difference
of 40.23 km. These final positions are small numbers when compared to the orbit radius, but
correspond to a few tenths of a degree which matters for telescope pointing.

Using these differences in final positions, it would seem that including eddy torques is the
most important, since it leads to the largest position difference. Next would be electrostatics at
KP = 8, then a constant voltage of -30 kV, then KP = 2. This is quite surprising since the electric
disturbances are strongest at -30 kV, not at KP = 8. To further investigate which perturbations
cause the largest differences in position, the same propagation will be repeated, only changing
the initial attitude to σ = [0.2, 0, 0]T . Again the altitude departure from the initial attitude and the
longitude are shown in Fig. 2.33.

Here the object again follows a curving “figure 8” path, and changes altitude by ∼400 km and
longitude by ∼ 3◦. However, the orbits are drastically different from those computed those com-
puted with the first attitude - for instance, the model that ignores all electromagnetic perturbations
predicts a final altitude departure of more than 200 km with the first attitude, but less than 200 km
with the second attitude. Additionally, the ordering of the relative impacts of the different perturba-
tions is different. Choosing the model which ignores all electromagnetic effects as the reference,
including eddy torques leads to a 14.58 km difference after 24 hours, electrostatics at KP = 2−
and 8 lead to differences of 130.38 and 33.85 km, and a constant voltage of -30 kV leads to a
final position difference of 62.26 km. While eddy current torque was the most significant at the first
attitude, it is the least at this attitude. KP = 2− and KP = 8 switch places, and the constant -30
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kV case is now less significant than electrostatics at KP = 2−.
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Figure 2.33: Latitude and altitude departure caused by neglecting perturbations at a different
initial attitude

These simulations results illustrate that the initial attitude and the propagation model used
both have a strong influence on the orbit. Because even the relative ordering of how significant
different electromagnetic perturbations are gets re-shuffled, it would appear that the initial attitude
and the propagation model are coupled. This is not completely surprising, since the significant
part of the electromagnetic perturbations is the torque, which changes the attitude, which “steers”
SRP.27 Either a small torque (such as from electromagnetics) integrated over time, or a different
initial attitude will result in a different attitude, which changes SRP, which changes the orbit. It
is prudent to remember that this behavior is due in most part to the strongly attitude-dependent
cross sectional area of this flat plate. A sphere with the same area to mass ratio is nowhere near
as sensitive.26

2.1.3.6 Statistical Analysis

The earlier section showed that the relative effect of different electromagnetic perturbations was
not consistent for two different initial attitudes. This section looks at hundreds of initial attitudes
to find which perturbations are the most significant. Additionally, the effect of including different
electromagnetic perturbations is compared to initial uncertainty in attitude. To do this, the same
50 cm plate is propagated either with an initial attitude perturbation, or including electromagnetic
perturbations and then compared to a plate that had neither an initial attitude perturbation or
electromagnetic perturbations. This is shown schematically in Fig. 2.34.

For all cases, a plate is put into orbit with the initial orbit elements of a = 42, 164 km, e =
0.0001, i = 16◦,Ω = 0◦, ω = 242.3213◦, and ν = 85.05◦. The true anomaly ν is chosen so that
the propagation begins at a local time of 4 hours, which subjects the plate to the most dramatic
charging. A random initial attitude σi is generated from three uniformly distributed Euler angles. A
plate with this attitude is propagated neglecting all electromagnetic effects for a period of time ∆t
and its final position rRef is recorded. Next, a perturbation or initial attitude difference is added.
For the attitude difference, a rotation of magnitude θj about a randomly selected axis û where
θ = [0.0001◦, 0.001◦, 0.01◦, 0.1◦, 1◦] using the principle rotation vector γ = θjû and the final position
rRotation after ∆t is recorded. For the perturbations, the plate is not rotated but either eddy torques,
electrostatics at KP = 2−,KP = 8, or a worst-case constant voltage of -30 kV are included in the
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Figure 2.34: Scheme for investigating relative effect of electromagnetic disturbances with random-
ized initial attitude

propagation and the final positions (rKP =2, rKP =8, r−30kV , rEddy) are recorded. The electrostatic
cases are run without eddy torques included. Finally the difference in final positions between the
reference rRef and the cases that include electromagnetic perturbations or have a different initial
attitude are computed (∆rRotation,∆rKP =2,∆rKP =8,∆rEddy). This process is repeated 500 times
varying the initial attitude σi each time recording the ∆r every 15 minutes for 3 hours in a master
text file. The 10 cases, run for 3 hours of simulation time, for 500 different initial attitudes gives
15,000 hours of propagation time. The results of this propagation are shown in Fig. 2.35.

The statistics for the effect of an initial attitude difference or including an electromagnetic per-
turbation are shown using violin plots. Violin plots are a way of looking at multiple histograms
at once - the width of the bar represents how many counts are observed in the bin given by the
position on the y axis. Violin plots can be thought of as a collection of histograms all rotated by
90◦. The different ticks on the x axis represent different cases. For example, consider the 0.0001◦

case after 3 hours of propagation shown in Fig. 2.35(c). The position difference from this initial
attitude change is either less than 1 cm, or in the hundreds of meters. Simply reporting the mean
or median (shown in red and green, respectively) would lead one to believe that most of the initial
attitudes lead to final position differences of ∼1 m, when in reality almost none of them are.

At the 1 hour mark (Fig. 2.35(a)), including electrostatics with KP = 2− only causes position
differences greater than a meter for very few initial attitudes, furthermore, it is less significant than
a 0.0001◦ uncertainty in initial attitude, which is nearly impossible to get from a ground observation
for a non-cooperative object. If KP = 8, a significant fraction of the initial attitudes lead to position
difference of dozens of meters after only an hour, and including or neglecting electrostatics is
equivalent to a little less than 0.001◦ uncertainty in initial attitude. If the worst case is observed
and both sides of the plate are charged to -30 kV, almost all the initial attitudes lead to position
differences greater than a meter after only an hour with a few exceeding 100 m. This is more
significant than 1◦ of attitude uncertainty. Including eddy torques also causes a large spread and
is comparable to 1◦ of uncertainty.

Moving to the 2 hour mark of simulated orbit time, the distributions begin to look bi-modal. One
population of initial attitudes leads to large position differences greater than 10 meters, while the
other leads to much smaller position differences. This may be because some attitudes lead to
“runaway” differences while others lead to stable spins about the axis of maximum inertia which
are much harder to perturb and change the attitude in a way that affects SRP.27 It is still the
case that electrostatics at KP = 2− are less significant than 0.0001◦ of attitude uncertainty, at
KP = 8 including electrostatics is roughly equivalent to 0.001◦ of attitude uncertainty, the worst
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Figure 2.35: Position differences caused by including electromagnetic perturbations or initial atti-
tude uncertainty

case is more significant than 1◦ of uncertainty, and that including eddy torques is similar to 1◦ of
uncertainty.

Moving finally to 3 hours of simulated orbit time, now a very significant portion of all initial
attitudes with all perturbations lead to position differences of more than 100 meters. The split
between the runaway cases and the others is even more dramatic, causing many of the plots to
take on a “dog-bone” shape. Surprisingly, including eddy torques, the -30 kV, and the 1◦ rotation
nearly always causes at least a 1 meter position change, which removes the lower lobe. It is still
the case that electrostatics at KP = 2− are less significant than 0.0001◦ of attitude uncertainty,
at KP = 8 including electrostatics is roughly equivalent to 0.001◦ of attitude uncertainty, the worst
case is more significant than 1◦ of uncertainty, and that including eddy torques is similar to 1◦ of
uncertainty. The maximum position difference is observed for the worst case -30 kV and is 5.77
km.

It is interesting to look at how the spread from including or neglecting a certain perturbation
or attitude uncertainty changes with time. To do this, the 95% upper bound is found for each
perturbation/attitude uncertainty at each time. This is done by sorting the ∆r, and taking the 475th

element since there are 500 entries. This gives an empirical estimate to the 2σ covariance bound
that should be associated with the initial attitude uncertainty or the un-modeled perturbations.
This covariance bound is plotted in Fig. 2.36 for all the perturbations and the limiting attitude
uncertainties of 1◦ and 0.0001◦.

The worst case constant voltage of -30 kV causes the largest covariance, followed by the 1◦

attitude uncertainty, then eddy torques, then KP = 8, then KP = 2− and the 0.0001◦ attitude
uncertainty which are similar. All of the perturbations/attitude uncertainties lead to between 0.5
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Figure 2.36: 95% covariance bounds for different perturbations and uncertainties

and 2 km covariance after 3 hours, and seem to be accelerating. In the case of a solar storm
at KP = 8, the covariance bounds do not need to be drastically changed from the normal ones
associated with attitude uncertainty. However, if the worst case charging is maintained, such as
might happen considering deep dielectric charging, the covariance bounds need to be expanded
beyond their normal values. Eddy torques, which act no matter what KP is, always cause large
covariances.

2.1.4 Heterogeneous SMSM Modeling

2.1.4.1 Motivation

In the Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) regime, satellites charge to very high voltages some-
times as dramatic as -19 kV.46 This charging can cause dangerous arcing as well as small forces
and torques on the body due to interactions with earth’s magnetic field, which changes the orbits
of some uncontrolled lightweight debris objects through the Lorentz force.25–27,47 If nearby space-
craft use active charging such as electron and ion guns, larger forces and torques are felt between
the crafts. This enables novel Coulomb formation flying missions.48–50 These forces can also be
used for touchless re-orbiting of GEO debris to its graveyard orbit in a matter of months using the
Electrostatic Tractor (ET).51 If a spacecraft has a non-symmetric charge distribution, it also experi-
ences torques which can be harnessed for touchless de-spin before servicing or grappling.21,52,53

There are many separate challenges to electrostatic actuation such as prescribing the appro-
priate electron and/or ion beam current and voltage, sensing the voltage, position, and attitude
of a passive space object, and designing control laws that perform well for either tugging or de-
spinning. In order to design and implement stable and performant control laws in any of the above
mission scenarios, accurate and fast methods are needed to predict the force and torque on both
spacecraft using only in-situ measurements such as the voltage of each craft, and their relative
separation and attitude. Accuracy is important because under or over prediction can seriously
harm performance, or lead to a collision.54 Speed is important because the force and torque must
be predicted in real time by the flight computer.

The Multi-Sphere Method (MSM) is developed as a faster-than-realtime method for electro-
static force and torque prediction for conducting satellites.3 MSM places equipotential spheres in
the body of the spacecraft, then forms a simple elastance matrix, and solves for the charge. Once
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the charges are found, the force and torque can be found by applying Coulomb’s law between ev-
ery pair of spheres on the two spacecraft. The size and location of the spheres are tuned to match
the force and torque predicted by a higher-fidelity truth model. The process of placing and sizing
the spheres is optimized in5 and it is found that using only a few spheres, the force and toque can
be predicted within a few percent error even at close distances. This process is further advanced
in55 with the advancement of fitting to the predicted E field rather than the force and torque, which
makes the optimization much more robust.

Another addition to the MSM family is Surface MSM (SMSM) which places equal-radius spheres
equidistantly along the surface of the spacecraft.2 The sphere radius is then varied so that the
model matches the self capacitance predicted by a higher-fidelity model. This model avoids nearly
all of the difficulties with optimization since the sphere locations are prescribed and is more accu-
rate than MSM, but it is much slower to evaluate due to the larger number of spheres.

Although developed independently, SMSM is very close in form to the Boundary Element
Method (BEM)56 and the Method of Moments (MoM). MoM is a general numerical method that
can be used to solve a variety of electromagnetic problems.57 MoM is similar to BEM in that it
does not account for charge in the volume of interest, but rather just on the exterior, hence the
name of ”boundary” element method. MoM is similar to SMSM in that it inverts an elastance
matrix to solve for the charge distribution, but it differs in how the elastance matrix is formed. In
MSM, the elements are formed from the size and location of the spheres, which are tuned to
match some truth file. In MoM, they are derived from first principles. Unlike FEA methods, the size
of the element is considered which means that each element of the elastance matrix requires a
double integral. This nesting of a model within model adds initial complexity, but means that fewer
elements are needed than with FEA, since the MoM elements are “smarter”. Recently, the MoM
is used to estimate the capacitance of geometrically complex spacecraft and their components
in.58–60 This puts an upper bound on the size of arcs that can occur. This formulation has also
been applied to conductors coated with dielectrics as well.61

This paper investigates the links from MoM to MSM and SMSM and uses these links to make
more rigorous SMSM models and give MSM a stronger foundation. This is done by first deriving
the MoM elements of the elastance matrix using a different coordinate system which allows for
one of the integrals to be done analytically. Next, MSM models are made from MoM models for
both homogeneous and non-homogeneous meshes. Finally, these models are compared in their
execution time and accuracy.

2.1.4.2 Method of Moments Formulation

2.1.4.2.1 Review of Method of Moments Formulation

The MoM for electrostatics is based on Gauss’ law:

V (r) =

∫
dq′

4πε0||r − r′||
(2.121)

where r is the observation point and r′ is the source point. The source in question is the infinites-
imal charge dq and the voltage is being observed. If the source region is discretized into area
elements Ai the voltage is

V (r) =
1

4πε0

(∫

A1

dA′

|r − r′|σ1 +

∫

A2

dA′

|r − r′|σ2 + . . .

)
(2.122)
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where σi is the surface charge density on the ith area element. Now apply this equation to find the
voltage of the centroid of each element to get the following matrix equation:




V1

V2
...
VN


 =

1

4πε0




∫
A1

dA
|r1−r′| . . .

∫
AN

dA
|r1−r′|∫

A1

dA
|r2−r′| . . .

∫
AN

dA
|r2−r′|

...
...∫

A1

dA
|rN−r′| . . .

∫
AN

dA
|rN−r′|






σ1
...
σN


 (2.123)

This large matrix in the center is known as the elastance matrix [S]. In order to match prior work in
MSM, each element in [S] is divided by the area of that element to give [S] units of Farads−1 and
put the charge per elementQ on the right hand side rather than the surface charge density to give
the expression V = [S]Q.
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Figure 2.37: Illustration of triangular coordinate system

2.1.4.2.2 Implementation with Triangular Elements

Next, chose triangles as the basis area and parameterize the vector R = |rN − r′|. To simplify
R, consider two triangles i and j both formed from the corners [A,B,C] as shown in Fig. 2.37.
The vectors of the form XY point from point X to point Y . Now it is clear that the separation is
given by

R = PA+ uAB + u vBC (2.124)

Where u, v ∈ [0, 1]. The u in the u v term keeps the BC vector from going its full length near point
A; without it, one would integrate a parallelogram rather than a triangle. Since the triangles are
not necessarily right,AB andBC are not always right and therefore the set u, v is not orthogonal.
The infinitesimal area with this definition for R is a trapezoid with

dA = u||AB ×BC||du dv (2.125)

The elements of [S] in this basis set are then given by

Si,j =
1

4πε0Aj

∫

A

dA
R =

1

4πε0Aj

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

u||AB ×BC|| dv du
||PA+ uAB + uvBC|| (2.126)
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The denominator is expanded by dotting it with itself and then taking the square root. The first
integral over v is

Si,j =
||AB ×BC||

4πε0bcAj

∫ 1

0
log

(
bc
√
u2(ab2 + 2AB ·BC + bc2) + u(2PA ·AB + 2PA ·BC) + pa2

− log(bc
√
ab2u2 + pa2 + 2PA ·ABu+AB ·BCu+ PA ·BC)

)
+AB ·BCu+ bc2u

+ PA ·BC du (2.127)

where scalars of the form xy are the magnitude of vector XY . An analytic solution to the second
integral over u has not been found and so this integral is done numerically using an adaptive
quadrature algorithm. When i = j, there is a special form for PA:

PA = −2

3
AB − 1

3
BC (2.128)

The integral now becomes:

Si,i =
1

4πε0Ai

∫

Ai

dA
R =

1

4πε0Ai

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

u AB ×BC dv du
||(u− 2/3)AB + (uv − 1/3)BC|| (2.129)

The magnitude of R is once again found by taking the square root of the dot product of the vector
with itself. The first integral over v is

S(i, i) =
||AB ×BC||

4πε0bcAi

∫ 1

0
log
(
bc
√
ab2(2− 3u)2 + (3u− 1)(AB ·BC(6u− 4) + bc2(3u− 1))

+ (3u− 1)bc2 +AB ·BC(3u− 2)bc
)
− bc2 +AB ·BC(3u− 2

− log
(
bc
√
ab2(2− 3u)2 − 6AB ·BCu+ 4AB ·BC + bc2)

)
(2.130)

Once again, this integral is done numerically using the adaptive quadrature algorithm. Although
the function is singular when u = 1/3, the integral is still completed robustly. An alternative method
for dealing with this singularity presented in Reference 59 is to divide the triangle into three smaller
triangles with the singularity at their common point, and then use a Duffy transformation to remove
the singularity. Once this is done the double integral is computed numerically. In contrast, the
method presented here does not avoid the singularity as elegantly, but does one of the integrals
analytically. In all subsequent computations, a relative error threshold for the adaptive quadrature
integrator is 10−4.

To validate this MoM implementation presented here, the self capacitance of a square plate is
computed with increasing resolution. The self capacitance is shown as a function of the number
of triangles in the mesh in Fig. 2.38(a). Beginning with a mesh consisting of only two triangles the
self capacitance is near 33 pF, and it increases up to 40.26 pF with 722 triangles for the final run.
This is very close to the value from other authors using different methods62 and involves many
fewer elements than would be needed in a FEA scheme. The final charge distribution is shown in
Fig. 2.38(b). More charge accumulates at the corners of the plate, as expected.

2.1.4.3 E-Field Computation

Once the charges on all the triangles have been found, the E field at an arbitrary point P can be
found.

E(P ) =
1

4πε0

(∫

A1

σ1R
R3

dA+

∫

A2

σ2R
R3

dA+ ...

)
(2.131)
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Figure 2.38: Validation of MoM implementation on a square plate

where R once again points from the area element to point P and dA is still u||AB ×BC||du dv.
The E field contribution from each triangle is then:

E(P ) =
||AB ×BC||Q

4πε0A
·

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0

u2AB + u2vBC + uPAdudv
(u(ab2u+ 2v(AB ·BCu+ PA ·BC) + bc2uv2 + 2PA ·AB) + pa2)3/2

(2.132)

where A is the area of that triangle. This is integrated over v analytically to give:

E(P ) =
−||AB ×BC||Q

4πε0A

∫ 1

0

du
((AB ·BCu+ PA ·BC)2 − bc2 (u (ab2u+ 2PA ·AB) + pa2))(

BC
(
u
(
u
(
ab2 +AB ·BC

)
+ 2PA ·AB + PA ·BC

)
+ pa2

)
√
u (u (ab2 + 2AB ·BC + bc2) + 2(PA ·AB + PA ·BC)) + pa2

− (ABu+ PA)
(
u
(
AB ·BC + bc2

)
+ PA ·BC

)
√
u (u (ab2 + 2AB ·BC + bc2) + 2(PA ·AB + PA ·BC)) + pa2

+
(ABu+ PA)(AB ·BCu+ PA ·BC)−BC

(
u
(
ab2u+ 2PA ·AB

)
+ pa2

)
√
u (ab2u+ 2PA ·AB) + pa2

)
(2.133)

This integral over u is computed numerically because an analytic solution was not found. Keep
in mind that this is the E field contribution of a single triangle. To compute the E field due to
a full MoM model with many triangles, this expression must be computed for each triangle and
summed. To compute the force between two models, the E field due to all triangles in the first
model is computed at the centroid of each triangle in the second model and multiplied by the total
charge on that triangle.

2.1.4.4 Multi-Sphere Method

The Multi-Sphere Method (MSM) was originally created as a fast way to predict the electrostatic
force and torque between conductors.3 It is very similar to the MoM, but rather than the elements
of the elastance matrix being derived from first principles, they are hand-tuned to match force,
torque, or E fields predicted by a higher fidelity model.
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Ri

ri,j

Figure 2.39: Multi-Sphere Method concept

As shown in Figure 2.39, MSM approximates a spacecraft as a collection of spheres with
variable positions and radii. The voltage on any sphere is a function of both its own charge and
the charge of all nearby spheres. If these spheres are far enough away to be approximated as
point charges, the voltage is given by:3

Vi =
1

4πε0

Qi
Ri

+
n∑

j=1, j 6=i

1

4πε0

Qj
ri,j

(2.134)

Where qi and Ri are the charge and radius of the ith sphere, respectively, ri, j is the center-
to-center distance between spheres i and j, and ε0 is the permittivity of free space constant.
If the voltages of each sphere are given by V = [V1, V2, ...Vn]T and the charges are given by
Q = [Q1, Q2, ...Qn]T, the relationship between the two is

V = [S]Q (2.135)

where [S] is the elastance matrix defined below:

[S] =
1

4πε0




1/R1 1/r1,2 · · · 1/r1,n

1/r2,1 1/R2 · · · 1/r2,n
...

...
. . .

...
1/rn,1 1/rn,2 · · · 1/Rn







Q1

Q2
...
Qn


 (2.136)

If the voltage is known, the linear system can be solved for the charges Q. In either MSM or MoM,
if there are two charged conducting bodies this matrix takes on a block form:

[
V1

V2

]
=

[
S1 SM
STM S2

] [
Q1

Q2

]
(2.137)

where SM and STM are the mutual blocks of the elastance matrix, and S1 and S2 are the diagonal
blocks. To find the force and torque on either body apply the Coulomb law between every pair of
spheres:

F1 =
1

4πε0

n∑

i=1

Q1i

m∑

j=1

Q2jrj,i

r3
j,i

(2.138)

L1 =
1

4πε0

n∑

i=1

Q1i

m∑

j=1

ri ×
Q2jri,j

r3
i,j

(2.139)
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where rj,i is a vector that points from sphere j in body 2 to sphere i in body 1 and ri points from
the center of mass of body 1 to sphere i.

MSM and MoM both place elements on the surface of the conductor and then use an elastance
matrix to solve for the charge distribution. They differ in how they make the elements of the
elastance matrix. With MoM, this is done using a double integral of one over the distance from
the observation point to a source point in the other element. In MSM, it is one over the distance
between the centroids. This is shown schematically in Fig. 2.40.

S ⇠ 1

4⇡✏0A

Z

A

dA

R
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Si,i =
1

4⇡✏0Ai

Z 1

0

Z 1

0

u AB ⇥ BC dv du

||(u � 2/3)AB + (uv � 1/3)BC||
<latexit sha1_base64="/OxV9gFgiZUDR4BJ14SLwCa/tBM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/OxV9gFgiZUDR4BJ14SLwCa/tBM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/OxV9gFgiZUDR4BJ14SLwCa/tBM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/OxV9gFgiZUDR4BJ14SLwCa/tBM=">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</latexit>

Si,j =
1

4⇡✏0Aj

Z 1

0

Z 1

0

u||AB ⇥ BC||dvdu

||PA + uAB + uvBC||
<latexit sha1_base64="7u+qVB4bUAwfFarNLbzFMIhOPR8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7u+qVB4bUAwfFarNLbzFMIhOPR8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7u+qVB4bUAwfFarNLbzFMIhOPR8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7u+qVB4bUAwfFarNLbzFMIhOPR8=">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</latexit>

Si,i =
1

4⇡✏0

1

Ri
<latexit sha1_base64="mOgxk3l2BkKKeQctnlFD84K7cTo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mOgxk3l2BkKKeQctnlFD84K7cTo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mOgxk3l2BkKKeQctnlFD84K7cTo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mOgxk3l2BkKKeQctnlFD84K7cTo=">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</latexit>

MSM
<latexit sha1_base64="miuj+S7X+Qfwv4+cZPOP+/Ulruo=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXw4wIuqy4cVOo1D6wHUomTdvQJDMkd8Qy9C+61Q9xJ279Ab/DHzBtZ2FbDwQO59zLPTlhLLgBz/t21tY3Nre2czv53b39g8PC0XHdRImmrEYjEelmSAwTXLEacBCsGWtGZChYIxzeTf3GM9OGR+oRRjELJOkr3uOUgJWe2sBeIC1Xy+NOoei53gx4lfgZKaIMlU7hp92NaCKZAiqIMS3fiyFIiQZOBRvn24lhMaFD0mctSxWRzATpLPEYn1uli3uRtk8Bnql/N1IijRnJ0E5KAgOz7E3Ff71QLlxOb+vVpSjQuwlSruIEmKLzJL1EYIjwtB/c5ZpRECNLCNXcfgbTAdGEgm0xb1vylztZJfVL1/dc/+GqWHKzvnLoFJ2hC+Sja1RC96iCaogihSboFb05E+fd+XA+56NrTrZzghbgfP0CcruePQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="miuj+S7X+Qfwv4+cZPOP+/Ulruo=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXw4wIuqy4cVOo1D6wHUomTdvQJDMkd8Qy9C+61Q9xJ279Ab/DHzBtZ2FbDwQO59zLPTlhLLgBz/t21tY3Nre2czv53b39g8PC0XHdRImmrEYjEelmSAwTXLEacBCsGWtGZChYIxzeTf3GM9OGR+oRRjELJOkr3uOUgJWe2sBeIC1Xy+NOoei53gx4lfgZKaIMlU7hp92NaCKZAiqIMS3fiyFIiQZOBRvn24lhMaFD0mctSxWRzATpLPEYn1uli3uRtk8Bnql/N1IijRnJ0E5KAgOz7E3Ff71QLlxOb+vVpSjQuwlSruIEmKLzJL1EYIjwtB/c5ZpRECNLCNXcfgbTAdGEgm0xb1vylztZJfVL1/dc/+GqWHKzvnLoFJ2hC+Sja1RC96iCaogihSboFb05E+fd+XA+56NrTrZzghbgfP0CcruePQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="miuj+S7X+Qfwv4+cZPOP+/Ulruo=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXw4wIuqy4cVOo1D6wHUomTdvQJDMkd8Qy9C+61Q9xJ279Ab/DHzBtZ2FbDwQO59zLPTlhLLgBz/t21tY3Nre2czv53b39g8PC0XHdRImmrEYjEelmSAwTXLEacBCsGWtGZChYIxzeTf3GM9OGR+oRRjELJOkr3uOUgJWe2sBeIC1Xy+NOoei53gx4lfgZKaIMlU7hp92NaCKZAiqIMS3fiyFIiQZOBRvn24lhMaFD0mctSxWRzATpLPEYn1uli3uRtk8Bnql/N1IijRnJ0E5KAgOz7E3Ff71QLlxOb+vVpSjQuwlSruIEmKLzJL1EYIjwtB/c5ZpRECNLCNXcfgbTAdGEgm0xb1vylztZJfVL1/dc/+GqWHKzvnLoFJ2hC+Sja1RC96iCaogihSboFb05E+fd+XA+56NrTrZzghbgfP0CcruePQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="miuj+S7X+Qfwv4+cZPOP+/Ulruo=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXw4wIuqy4cVOo1D6wHUomTdvQJDMkd8Qy9C+61Q9xJ279Ab/DHzBtZ2FbDwQO59zLPTlhLLgBz/t21tY3Nre2czv53b39g8PC0XHdRImmrEYjEelmSAwTXLEacBCsGWtGZChYIxzeTf3GM9OGR+oRRjELJOkr3uOUgJWe2sBeIC1Xy+NOoei53gx4lfgZKaIMlU7hp92NaCKZAiqIMS3fiyFIiQZOBRvn24lhMaFD0mctSxWRzATpLPEYn1uli3uRtk8Bnql/N1IijRnJ0E5KAgOz7E3Ff71QLlxOb+vVpSjQuwlSruIEmKLzJL1EYIjwtB/c5ZpRECNLCNXcfgbTAdGEgm0xb1vylztZJfVL1/dc/+GqWHKzvnLoFJ2hC+Sja1RC96iCaogihSboFb05E+fd+XA+56NrTrZzghbgfP0CcruePQ==</latexit>

MOM
<latexit sha1_base64="TRLKfiAJE04HhmB2vebYOrWI2d0=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXw4wIuqy4cVOsaB/YDiWTZtrQJDMkd8Qy9C+61Q9xJ279Ab/DHzB9LGzrgcDhnHu5JydMBDfged/Oyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OKyZONWUVWksYt0IiWGCK1YFDoI1Es2IDAWrh/2bsV9/ZtrwWD3CIGGBJF3FI04JWOmpBewFsvJdedguFD3XmwAvE39GimiGSrvw0+rENJVMARXEmKbvJRBkRAOngg3zrdSwhNA+6bKmpYpIZoJskniIT63SwVGs7VOAJ+rfjYxIYwYytJOSQM8semPxXy+Uc5ez69rDQhSIroKMqyQFpug0SZQKDDEe94M7XDMKYmAJoZrbz2DaI5pQsC3mbUv+YifLpHbu+p7r318US+6srxw6RifoDPnoEpXQLaqgKqJIoRF6RW/OyHl3PpzP6eiKM9s5QnNwvn4BbB+eOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TRLKfiAJE04HhmB2vebYOrWI2d0=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXw4wIuqy4cVOsaB/YDiWTZtrQJDMkd8Qy9C+61Q9xJ279Ab/DHzB9LGzrgcDhnHu5JydMBDfged/Oyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OKyZONWUVWksYt0IiWGCK1YFDoI1Es2IDAWrh/2bsV9/ZtrwWD3CIGGBJF3FI04JWOmpBewFsvJdedguFD3XmwAvE39GimiGSrvw0+rENJVMARXEmKbvJRBkRAOngg3zrdSwhNA+6bKmpYpIZoJskniIT63SwVGs7VOAJ+rfjYxIYwYytJOSQM8semPxXy+Uc5ez69rDQhSIroKMqyQFpug0SZQKDDEe94M7XDMKYmAJoZrbz2DaI5pQsC3mbUv+YifLpHbu+p7r318US+6srxw6RifoDPnoEpXQLaqgKqJIoRF6RW/OyHl3PpzP6eiKM9s5QnNwvn4BbB+eOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TRLKfiAJE04HhmB2vebYOrWI2d0=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXw4wIuqy4cVOsaB/YDiWTZtrQJDMkd8Qy9C+61Q9xJ279Ab/DHzB9LGzrgcDhnHu5JydMBDfged/Oyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OKyZONWUVWksYt0IiWGCK1YFDoI1Es2IDAWrh/2bsV9/ZtrwWD3CIGGBJF3FI04JWOmpBewFsvJdedguFD3XmwAvE39GimiGSrvw0+rENJVMARXEmKbvJRBkRAOngg3zrdSwhNA+6bKmpYpIZoJskniIT63SwVGs7VOAJ+rfjYxIYwYytJOSQM8semPxXy+Uc5ez69rDQhSIroKMqyQFpug0SZQKDDEe94M7XDMKYmAJoZrbz2DaI5pQsC3mbUv+YifLpHbu+p7r318US+6srxw6RifoDPnoEpXQLaqgKqJIoRF6RW/OyHl3PpzP6eiKM9s5QnNwvn4BbB+eOQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TRLKfiAJE04HhmB2vebYOrWI2d0=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXw4wIuqy4cVOsaB/YDiWTZtrQJDMkd8Qy9C+61Q9xJ279Ab/DHzB9LGzrgcDhnHu5JydMBDfged/Oyura+sZmbiu/vbO7t184OKyZONWUVWksYt0IiWGCK1YFDoI1Es2IDAWrh/2bsV9/ZtrwWD3CIGGBJF3FI04JWOmpBewFsvJdedguFD3XmwAvE39GimiGSrvw0+rENJVMARXEmKbvJRBkRAOngg3zrdSwhNA+6bKmpYpIZoJskniIT63SwVGs7VOAJ+rfjYxIYwYytJOSQM8semPxXy+Uc5ez69rDQhSIroKMqyQFpug0SZQKDDEe94M7XDMKYmAJoZrbz2DaI5pQsC3mbUv+YifLpHbu+p7r318US+6srxw6RifoDPnoEpXQLaqgKqJIoRF6RW/OyHl3PpzP6eiKM9s5QnNwvn4BbB+eOQ==</latexit>

Si,j =
1

4⇡✏0

1

ri,j
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Figure 2.40: Differences between MoM and MSM methods

MSM approximates the integrals of 1/R as either one over the radius of that sphere, or one
over the distance to the other sphere. The center to center distance is similar to the vector PA,
which is the largest term in the denominator. The radius of the sphere is similar to the effective
radius of the triangular element. Once again, the MSM spheres are positioned and sized to match
force, torque, or E fields computed from a higher fidelity model, so the elements of the elastance
matrix have limited physical and geometric significance.

To better understand how the MoM triangular element compares to the MSM sphere, consider
a constant area isosceles MoM triangle shown in Fig. 2.41(a). When θ is small the triangle is
very tall and skinny, when θ = 60◦ the triangle is equilateral, and when θ is near 180◦ it becomes
very obtuse. The self elastance is plotted as a function of θ along with the constant self elastance
of a MSM sphere with the same area (R =

√
A/4π) in Fig. 2.41(b). The assumption of equal

area is often a very good assumption, especially for convex shapes.63 This assumption is used in
Reference 64 to calculate the self capacitance of many varied spacecraft shapes. The elastance
of the triangle is very small when it is either very obtuse or very acute, and reaches a maximum
when the angle is 60◦. This is because R takes on larger values when the triangle is long and
skinny in either limit, although the elastance is smaller for a very obtuse triangle than a very acute
one. The effective sphere always overestimates the self elastance if computed on the basis of
equal area, and this is exaggerated for very acute or obtuse triangles.

Next consider the mutual elastance. For two MSM spheres, it is simply given by 1/4πε0d where
d is the separation between the centroids. For two MoM triangles, it is the double integral over
the area and is therefore attitude dependent. To investigate this one equilateral triangle is held
with its centroid at the origin but has it’s attitude free while another identical triangle moves along
the z axis and stays parallel to the x, y plane. The mutual elastance for this pair of triangles is
shown alongside the mutual elastance for a pair of spheres with the same centroid separation in
Fig. 2.41(c). Special care is taken to ensure that the bottom triangle does not rotate so far that
it intersects the upper triangle when the two triangles are close. The triangles both have all side
lengths equal to 1 m and have their centroids on the z axis. For very close separations, the MSM
is a little higher than the mean MoM solution but for far distances on the order of the edge length
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Figure 2.41: Comparison of MoM and MSM elements

MSM agrees very well with the MoM average, and the MoM variation becomes very small. This is
because as the vector PA gets larger and larger, the small u and v terms matter less.

2.1.4.5 MoM inspired MSM models

To make a MSM model from a MoM model, the mutual terms do not need to be used because the
MSM solution matches them quite well using the centroid assumption. However, the radii of the
MSM spheres do not match well using the equal area assumption, and there is a lot of sensitivity
to the type of triangle. Therefore, a mapping is created to find the radius of the MSM sphere that
will match the diagonal in the MoM elastance matrix:

Ri =
1

4πε0Si,i
(2.140)

spheres with this radius are placed at the centroid of each triangle to create the SMSM model.
In prior work, all SMSM spheres had the same radius, and it was varied in order to match self
capacitance.2 This approach allows for non-homogeneous radius SMSM models to be created.
This process is illustrated on a homogeneous case where all MoM triangles (and therefore all
SMSM spheres) are the same, and a non-homogeneous case where the MoM triangles are not
the same size.

The first row in Fig. 2.42 shows the translation of a homogeneous MoM model to a SMSM
model on a square plate. This model has 50 triangular elements and all triangles are identical
which makes all spheres identical. Although the diagonal elements are matched perfectly, the self
capacitances of the two models differ by about 0.3% because the self capacitance is a function of
the non-diagonal elements as well. The second row in Fig. 2.42 shows the translation from a non-
homogeneous MoM model with 494 elements to a SMSM model for a cylinder. The non-uniformity
comes from the circular end caps where the triangles must change size and shape to mesh the
surface completely. The area of the elements varies from 0.013 m2 to 0.024 m2, with the smallest
triangle being at the very center. The diagonals of the MoM-derived elastance matrix are then
transformed to sphere radii to create the non-homogeneous SMSM model shown in Fig. 2.42(e).
The radii in this model vary from 3.3 cm to 4.5 cm, a smaller variation then the area of the MoM
triangles. These two models only differ by 0.14% percent in self capacitance even though the
off-diagonals are not matched.
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Figure 2.42: MSM model created from MoM model. Voltage is 10 kV in all plots

2.1.4.6 Two Body Force and Torque

The self capacitance of simple shapes such as plates and cylinders when computed with MoM and
MSM is a good proxy for how the two models compare, but it is not the only pertinent comparison.
Close proximity electrostatic tugging is one driver of the need for accurate and fast electrostatic
solvers so this section compares MoM to SMSM for the ET. The tug craft is modeled as a 1 m cube
with two 2 × 1 m solar panels charged to +30 kV and is located at r = [5, 2, 1]T which puts it at
a center to center distance of 5.48 m away from the debris object - a spent rocket stage modeled
as a 3 ×1 m cylinder charged to - 30 kV. For some tug attitudes, the solar panels can come much
closer to the cylinder. In most ET applications, the standoff distance is a more conservative 10-50
m so this case represents one of the harshest electrostatic situations to solve. The truth model for
this situation is taken as a very high resolution (10 cm) MoM model which uses 2100 elements for
the cylinder and 1656 elements for the tug and is shown in Fig. 2.43. The color scale is capped
at 1000 nC/m2 in this plot, but the actual charge density goes up to almost 4000 nC/m2 at the
corners of the solar panels. Since the electrostatic solution is highly attitude dependent, the force
and torque on the cylinder are computed at 16 representative tug attitudes and stored in a master
text file. For each of the 16 attitudes, more than 1.7 million numerical integrals are done to make
the elastance matrix. then, this 3756 × 3756 matrix is solved for the charge on each element.
Finally, almost 3.5 million numeric integrals are done to find the force and torque on both bodies.

Next, compute the force and torque using lower fidelity MoM and SMSM models while keeping
track of the computation time. There are many modifications that can be made to both MoM and
SMSM to make them faster and more accurate for the ET case that are also analyzed along with
the standard ones. Firstly, since both the tug and debris are assumed to be rigid bodies, the two
diagonal blocks in the elastance matrix shown in Eq. (2.137) do not have to be recomputed at
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Figure 2.43: High fidelity MoM truth model for close-proximity electrostatic tugging

each time step. Second, the off diagonal blocks can be computed with SMSM using the centroid
assumption even if the diagonal blocks are made using MoM. The off diagonal blocks can also not
be counted at all which ignores all induced effects. The force and torque can be computed with
either MoM of SMSM as well. Even a pure SMSM model can have all it’s sphere radii varied to
match the self capacitance of the truth model rather than from the MoM model that created it. In
all, 7 different MoM/SMSM hybrid models are analyzed for this case. The name of each one and
what make it unique is shown in Tab. 2.12.

Table 2.12: MoM and SMSM variants used

Diagonal Off-Diagonal Notes
Name Blocks Blocks E-Field Notes
Full MoM MoM MoM MoM
Fast MoM MoM SMSM MoM executes in about 80% of Full

MoM time.
Faster MoM MoM MoM SMSM executes in about 20% of Full

MoM time
Fastest MoM MoM SMSM SMSM executes in less than 1% of

Full MoM time
Self MoM MoM 0 SMSM no induced effects included
SMSM SMSM SMSM SMSM
Tuned SMSM SMSM SMSM SMSM sphere radius tuned to match

CS

For each model variant, the mesh is computed with either 258, 500, 830, 1236, or 1730 total
elements and then compared to the truth model made with 3756 elements at each of the 16
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attitudes. The performance of all 7 model variants is shown in Fig. 2.44. The error is computed as

Error =
1

2

( ||F − FT ||
||FT ||

+
||L−LT ||
||LT ||

)
(2.141)

where F ,L are the predicted force and torque and FT ,LT are the true force and torque. The exe-
cution time is found using Matlab’s tic and toc functions. Despite the same math being performed,
the execution time varies considerably. This variance would likely disappear and the overall time
would decrease substantially on a more flight-computer-like system. Each dot in Fig. 2.44 rep-
resents the error and time for a different model variant with a different number of elements at at
different attitude. The model variant is indicated by the color in the figure legend. The number of
elements is shown by grouping - each shaded group of points have the same number of elements.
Lines of the same color trace the means of both the error and execution time for each model vari-
ant. As the number of elements increases, the error drops and and the execution time increases -
the groups of points with 258 elements are in the upper left corner of the plot and the groups with
1730 total elements are in the bottom right.
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Figure 2.44: Time and error shown for different force and torque prediction schemes

The Full MoM performance is shown in dark blue and is furthest to the right which means it
is the slowest. If the number of elements is increased up to 3756, it would have exactly 0% error
since that is how the truth model is made. Even with a relatively small (258) number of elements,
the error is still below 10% even at this very close separation. The next model variant is the Fast
MoM which uses the SMSM approximation for the off diagonal blocks of the elastance matrix.
This simplification does not introduce significant errors, but saves a considerable (20%) amount of
computation time. The next variant is “Faster MoM” which uses the SMSM approximation for the
E field but not for the off diagonal blocks. This also does not introduce significant errors but saves
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a lot (80%) of computation time. The next variant is Fastest MoM which uses SMSM for both the
off diagonal blocks and the E field. This variant runs very fast when compared to the Full MoM
solution and only gives up a very small amount of accuracy. The last MoM variant is the Self MoM
which does not include any induced effects. Because of this, there are no mutual terms to compute
and it runs the fastest of any model. However, it also has the worst errors (∼ 40% ) of any model.
This shows just how important the mutual interaction is at this close distance. Further away, these
errors would drop considerably. The next model is SMSM which is almost identical to Fastest
MoM in both time and accuracy. Fastest MoM is slightly faster and more accurate, especially with
a small number of elements. The last model variant is tuned SMSM. This model uses the centroids
from the MoM model but uniformly sizes all spheres in order to match the self capacitance found
from the truth model. The spheres are all the same size even though the triangles are different
for the cylinder. This model is by far the most accurate, being almost an order of magnitude more
accurate than any other model with the same number of elements.

2.2 Research Thrust 2: Flexible Shape MSM Applications

2.2.1 Motivation

In the severely resource-constrained environment of space, the concept of low-mass and fuel-less
electrostatic actuation has been considered an attractive proposition throughout the space age.
Initial studies, originating with Reference!65 in 1966, investigated electrostatic inflation of reflec-
tive membrane structures as a mass effective alternative to traditional deployable antennas. Later
investigation of electrostatic membrane inflation has shown these forces to be sufficient to maintain
inflation under orbital perturbations, with the assistance of mechanical structures to achieve a de-
sired shape.66,67 The use of mechanical constraints to shape the membrane eliminates the need
to model the dynamics of the system, as experimental results demonstrated that the membrane
will inflate satisfactorily given sufficient electrostatic pressure.

However, not all membranes subject to electrostatic inflation are constrained or designed to
inflate in a predictable fashion. This is particularly relevant in the field of High Area-to-Mass Ration
(HAMR) debris objects in high altitude orbits, especially in the geosynchronous region (GEO).
The orbits of these objects are more influenced by electrostatic perturbations than other craft, and
strongly subject to variations in solar radiation pressure resulting from attitude variation.68 For the
rigid flat plate considered by References 27 and 69, however, electrostatic forces are a far smaller
influence on the orbit than attitude perturbations. Through the coupling with the solar radiation
pressure they are shown to impact the orbital motion.27,47

One category of HAMR debris object is likely to see much larger orbital effects because of
electrostatic perturbations: flexible materials, such as pieces of aluminized mylar. As the mylar
flexes and changes its shape, the resulting solar radiation pressure will change accordingly. In
Reference 70 the perturbed orbit of flexible mylar is investigated. However, the source of such
flexing, which can include electrostatic charging, is not considered in this prior work. In GEO, the
relatively hot plasma environment creates conditions that can charge conducting objects to poten-
tials as high as -30 kV.69 A crumpled sheet could become stretched out by electrostatic inflation
under such conditions, dramatically changing its surface area, while Lorentz forces could decrease
the surface area by crumpling a flat sheet. Such dramatic changes in area will significantly perturb
the object’s orbit by altering the effect of SRP and, in Low Earth Orbits (LEO), the atmospheric
drag.

Modeling the motion of a flexible material under electrostatic actuation is challenging due to the
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Figure 2.45: The ECLIPS space environment simulation testbed

complex electrostatic force interactions present. This work seeks to apply the Multi-sphere Method
(MSM), a system originally developed for faster-than-realtime approximation of the electric field
about a general rigid object, to estimate electrostatic forces and torques between close-proximity
Resident Space Objects (RSOs). Thus far, MSM has been based on an assumption of a rigid
object with a continuously conducting surface. Here, the fixed shape assumption is relaxed and the
MSM methodology applied to simulating the electrostatic deflection of a flexible one dimensional
structure in vacuum, which is approximated experimentally by a thin strip of aluminized mylar. The
numerical simulation of the deformation is compared to experimental results. The Electrostatic
Charging Laboratory for Interactions between Plasma and Spacecraft (ECLIPS) chamber located
within the Autonomous Vehicle Systems (AVS) Laboratory at the University of Colorado Boulder
(CU Boulder), illustrated in Figure 2.45, is used to create a high-vacuum environment for the
experiments. The unforced strip is used to develop an MSM model, which is then used to simulate
the behavior of the strip when an electrostatic charge is added to it and an electric field. The
numerical results for the strip deflection are compared to the experimental results to assess the
validity of the MSM method for simulating non-rigid bodies.

2.2.2 MSM Overview

MSM is an accurate, computationally efficient method of approximating the electrostatic inter-
actions between conductors.The general shape is replaced with a series of body-fixed spheres
whose radii are chosen such that the resulting electrostatic field closely approximates the true
field generated by this shape. Two main categories of MSM exist: Volume MSM (VMSM) and Sur-
face MSM (SMSM).2 VMSM requires that both sphere radii and placement are optimized to match
forces and torques,3 capacitance,5 or electric fields.55 SMSM, on the other hand, places spheres
equidistantly on the surface of the modeled object, and optimizes only the sphere radii to match
any of the physical quantities listed above. For the investigation to follow, a SMSM model us-
ing capacitance matching is employed. This optimization method is chosen because capacitance
matching is more reliable than force and torque matching.

A significant challenge of applying MSM on-orbit is the development of MSM models for poorly-
understood objects such as debris. Several solutions to this problem have been proposed. One
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analyzes orbital perturbations due to Coulomb interactions between a servicer craft whose voltage
is known and a debris object to determine the charge distribution on the debris and develop an
MSM model.71 Another uses a dual-Langmuir probe system on board a servicer craft to determine
the proper MSM model for a rotating craft or object.72

Figure 2.39 depicts the MSM concept. The voltage on each of the spheres shown is related to
the charge on that sphere by

Vi = kc
Qi
Ri

+ kc

n∑

j=1,j 6=i

Qj
ri,j

(2.142)

where kc = 8.99× 109 Nm2/C2 is Coulomb’s constant, Rj is the radius of the jth sphere, and ri,j is
the distance between the ith and jth spheres. These relations can be rewritten into a single matrix
equation.




V1

V2
...
Vn


 = kc




1/R1
1/r1,2 . . . 1/r1,n

1/r2,1 1/R2 . . . 1/r2,n
...

...
. . .

...
1/rn,1

1/rn,2 . . . 1/Rn







Q1

Q2
...
Qn


 , V = [S]Q (2.143)

The matrix [S] is called the elastance matrix. Another, well-known expression relating charge to
voltage, Q = [C]V indicates that the capacitance is the inverse of the elastance matrix.

Q = [S]−1V (2.144)

This form is preferable in the electrostatic force and torque evaluation process as the voltage
is usually known and the dynamics are dependent on charge. For a single rigid structure, the
capacitance matrix is constant. If multiple rigid bodies are modeled then diagonal blocks of the
elastance matrix which — when inverted — represent the self-capacitance of each rigid body are
constant, while the off-diagonal blocks very with time as the relative positions of these bodies
varies.2,3,55 Expansion to consider a flexible structure also requires a time varying elastance
matrix. The MSM radii Rj are held constant, but the relative distances ri,j change as the object
flexes. In contrast to prior work, even the self-capacitance matrix of such a flexible object will now
vary with time.

This study presents the following hypothesis. To adjust the existing MSM electrostatic force
and torque modeling technique to a body with a time varying shape, the body is first decomposed
into a finite set of surface segments. The relative degrees of freedom between these surface
elements are assumed to be known, i.e. how does one element rotate or hinge relative to another
element. Next, either a VMSM or SMSM model is created for each shape element. These spheres
are now on fixed locations relative to this element. As the shape changes and the relative position
of the surface elements vary with time, the locations of the spheres must be updated at each time
step. This creates a time varying elastance matrix that is readily setup using the MSM modeling
technique. This modeling approach is justified as Poisson’s electrostatic field equation allows for
super-position of charge solution. This is how we are able to use MSM to model the electric
field between neighboring rigid space objects. Losses in numerical accuracy occur because the
MSM model is only an approximation of the true electric field about this shape segment. If two
bodies have separation distances that are on the order of the spacecraft dimensions, prior work
has shown that these approximations are as good as 1% or less.55 To apply this to a flexible shape
the segments are essentially docked with a flexible joint. The accuracy is thus determined through
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Figure 2.46: MSM model of multi-link pendulum

both the number of shape segments (i.e. the finite element meshing) and the number of spheres
used to represent the electric field of an individual mesh.

To illustrate how this flexible shape MSM is set up, consider Figure 2.46. For this case, it is
assume that the radii of the MSM spheres are all similar, but this is not a necessary condition. The
charge-voltage relationship is then setup with the MSM formulation to yield the following elastance
matrix. 


V1

V2

V3


 = kc




1/R 1/r1,2 1/r1,3
1/r2,1 1/R 1/r2,3
1/r3,1 1/r3,1 1/R





Q1

Q2

Q3


 (2.145)

The diagonal block elements of the elastance matrix remain constant as the body flexes, while the
off-diagonal elements must be updated each time step with the current relative positions of the
surface elements.

2.2.3 Comparison to Analytical Capacitance Solution

This paper applies this flexible MSM concept to a 1-dimensional, flexible conducting structure. For
example, Figure 2.46 shows how a flexible wire is modeled as a multi-link pendulum with MSM
spheres placed at the center of each link. The capacitance of a long, thin, straight wire is given by
Reference 73.

C =
l

kcΛ

[
1 +

1

Λ
(1− ln2) +

1

Λ2

(
1 + (1− ln2)2 − π2

12

)
+O

(
1

Λ3

)]
, Λ = ln

(
l

a

)
(2.146)

where l is the length of the wire and a is its radius. This equation is valid for large Λ, which requires
that the wire length is much greater than the radius. This scalar value is used to optimize the radius
R used in the model. The comparison to the capacitance described in Eq. (2.144) is accomplished
by summing the members of the matrix capacitance as in Eq. (2.147).

Cscalar =

n∑

j=1

n∑

i=1

Ci,j (2.147)
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Figure 2.47: 20-link SMSM model of an anchor ring. The blue circles indicate the hinge locations,
while the red accurately represent the SMSM sphere radii optimized using Eq. (2.146)

If the wire changes shape, Eq. (2.146) no longer holds. However, the optimization to generate
the sphere radii on the diagonal of the elastance matrix is computationally expensive, and deter-
mining the nominal capacitance to which to optimize is non-trivial for complicated shapes such as
a flexing wire. The error resulting from holding these diagonal components constant while letting
the off-diagonal terms in Eq. (2.145) vary as the shape changes is investigated to determine if
re-optimization is strictly necessary.

The case of an anchor ring is considered, as it is another configuration for which there an
analytic capacitance has been determined. Reference 74 shows that the capacitance of an anchor
ring whose cross sectional radius r is small compared to the ring radius ρ is

C =
πρ

kcln (8ρ/r)
(2.148)

Two configurations of a 20-link system similar to that shown in Figure 2.46 are compared. First, the
link is arrayed as a straight line and the SMSM sphere radii are optimized to match the capacitance
in Eq. (2.146). The SMSM system is then rearranged into a ring shape without changing the SMSM
sphere locations within each link, or the sphere radii to match the capacitance of the ring. The
off-diagonal terms of the capacitance matrix account for this new geometry and the sum of all
matrix elements is compared to the analytical result in Eq. (2.148).

The resulting non-optimized SMSM capacitance of the ring calculated using the elastance
matrix is within 0.1% of the analytic solution given by Eq. (2.148) for a 20-link system. A portion
of this error is due to the discrete nature of the ring in Figure 2.47. Figure 2.48 shows that the
difference between the SMSM capacitance and that from Eq. (2.148) decreases with the number of
links, but is still small for low-order systems. Therefore, the capacitance can be well-approximated
by an SMSM model without re-optimizing at each time step.

2.2.4 Charged Wire Equations of Motion Using Flexible MSM

As illustrated in Figures 2.46 and 2.49, the flexible, conducting wire studied is approximated as a
multi-link pendulum system with SMSM spheres placed at the center of each link. In Figure 2.49,
a single force is shown at each sphere position for clarity, but in the model all three forces are
applied at all three locations. The sphere position is held at link-center due to the symmetry of the
simple shape segments. To account for the stiffness of the wire, torsional springs are simulated
at the hinge points of the model. Damping is also applied at these points to account for energy
being removed as the modeled wire flexes, though this is not explicitly labeled in Figure 2.49. The
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Figure 2.48: Percent difference between SMSM and analytic anchor ring capacitance for various
numbers of links

Figure 2.49: SMSM model of a wire showing forces

spring constants are the main tunable parameter of the flexible membrane structure, and empirical
methods are applied in the next section to provide their nominal values. Note that in Figure 2.49,
the first spring is labeled with a different spring constant, k1, than the others. This accounts for
an attachment mechanism in the model that affects only the first link. Another deviation from
the normal material spring constant occurs at the point of the sharp bend introduced in the strip,
as seen in Figure 2.51. This kink introduced near the center of the experimental strip facilitates
a significant change in the shape of the strip, providing a more interesting shape to model. A
schematic of the model and forces are shown in Figure 2.49. Note that the directions of the
gravitational force Fg does not change, while the Coulomb and spring forces, FC ,Fs change as
the wire deforms. The direction of the Coulomb force changes in time because, in addition to the
static electric field in the x̂ direction, mutual Coulomb repulsion is applied at each sphere. This is
accounted for in the direction of FC in Figure 2.49.

The gravitational force and spring torque are related to the mass of a link m and the relative
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angles between two links ∆θ, respectively.

Fg = mg(−ŷ) (2.149a)

τs = k(∆θ −∆θ0)(−∆θ̂) (2.149b)

Here g is the gravitational acceleration on Earth’s surface, k is the spring constant of the torsional
spring, ∆θ0 is the equilibrium angle between the two links, and ∆θ̂ is the unit direction vector about
which the two shape segments hinge. Assuming a perfectly vertical and constant gravitational
field,the potential energy of each link relative to an initial vertical position can be expressed in the
well known form

Ug = mg(y − y0) (2.150)

where (y − y0) is the height of the center of mass above the equilibrium position.The derivation
of spring potential energy for the multi-link system is less obvious, but is clearly dependent on the
difference in angles between any two links.

Us =
1

2
k(∆θ −∆θ0)2 (2.151)

The ∆θ0 term is included in Equation Eq. (2.151) to account for the shape in Figure 2.51. As
mentioned above, the spring constant k for the first and third hinge point of the model is varied from
the other to account for the attachment mechanism and introduced kink, respectively. The kinetic
energy of each link consists of two components: translation of the center of mass and rotation of
a thin rod about its end.

T =
1

2
mvcom · vcom +

1

2
ωT Iω =

1

2
mv2

com +
1

6
ml2θ̇2 (2.152)

Above, vcom is a link’s center of mass velocity, l is the length of a link, and θ̇ is the inertial angular
velocity of a link. The Lagrangian of the multi-link pendulum system is therefore

L = T − U =

n∑

i=1

(
1

2
mv2

comi
+

1

6
mlθ̇2

i −mg(yi − y0i)−
1

2
ki[∆θi −∆θ0i ]

2

)
(2.153)

where n is the number of links. These n, coupled differential equations are numerically solved
simultaneously. The dynamics of the system are determined from Lagrange’s Equation.

d
dt

(
∂L
∂q̇i

)
− ∂L
∂qi

= Qi (2.154)

Here, q is a generalized coordinate — in this case the inertial angle of a link — and Q is the sum
of generalized, non-conservative forces and torques on a given link. Only two such influences
are included in this model: a velocity damping term and the Coulomb force. Velocity damping
was chosen for computational efficiency — a significant challenge of this work — and because
exercises with the model indicated that neither the type nor rate of damping affected the steady
state of the experimental setup. Other damping terms would have been investigated if the transient
behavior of the system were the focus of this work. The value of b is a scaling coefficient that
determines the settling time of the system. As indicated previously, changing the settling time of
the system does not affect the steady-state position of the multi-link system. It is therefore set to
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a value that brings the modeled wire to its steady-state quickly, as some experiments took several
minutes to settle.

The Coulomb force is applied as a generalized force because, generally, the charge on each
sphere is allowed to vary. Under this condition, the force is not conservative. Since the capaci-
tance matrix varies as the shape of the wire changes, the Coulomb force is not conservative and
therefore must be implemented as a generalized force in the Lagrangian formalism. The forces
and torques used to calculate the generalized force on each link are

FCi = Qi


E +

n∑

j 6=i

Qj
(ri − rj)3

(ri − rj)


 , τdi = −bv2

i v̂i (2.155)

In Eq. (2.155), Q is the charge on a given sphere and r its position vector; E is the background
electric field; v is the velocity of a given link; and b is a scaling factor for the damping, as described
above. For the experiments in this paper a flat, constant electric field is used. Superimposed
upon this background electric field is the mutual repulsion of the strip which is included as the
second term in the Coulomb force in Eq. (2.155). In the MSM framework, this is modeled as
mutual repulsion between each MSM sphere. Therefore, the Coulomb force experience by each
link varies not only as the charge on each strip does, but as the wire deforms and the relative
distances between the MSM spheres change.

The equation for the generalized force on the ith sphere is

Qi =

n∑

j=1

Fj ·
∂rj
∂qi

(2.156)

where j is a sum over all links within the system, i indicates the relevant equation of motion, and
rj is the position on the jth link at which the total force Fj is applied.

Mathematica is used to generate and solve the full equations of motion of the multi-link model.
Numerical solutions to the equations of motion are used because, for large numbers of links, the
analytical forms are extremely complex. Even without analytic evaluation, only a 5-link system
could be used. The NDSolve function is given initial conditions derived from the experiments
described in the next section and integrates the equations of motion to provide the inertial angles
and their corresponding angular velocities at each time step.

2.2.5 Experimental Design & Analysis

2.2.5.1 Experimental Setup

Validation of the MSM system to flexible structures is achieved through comparison with experi-
ment. A parallel plate capacitor is chosen to produce a flat electric field. This work expands on
prior analysis performed in atmosphere, extending those experiments to vacuum. Experiments
were conducted within the ECLIPS chamber pictured in Figures 2.45 and 2.50(a) at pressures
below 10−6 Torr to avoid electrostatic discharge events. The desire for a more space-like environ-
ment motivated the vacuum experiments. Air drafts and ionization of ambient air in atmospheric
tests complicated previous analyses.75

Figure 2.50(a) shows the experiment setup. The stand-in for a one-dimensional conducting
structure is a thin strip of aluminized mylar, which consists of two coatings of 100 Å thick aluminum
on either side of 7 µm mylar substrate. The aluminum coatings, which are normally isolated by the
mylar are connected by placing sections of the multi-strand wire from the power supply on both
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(a) Experimental setup within the ECLIPS
chamber

(b) ANSYS Maxwell 3D electric field analysis
for experiment structure

Figure 2.50: Experimental Setup Illustration

sides of the strip. This strip is suspended mid-way between the cathode and anode of the parallel
plate capacitor. This allows the strip to be charged to different potentials than the plates. This
mimics the space environment, as environmental currents to RSOs are not necessarily dependent
on the local electromagnetic fields.

A Spellman CZE3000 high voltage power supply (HVPS) controlled by LabVIEW via a National
Instruments USB data acquisition (DAQ) unit is used to put an excess of charge on the thin strip.
The cathode of the parallel plate capacitor is attached to a SL300 HVPS, while the anode is
connected to ground. A strip of dimension 7.2 cm × 0.1 cm was used for all experiments. A
kink was introduced at the center of the strip to encourage a significant shape change — a more
interesting situation to model than a flat strip merely bending at the attachment point.

The commercial finite element solver Maxwell 3D is used to verify that a flat, constant electric
field is generated by the parallel plate capacitor used. Figure 2.50(b) shows the electric field of
a modified experimental system from that shown in Figure 2.50(a) imported into Maxwell 3D with
accurate material properties and a voltage drop of ∆V = 5 kV across the plates. This simulation
was run at several voltages to determine the electric field for a variety of test voltages. All matched
the well-known parallel plate capacitor equation: E = ∆V

d where d is the plate separation. Note
that Figure 2.50(b) shows that the electric field between the plates is flat everywhere except near
edges. The aluminized mylar strip was therefore positioned near the middle of the setup, far from
any edges in all experiments.

2.2.5.2 Experiment Analysis

To analyze the experiment as various voltages were applied to both the strip and the cathode of the
parallel plate capacitor depicted in Figure 2.50(a), images were taken and loaded in MATLAB for
each trial. Edge finding algorithms in MATLAB Image Processing toolbox were used to differentiate
the wire from its surroundings. A grid of holes was drilled into a sheet of Delrin using a CNC
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Figure 2.51: Image analysis results

machine and placed behind the wire to identify the conversion factor from pixels to inches. The
orientation of the grid points in the Delrin sheet provided an arbitrary vertical axis to which the
image can be aligned eliminating the need to align the camera itself. Furthermore, the grid points
allowed for a comprehensive total alignment and warp analysis on the background Delrin sheet.

After isolating the strip edges as seen in Figure 2.51, the positions of the edges were averaged
at each y-value to find the centerline. The resultant centerline data was smoothed to reduce high
frequency noise prior to curve fitting using a Gaussian-weighted moving average filter. The data
was then divided into two segments, split by the kink that had been introduced near the middle of
the mylar strip. A piecewise cubit Hermite interpolating polynomial was then fit to the smoothed
data on each side of the strip.

Once the interpolating function is obtained, it is used to develop a discrete, n-link system for
comparison with the n-link model; here, n = 5, however this could be expanded to higher order
systems in future work. The positions of the hinges found based on the curve fit were compared
to steady state hinge positions for accuracy as shown in Figure 2.51. Moreover, the inertial and
relative angles for each link in the n-link system are calculated to initialize the model and solve the
equations of motion for the strip.

An analysis is performed on the grid points to quantify any camera misalignment and warp in
the Delrin sheet in the background. Grid positions are found by calculating the center of mass of
each grid point using the MATLAB’s regionprops built-in function as they are shown in Figure
2.52. Once obtained, the distances between the grid points are used to derive the conversion
factor from pixels to inches which was calculated to approximately 150 pixels/cm.

Finally, the standard deviation of the grid using the separation distances of the its intersections
is calculated as the means to quantify any camera misalignment or warp in the Delrin sheet.
The standard deviation came out to be 1.92 pixels which is significantly less than the pixel to cm
conversion factor. This implies that the camera misalignment and warp in the Delrin sheet were
negligible.
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Figure 2.52: Centers of the CNC grided points on the Delrin sheet detected using the Image
Processing toolbox in MATLAB

2.2.6 Results and Discussion

Table 2.13 shows the voltage levels for each experiment conducted. The plate voltage is applied to
the cathode of the parallel plate capacitor while the anode is set to ground. Numerical simulations
are compared to experimental data in Figure 2.53. Three separate spring constants are used to
account for the attachment mechanism, kink, and the nominal portions of the strip. These values
are tuned within the model to match the initial, unforced shape and position of the object to a Test
1. The spring forces determined from this exercise are used to initialize the model to an additional
three experiments, each with different voltage parameters.

Figure 2.54 provides a quantitative indication of the position error between the hinge points in
the model and those found from the experiment as shown in Figure 2.51.

It is clear from the figure that as the voltage gets farther from that in Test 1, the model match
begins to degrade. Note however that the shape of the wire seems still to match that of the
experiment. The SMSM model is developed to match Test 1, so having a good fit there is expected.
When this same behavior was seen in previous atmospheric experiments, it was postulated that
large strip voltages were ionizing the air, creating plasma that would then shield the strip from the
background electric field. While this effect can’t be ruled out completely as an actor in previous
experiments, all experiments shown in Figure 2.53 were performed in vacuum, precluding this
effect.

Table 2.13: System voltages for experiments

Test # Plate Voltages (V) Strip Voltages (V)
1 2000 6000
2 2000 5000
3 1000 3000
4 1000 1000

Two effects, illustrated in Figure 2.55, were observed and investigated which could be the
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(a) Test 1 with Vplate = 2kV, Vstrip= 6 kV
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(b) Test 2 with Vplate = 2 kV, Vstrip= 5 kV
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(c) Test 3 with Vplate = 1kV, Vstrip = 3kV
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(d) Test 4 with Vplate = 1kV, Vstrip= 1 kV

Figure 2.53: Results of numerical simulations. The blue line represents initial, unforced wire
shape while the yellow line represents steady-state experimental configuration. The gray line is
the steady-state position calculated using the model described above. On this line, the red spheres
represent the placement of the SMSM spheres as well as their actual radii, while the smaller, blue
dots represent the hinges between each of the pendulums.

cause of the modeling errors seen in Figures 2.53 and 2.54. Figure 2.55(a) shows that, under
seemingly identical charging conditions, the strip feels different forces and torques. The yellow,
right-most line represents the position of strip with Vplate = 1 kV and Vstrip = 0 kV before the strip
was charged. The lines to the left are its position under the same voltage settings after experiments
in which the strip was charged to progressively higher voltages. This seems to indicate that the
mylar, which is an insulator and therefore does not charge and discharge on the fast timescales
upon which conductors do, was accumulating charge as consecutive experiments were performed.
As the model did not account for this dielectric charging effect, it is unsurprising that Tests 2-4
deviate from experiments.

The second effect not accounted for in the model is the mutual capacitance of the strip and the
plate. To illustrate how this occurs, consider the inverse of Eq. (2.145), but for three electrically
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Figure 2.54: Position difference between hinge positions between the model and experimental
data for Tests 1-4
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Figure 2.55: Indication of unmodeled physical phenomena of dielectric charging of the aluminized
mylar strip as well as induced charging effects with the parallel plate capacitor generating the
background electric field
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isolated spheres each charged by separate power supplies.
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 (2.157)

It is immediately clear that even though there is no current flow between spheres, the charge
Q1 is dictated not only by its own voltage and capacitance but also by the proximity to the other
two charged spheres.

Q1 = C1,1V1 + C1,2V2 + C1,3V3 (2.158)

While stray electric fields can be generated in the space environment due to plasma interactions,
these are less common on Earth. Thus, this mutual capacitance effect can be mitigated, but not
avoided in terrestrial experiments. Note in Eq. (2.158) that, if V1 and V2 are sufficiently small,
Q1 ≈ C1,1V1.

For the case with the parallel plate capacitors, the plates are extremely large compared with the
strip, meaning that the mutual capacitance is also large. This is why the majority of the experiments
outlined in Table 2.13 have Vstrip > Vplate. Note that Test 4 is fit most poorly by the model. This is
in part because the charging due to mutual capacitance is large for that case.

Figure 2.55(b) shows deflection of the strip when grounded for various plate voltages. As
the mutual capacitance between the strip and the plate is unknown and changes in time, this
effect can’t be incorporated into the model. Additionally, extremely low plate voltages necessitate
excessive strip voltages to achieve significant shape change. This circumstance exacerbates the
dielectric charging issue discussed previously. However the relative success of Tests 2 and 3
indicate that an object like aluminized mylar can be modeled with relative accuracy in certain
circumstances.

2.3 Research Thrust 3: Dielectric Surfaces

2.3.1 Motivation

In the Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) regime, satellites charge to very high voltages some-
times as dramatic as -19 kV.46 This charging causes small forces and torques on the body due to
interactions with earth’s magnetic field, which changes the orbits of some uncontrolled lightweight
debris objects through the Lorentz force.1,25,26,47 If nearby spacecraft use active charging such
as electron and ion guns, larger forces and torques are felt between the crafts. This enables novel
Coulomb formation flying missions.48–50 These forces can also be used for touchless re-orbiting
of GEO debris to its graveyard orbit in a matter of months using the Electrostatic Tractor (ET).51

If a spacecraft has a non-symmetric charge distribution, it also experiences torques which can be
harnessed for touchless de-spin before servicing or grappling.21,52,53

There are many separate challenges to electrostatic actuation such as prescribing the appro-
priate electron and/or ion beam current and voltage, sensing the voltage, position, and attitude
of a passive space object, and designing control laws that perform well for either tugging or de-
spinning. In order to design and implement stable and performant control laws in any of the above
mission scenarios, accurate and fast methods are needed to predict the force and torque on both
spacecraft using only in-situ measurements such as the voltage of each craft, and their relative
separation and attitude. Accuracy is important because under or over prediction can seriously
harm performance, or lead to a collision.54 Speed is important because the force and torque must
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be predicted in real time by the flight computer. This paper discusses how to predict electrostatic
force and torque for a body that is composed of conductors and dielectrics as shown in Fig. 2.56.

Figure 2.56: Voltages of a spacecraft with conducting and dielectric surfaces. Computation done
in NASCAP-2k

There are many methods for force and torque prediction ranging from very accurate but much
slower than realtime methods such as Finite Element Analysis (FEA), or faster and more scalable
methods such as the Method of Moments (MoM)13 or Boundary Element Method (BEM). Prior
work explores using the Galerkin method to model forces between two dielectric spheres.76 A
relatively new scheme for electrostatic force and torque prediction is the Multi-Sphere Method
(MSM).3 MSM is very similar to the MoM in that an elastance matrix is populated and then inverted
to find the charge distribution. The Coulomb force is applied from every discretized charge on one
body to every discretized charge on the other body. MSM differs from MoM in that the elements of
the elastance matrix are tuned to match force and torque created by a higher-fidelity method rather
than from first principles. Because of this tuning, MSM can predict forces and torques with only a
few percent error using only 3-4 spheres for a two craft system,5,55 but requires a truth model from
which to optimize. It is a robust method for force and torque prediction for conducting systems,
however, not all spacecraft are continuously conducting. Recent work77 investigates how to modify
MSM to account for dielectrics and finds very small impacts when the dielectric lays directly on top
of the conducting surface of the spacecraft.

Most spacecraft are built to be continuously conducting to avoid differential charging and arc-
ing. However, some of the conducting covering may degrade with time and lose its conductivity.
Two scenarios where this may occur is the coverglass coating on the solar panels and the Multi-
Layer Insulation (MLI). Solar panels require a glass cover to protect from proton radiation, and
there is usually a conductive clear coating over the glass, however, this coating may degrade or
flake off and can leave sections of the non-conductive glass exposed. MLI also usually has a gold
or aluminum coating, but this may flake off or otherwise degrade. Additionally, some spacecraft
are not built fully conducting to begin with, and will have large dielectric portions. In the case
of coverglass and MLI, there is a thin layer (10-100 µm) of dielectric sitting directly on top of a
conductor connected to spacecraft ground. However, in an effort to save weight, some spacecraft
have MLI wrapped around a skeleton frame with very little area of the MLI touching the conducting
bus.

2.3.2 Method of Images Analysis

To gain some analytical insight into the first question of when dielectrics need to be accounted for,
first consider a much simpler system using the Method of Images (MOI).8,14,78 If a positive point
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charge is held a distance z above a grounded infinite conducting plate, a negative induced charge
will pool up beneath the point charge due to attraction. For the purposes of calculating the field
above the plate, one can assume that there is a negative charge of equal magnitude z below the
plate. In this situation, net charge is zero because the conductor “canceled out” the point charge.

If a finite sphere is considered rather than an infinite plate, the induced charge q′ becomes
smaller and moves closer to the surface. For a sphere with radius R, the induced charge is given
by

q′ = − R

R+ d
q (2.159)

where d is the distance between the dielectric charge and the surface of the conductor, and QD
is the dielectric charge as is shown in Fig. 2.57. When d is much smaller than R, the induced
charge is nearly equal and opposite to the dielectric charge and will cancel out its effect on the
total charge. However, when d is comparable to R, the effect of the dielectric charge on the total
charge is much more significant.

qq0 d
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Figure 2.57: Method of Images concept illustration

There are many differences between the electric field in the vicinity of a point charge and
conducting sphere, and the electric field in the vicinity of a charged solar panel and conducting
spacecraft bus, but there is still some intuition to gain from this simple analysis. The MOI predicts
that when the dielectric is very near the conductor, its charge will be mostly canceled out regard-
less of how charged it is. Dielectric coatings sitting directly over conductors will likely not cause
any significant changes for this reason. If the dielectric is far from a conductor, like a solar panel
might be, then the effects are more significant. To understand how this simple principle applies to
more complex spacecraft, numerical studies are performed next.

2.3.3 Truth Model Development

The Method of Moments (MoM) is used to create a truth model of the electric field in the vicinity
of the spacecraft for a simpler MSM model to match. Prior work55 has found that MSM models
that match the E field also match the force and torque very well, and matching E fields solves a
number of other optimization issues as well.

This is done for four spacecraft under three separate charging conditions. The first spacecraft
(Fig 2.58(a)) is a 3 m by 1 m box with a dielectric hovering 25.4 µm (∼1 mil) above the top of the
spacecraft. This serves as a model of the case where the MLI is stretched over the conducting
exterior of the spacecraft. The small displacement off the surface is chosen to be a common
thickness for MLI. The second spacecraft (Fig. 2.58(b)) is almost identical to the first but the top
conductor is removed and the dielectric is shifted down to be flush so that it is stretched over the
perimeter of the conductor like the surface of a drum. The third spacecraft (Fig. 2.58(c)) has three
panels made of dielectric so that it has equal area of conductor and dielectric. The fourth and
final spacecraft (Fig. 2.58(d)) is composed of 5 dielectric panels and a single conducting panel on
the very bottom. All spacecraft are referred to with the shorthand “XcYd” where X is the number
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Figure 2.58: Four template spacecraft truth models computed using the Method of Moments

of conducting panels and Y is the number of dielectric panels, so the last spacecraft discussed
can be indicated by 1c5d. These four spacecraft span the range from a small amount of dielectric
completely on top of a conductor to almost all dielectric with very little conductor very far away.

In all subplots in Fig. 2.58 the conductor is charged to +30 kV and the dielectric to -250 nC/m2.
For some models (especially the 1c5d one), the peak charge per element goes up to 94 nC, but
the color scale only extends up to 30 nC per element to better show the charge distribution. The
positive charge concentrates near the negative dielectric in all cases. Consider the first two cases
(Fig. 2.58(a) and Fig. 2.58(b) ) which only differ by the inclusion of a conductor backing behind the
dielectric. In the case without the backing, much more charge must accumulate on the side panels
to cancel out the negative charge, while in the case with the backing all the charge accumulates
on that backing and is not seen. The other two cases (Fig. 2.58(c) and Fig. 2.58(d)) have even
more positive charge accumulate to cancel out the large negative panels.

In addition to solving for the charge distribution, the electric field in the vicinity of the spacecraft
is also found. The E field is computed at 30 points uniformly spread across each of 12 different
spherical shells ranging in radius from 3 to 25 meters. The E field is computed for 3 different cases
as well - the first in which only the conductor is charged to +30 kV and the dielectric has no net
charge (but has a high voltage due to its proximity to the dielectric), one in which the conductor
is charged and the dielectric is additionally charged to -250 nC/m2, and the last in which the
conductor is grounded (0 V) and the dielectric is charged. These 30 points per shell across 12
different shells for 3 different charging scenarios for 4 different spacecraft represent 4320 individual
E field computations.
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2.3.4 Conductor Solutions

As a first attempt at modeling these spacecraft, the dielectric surfaces are ignored entirely and the
optimization is done using a dataset where the dielectric is uncharged. This method has promise
for the spacecraft with dielectrics close to conductors such as the 6c1d because of the image
charges. A 3 sphere MSM model where all spheres are constrained to stay on the z axis, but can
change their height and radius is optimized using only the conducting data for all spacecraft. The
cost function is the average percent error of the E field the MSM model produces relative to the
truth model. The final solution for the 3c3d spacecraft is shown in Fig. 2.59 with its three spheres
constrained along the z axis. Since all three spheres have a tunable radius and height, there are
6 free parameters in this model.
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-1-1

2

Figure 2.59: Optimal MSM model for 3c3d spacecraft ignoring dielectrics

This process of ignoring the dielectrics is applied to all four spacecraft and their performance in
both the conducting and mixed charging regimes is shown in Fig. 2.60. All MSM models have only
conducting spheres and are optimized using just the conducting dataset (+30 kV and no dielectric
charge).

The performance of the 6c1d model is shown using a violin plot in Fig. 2.60(a). Violin plots
are a good way to show a lot of data at once; they essentially show multiple histograms rotated
by 90◦. The width of each bar corresponds to the number of cases in the bin shown on the y axis
for the case shown on the x axis. In the following violin plots, the cases correspond to how far
away the E field is measured, the bins correspond to the percentage error (with reference to the
MoM truth model), and the color corresponds to the charging scenario, with the dark blue being
the conductor, (C) and the aqua being the mixed case (M). For the 6c1d spacecraft (Fig. 2.60(a)),
the errors for the C and M case are incredibly similar, and both very good - they are almost always
below 1% error, and after 10 m they are always better than 0.1% error. They are similar because
the induced charge on the top plate of the conductor almost entirely cancels out the dielectric
charge, making it as though the charged dielectric is not even there.

Moving to the 5c1d case (Fig. 2.60(b)), the conducting regime errors are almost unchanged,
but the mixed charging regime errors are larger. This is because the two cases are no longer
as similar due to the lack of a top conducting panel to cancel out the dielectric charge. Despite
this, the conductor only model has only a few percent error in the M category, which is more than
accurate enough for many missions. The 3c3d spacecraft (Fig. 2.60(c)) is slightly harder to model
with mixed regime errors in the 10% range even though conductor errors are still very small. This
is because much of the dielectric is much farther away from the conductor. Moving finally to the
1c5d case (Fig. 2.60(d)), the C errors are still very good, but the M errors have increased up to
200% error.
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Figure 2.60: Performance of a conductor-only MSM model in pure conducting (C) and mixed (M)
charging regimes

From this analysis, it seems that one would not bother to model dielectrics for the 6c1d or the
5c1d, but probably the 3c3d and definitely for the 1c5d. To expand this analysis to more continuous
charging conditions, the dielectric charge density is swept from 1 - 1000 nC/m and voltage from
10V to 100 kV for each spacecraft. For each charging condition, compute the charge percentage
error as 100 (QC −QT )/(QT ) where QC is the total charge found if the dielectric is ignored and QT
is the true total charge. This charge error correlates with the percentage error when computing
force in the far field, and should be small to ensure accuracy. The charge error is always 100%
when the voltage is zero because the conductor only solution will always predict QC = 0, even
if the total charge QT is negligible. Thus, this method for judging the charge error can produce
misleading results when the voltage is small. The charge errors are shown in Fig. 2.61 where the
different colors indicate different spacecraft.
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Figure 2.61: Charge error as a function of voltage and dielectric charge density for four spacecraft
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In general, the charge errors grow as the dielectric charge is increased, which makes sense
as the ignored charge becomes larger. The charge errors are also large when the voltage is
low because they are percentage based. The 1c5d spacecraft has the worst errors, as expected
since it is mostly dielectric, and has many panels which do not come close to the conductor.
For this template spacecraft, errors will be large for almost all dielectric and conductor charge
configurations. For the two intermediate spacecraft - the 3c3d and 5c1d, the performance is very
similar. They both have charge errors larger than 10% if the dielectric charge is larger than 500
nC/m2 when the voltage is 5 kV. The 6c1d spacecraft is the bounding case - neglecting dielectrics
only introduces errors when the spacecraft is at very low voltages, at which the actual charge and
resulting force and torque will be very small.

This manner of analysis can be used to quickly check if dielectrics ought to be considered in an
analysis. First the self and mutual dielectric capacitances are found for the spacecraft in question.
Next the voltage and dielectric charge ranges are found, and finally the charge error is computed
for the voltage and dielectric charge ranges. If the charge error is higher than the acceptable
error for that mission, dielectrics must be included. This answers the first question “when ought
dielectrics to be considered?” Now, how best to model dielectrics is considered.

2.3.5 Dielectric MSM Methodology

Dielectrics charge on much slower timescales than conductors because of their large mutual ca-
pacitance. Because of this, they are treated as known point charges rather than a known voltages.
To modify conducting MSM to include dielectrics, the model is broken into two parts for the con-
ductor and dielectric:

[
VC
VD

]
=

[
SC SM
STM SD

] [
QC

QD

]
(2.160)

where the C and D subscripts denote conductor and dielectric respectively, and the M is for
mutual. Since the voltage of the conductor and the charge of the dielectric are assumed known
and the charge distribution for the conductor is sought, the top line of this equation is rearranged
to give

QC = [SC ]−1(VC − [SM ]QD) (2.161)

Then the total charge Q can be formed as Q = [QC ,QD]T . The force, torque, or E field are then
computed as discussed in the earlier section.

When modeling conducting bodies, the MSM optimization problem is fairly simple - change the
position and size of the spheres to best match the force, torque, or E field from a truth model. With
dielectrics, there are a few changes - now there are both conducting spheres and point charges
which may be moved, and there are many different charging scenarios to consider when producing
the truth model. With conductors, it does not matter what voltage is chosen for the truth model, as
long as it is not zero. With dielectrics included, models that work well for a high voltage case can
perform very poorly for a high charge case.

To address the problem of optimizing for just one charging regime, three charging scenarios
are included in the truth file; one with just the conductor charged and no charge on the dielectric,
one with both conductor and dielectric charged, and one with just the dielectric charged. Because
using many point charges does not greatly slow down computation time, and to make the optimiza-
tion easier, the point charges are uniformly distributed over the dielectric panels. This scheme is
shown in Fig. 2.62.
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Constraints: CS , CMD, �S , �MD
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<latexit sha1_base64="1jdTSS+wyZmmcNlD1bnA05FJKsk=">AAACGXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QHoy7dNBITV2SGmOgSIwuXGOWRwIR0SoGGtjNpOyZkwpew1Q9xZ9y68jv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPGnGnjed9Obmt7Z3cvv184ODw6Lronp00dJYrQBol4pNoh1pQzSRuGGU7bsaJYhJy2wvH93G+9UKVZJJ/NJKaBwEPJBoxgY6WeW6wxyikxihFUwwb33JJX9hZAm8TPSAky1HvuT7cfkURQaQjHWnd8LzZBipVhhNNpoZtoGmMyxkPasVRiQXWQLoJP0aVV+mgQKfukQQv170aKhdYTEdpJgc1Ir3tz8V8vFCuX07vm01oUM7gNUibjxFBJlkkGCUcmQvOaUJ8p2wqfWIKJYvYziIywwsTYMgu2JX+9k03SrJR9r+w/VkrV66yvPJzDBVyBDzdQhQeoQwMIJDCDV3hzZs678+F8LkdzTrZzBitwvn4BSaKgMA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1jdTSS+wyZmmcNlD1bnA05FJKsk=">AAACGXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QHoy7dNBITV2SGmOgSIwuXGOWRwIR0SoGGtjNpOyZkwpew1Q9xZ9y68jv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPGnGnjed9Obmt7Z3cvv184ODw6Lronp00dJYrQBol4pNoh1pQzSRuGGU7bsaJYhJy2wvH93G+9UKVZJJ/NJKaBwEPJBoxgY6WeW6wxyikxihFUwwb33JJX9hZAm8TPSAky1HvuT7cfkURQaQjHWnd8LzZBipVhhNNpoZtoGmMyxkPasVRiQXWQLoJP0aVV+mgQKfukQQv170aKhdYTEdpJgc1Ir3tz8V8vFCuX07vm01oUM7gNUibjxFBJlkkGCUcmQvOaUJ8p2wqfWIKJYvYziIywwsTYMgu2JX+9k03SrJR9r+w/VkrV66yvPJzDBVyBDzdQhQeoQwMIJDCDV3hzZs678+F8LkdzTrZzBitwvn4BSaKgMA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1jdTSS+wyZmmcNlD1bnA05FJKsk=">AAACGXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QHoy7dNBITV2SGmOgSIwuXGOWRwIR0SoGGtjNpOyZkwpew1Q9xZ9y68jv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPGnGnjed9Obmt7Z3cvv184ODw6Lronp00dJYrQBol4pNoh1pQzSRuGGU7bsaJYhJy2wvH93G+9UKVZJJ/NJKaBwEPJBoxgY6WeW6wxyikxihFUwwb33JJX9hZAm8TPSAky1HvuT7cfkURQaQjHWnd8LzZBipVhhNNpoZtoGmMyxkPasVRiQXWQLoJP0aVV+mgQKfukQQv170aKhdYTEdpJgc1Ir3tz8V8vFCuX07vm01oUM7gNUibjxFBJlkkGCUcmQvOaUJ8p2wqfWIKJYvYziIywwsTYMgu2JX+9k03SrJR9r+w/VkrV66yvPJzDBVyBDzdQhQeoQwMIJDCDV3hzZs678+F8LkdzTrZzBitwvn4BSaKgMA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1jdTSS+wyZmmcNlD1bnA05FJKsk=">AAACGXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QHoy7dNBITV2SGmOgSIwuXGOWRwIR0SoGGtjNpOyZkwpew1Q9xZ9y68jv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPGnGnjed9Obmt7Z3cvv184ODw6Lronp00dJYrQBol4pNoh1pQzSRuGGU7bsaJYhJy2wvH93G+9UKVZJJ/NJKaBwEPJBoxgY6WeW6wxyikxihFUwwb33JJX9hZAm8TPSAky1HvuT7cfkURQaQjHWnd8LzZBipVhhNNpoZtoGmMyxkPasVRiQXWQLoJP0aVV+mgQKfukQQv170aKhdYTEdpJgc1Ir3tz8V8vFCuX07vm01oUM7gNUibjxFBJlkkGCUcmQvOaUJ8p2wqfWIKJYvYziIywwsTYMgu2JX+9k03SrJR9r+w/VkrV66yvPJzDBVyBDzdQhQeoQwMIJDCDV3hzZs678+F8LkdzTrZzBitwvn4BSaKgMA==</latexit>

Optimizer
<latexit sha1_base64="icg9jmDCuDPqh416e9vVFlpxwIA=">AAACEXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaIiS4xbtyJUR4GJqRTOtDQdiZtxwQnfAVb/RB3xq1f4Hf4AxaYhYAnaXJyzr25pyeIOdPGdb+d3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f1A8PGroKFGE1knEI9UKsKacSVo3zHDaihXFIuC0GQxvpn7zmSrNIvloRjH1Be5LFjKCjZWe7mLDBHuhqlssuWV3BrRKvIyUIEOtW/zp9CKSCCoN4VjrtufGxk+xMoxwOi50Ek1jTIa4T9uWSiyo9tNZ4DE6s0oPhZGyTxo0U/9upFhoPRKBnRTYDPSyNxX/9QKxcDm9bjwsRTHhlZ8yGSeGSjJPEiYcmQhN60E9pigxfGQJJorZzyAywAoTY0ss2Ja85U5WSaNS9tyyd18pVS+yvvJwAqdwDh5cQhVuoQZ1ICBgAq/w5kycd+fD+ZyP5pxs5xgW4Hz9AtyynfQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="icg9jmDCuDPqh416e9vVFlpxwIA=">AAACEXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaIiS4xbtyJUR4GJqRTOtDQdiZtxwQnfAVb/RB3xq1f4Hf4AxaYhYAnaXJyzr25pyeIOdPGdb+d3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f1A8PGroKFGE1knEI9UKsKacSVo3zHDaihXFIuC0GQxvpn7zmSrNIvloRjH1Be5LFjKCjZWe7mLDBHuhqlssuWV3BrRKvIyUIEOtW/zp9CKSCCoN4VjrtufGxk+xMoxwOi50Ek1jTIa4T9uWSiyo9tNZ4DE6s0oPhZGyTxo0U/9upFhoPRKBnRTYDPSyNxX/9QKxcDm9bjwsRTHhlZ8yGSeGSjJPEiYcmQhN60E9pigxfGQJJorZzyAywAoTY0ss2Ja85U5WSaNS9tyyd18pVS+yvvJwAqdwDh5cQhVuoQZ1ICBgAq/w5kycd+fD+ZyP5pxs5xgW4Hz9AtyynfQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="icg9jmDCuDPqh416e9vVFlpxwIA=">AAACEXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaIiS4xbtyJUR4GJqRTOtDQdiZtxwQnfAVb/RB3xq1f4Hf4AxaYhYAnaXJyzr25pyeIOdPGdb+d3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f1A8PGroKFGE1knEI9UKsKacSVo3zHDaihXFIuC0GQxvpn7zmSrNIvloRjH1Be5LFjKCjZWe7mLDBHuhqlssuWV3BrRKvIyUIEOtW/zp9CKSCCoN4VjrtufGxk+xMoxwOi50Ek1jTIa4T9uWSiyo9tNZ4DE6s0oPhZGyTxo0U/9upFhoPRKBnRTYDPSyNxX/9QKxcDm9bjwsRTHhlZ8yGSeGSjJPEiYcmQhN60E9pigxfGQJJorZzyAywAoTY0ss2Ja85U5WSaNS9tyyd18pVS+yvvJwAqdwDh5cQhVuoQZ1ICBgAq/w5kycd+fD+ZyP5pxs5xgW4Hz9AtyynfQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="icg9jmDCuDPqh416e9vVFlpxwIA=">AAACEXicbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaIiS4xbtyJUR4GJqRTOtDQdiZtxwQnfAVb/RB3xq1f4Hf4AxaYhYAnaXJyzr25pyeIOdPGdb+d3Nr6xuZWfruws7u3f1A8PGroKFGE1knEI9UKsKacSVo3zHDaihXFIuC0GQxvpn7zmSrNIvloRjH1Be5LFjKCjZWe7mLDBHuhqlssuWV3BrRKvIyUIEOtW/zp9CKSCCoN4VjrtufGxk+xMoxwOi50Ek1jTIa4T9uWSiyo9tNZ4DE6s0oPhZGyTxo0U/9upFhoPRKBnRTYDPSyNxX/9QKxcDm9bjwsRTHhlZ8yGSeGSjJPEiYcmQhN60E9pigxfGQJJorZzyAywAoTY0ss2Ja85U5WSaNS9tyyd18pVS+yvvJwAqdwDh5cQhVuoQZ1ICBgAq/w5kycd+fD+ZyP5pxs5xgW4Hz9AtyynfQ=</latexit>

PTS
<latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit>PTS

<latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v/9xNADHDlfNnIh0tdxhsagoy/w=">AAACC3icbVDLTgIxFL2DL8QX6tJNIzFxRWaICS4xblxieCYwIZ3SgYa2M2k7JmTCJ7DVD3Fn3PoRfoc/YIFZCHiSJifn3Jt7eoKYM21c99vJ7ezu7R/kDwtHxyenZ8Xzi7aOEkVoi0Q8Ut0Aa8qZpC3DDKfdWFEsAk47weRx4XdeqNIskk0zjakv8EiykBFsrNSoNxuDYsktu0ugbeJlpAQZ6oPiT38YkURQaQjHWvc8NzZ+ipVhhNNZoZ9oGmMywSPas1RiQbWfLqPO0I1VhiiMlH3SoKX6dyPFQuupCOykwGasN72F+K8XiLXL6UO7sRHFhPd+ymScGCrJKkmYcGQitCgGDZmixPCpJZgoZj+DyBgrTIytr2Bb8jY72SbtStlzy95zpVS7y/rKwxVcwy14UIUaPEEdWkBgBHN4hTdn7rw7H87najTnZDuXsAbn6xdW9prs</latexit>

SPHS0
<latexit sha1_base64="bVqrI7mAidYCwv9fLI1dtuPouZQ=">AAACFXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRljokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxraztjeMZIJ38FWP8Sdceva7/AHLDALAU/S5OSce3NPTxALbsB1v53cxubW9k5+t7C3f3B4VDw+aZoo0ZQ1aCQi3Q6IYYIr1gAOgrVjzYgMBGsFo/uZ33pm2vBIPcI4Zr4kA8VDTglYye8Ce4G0XqvWJz23Vyy5ZXcOvE68jJRQhlqv+NPtRzSRTAEVxJiO58bgp0QDp4JNCt3EsJjQERmwjqWKSGb8dB56gi+s0sdhpO1TgOfq342USGPGMrCTksDQrHoz8V8vkEuX07tmfSUKhLd+ylWcAFN0kSRMBIYIzyrCfa4ZBTG2hFDN7WcwHRJNKNgiC7Ylb7WTddK8Kntu2Xu4LlWus77y6Aydo0vkoRtUQVVUQw1E0ROaolf05kydd+fD+VyM5pxs5xQtwfn6BWFAn0E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bVqrI7mAidYCwv9fLI1dtuPouZQ=">AAACFXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRljokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxraztjeMZIJ38FWP8Sdceva7/AHLDALAU/S5OSce3NPTxALbsB1v53cxubW9k5+t7C3f3B4VDw+aZoo0ZQ1aCQi3Q6IYYIr1gAOgrVjzYgMBGsFo/uZ33pm2vBIPcI4Zr4kA8VDTglYye8Ce4G0XqvWJz23Vyy5ZXcOvE68jJRQhlqv+NPtRzSRTAEVxJiO58bgp0QDp4JNCt3EsJjQERmwjqWKSGb8dB56gi+s0sdhpO1TgOfq342USGPGMrCTksDQrHoz8V8vkEuX07tmfSUKhLd+ylWcAFN0kSRMBIYIzyrCfa4ZBTG2hFDN7WcwHRJNKNgiC7Ylb7WTddK8Kntu2Xu4LlWus77y6Aydo0vkoRtUQVVUQw1E0ROaolf05kydd+fD+VyM5pxs5xQtwfn6BWFAn0E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bVqrI7mAidYCwv9fLI1dtuPouZQ=">AAACFXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRljokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxraztjeMZIJ38FWP8Sdceva7/AHLDALAU/S5OSce3NPTxALbsB1v53cxubW9k5+t7C3f3B4VDw+aZoo0ZQ1aCQi3Q6IYYIr1gAOgrVjzYgMBGsFo/uZ33pm2vBIPcI4Zr4kA8VDTglYye8Ce4G0XqvWJz23Vyy5ZXcOvE68jJRQhlqv+NPtRzSRTAEVxJiO58bgp0QDp4JNCt3EsJjQERmwjqWKSGb8dB56gi+s0sdhpO1TgOfq342USGPGMrCTksDQrHoz8V8vkEuX07tmfSUKhLd+ylWcAFN0kSRMBIYIzyrCfa4ZBTG2hFDN7WcwHRJNKNgiC7Ylb7WTddK8Kntu2Xu4LlWus77y6Aydo0vkoRtUQVVUQw1E0ROaolf05kydd+fD+VyM5pxs5xQtwfn6BWFAn0E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bVqrI7mAidYCwv9fLI1dtuPouZQ=">AAACFXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRljokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxraztjeMZIJ38FWP8Sdceva7/AHLDALAU/S5OSce3NPTxALbsB1v53cxubW9k5+t7C3f3B4VDw+aZoo0ZQ1aCQi3Q6IYYIr1gAOgrVjzYgMBGsFo/uZ33pm2vBIPcI4Zr4kA8VDTglYye8Ce4G0XqvWJz23Vyy5ZXcOvE68jJRQhlqv+NPtRzSRTAEVxJiO58bgp0QDp4JNCt3EsJjQERmwjqWKSGb8dB56gi+s0sdhpO1TgOfq342USGPGMrCTksDQrHoz8V8vkEuX07tmfSUKhLd+ylWcAFN0kSRMBIYIzyrCfa4ZBTG2hFDN7WcwHRJNKNgiC7Ylb7WTddK8Kntu2Xu4LlWus77y6Aydo0vkoRtUQVVUQw1E0ROaolf05kydd+fD+VyM5pxs5xQtwfn6BWFAn0E=</latexit>

SPHS
<latexit sha1_base64="cCPvfSClQ83EH1rjHZuHyOWrKew=">AAACE3icbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRlDokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxrazqS9YyQTPoOtfog749YP8Dv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPEghtw3W8nt7W9s7uX3y8cHB4dnxRPz1omSjRlTRqJSHcCYpjgijWBg2CdWDMiA8Hawfhh7refmTY8Uk8wiZkvyVDxkFMCVur2gL1A2qjXGtN+seSW3QXwJvEyUkIZ6v3iT28Q0UQyBVQQY7qeG4OfEg2cCjYt9BLDYkLHZMi6lioimfHTReQpvrLKAIeRtk8BXqh/N1IijZnIwE5KAiOz7s3Ff71ArlxO71uNtSgQ3vkpV3ECTNFlkjARGCI8LwgPuGYUxMQSQjW3n8F0RDShYGss2Ja89U42Seum7Lll77FSqlayvvLoAl2ia+ShW1RFNVRHTURRhGboFb05M+fd+XA+l6M5J9s5Rytwvn4BIsWeng==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cCPvfSClQ83EH1rjHZuHyOWrKew=">AAACE3icbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRlDokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxrazqS9YyQTPoOtfog749YP8Dv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPEghtw3W8nt7W9s7uX3y8cHB4dnxRPz1omSjRlTRqJSHcCYpjgijWBg2CdWDMiA8Hawfhh7refmTY8Uk8wiZkvyVDxkFMCVur2gL1A2qjXGtN+seSW3QXwJvEyUkIZ6v3iT28Q0UQyBVQQY7qeG4OfEg2cCjYt9BLDYkLHZMi6lioimfHTReQpvrLKAIeRtk8BXqh/N1IijZnIwE5KAiOz7s3Ff71ArlxO71uNtSgQ3vkpV3ECTNFlkjARGCI8LwgPuGYUxMQSQjW3n8F0RDShYGss2Ja89U42Seum7Lll77FSqlayvvLoAl2ia+ShW1RFNVRHTURRhGboFb05M+fd+XA+l6M5J9s5Rytwvn4BIsWeng==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cCPvfSClQ83EH1rjHZuHyOWrKew=">AAACE3icbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRlDokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxrazqS9YyQTPoOtfog749YP8Dv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPEghtw3W8nt7W9s7uX3y8cHB4dnxRPz1omSjRlTRqJSHcCYpjgijWBg2CdWDMiA8Hawfhh7refmTY8Uk8wiZkvyVDxkFMCVur2gL1A2qjXGtN+seSW3QXwJvEyUkIZ6v3iT28Q0UQyBVQQY7qeG4OfEg2cCjYt9BLDYkLHZMi6lioimfHTReQpvrLKAIeRtk8BXqh/N1IijZnIwE5KAiOz7s3Ff71ArlxO71uNtSgQ3vkpV3ECTNFlkjARGCI8LwgPuGYUxMQSQjW3n8F0RDShYGss2Ja89U42Seum7Lll77FSqlayvvLoAl2ia+ShW1RFNVRHTURRhGboFb05M+fd+XA+l6M5J9s5Rytwvn4BIsWeng==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cCPvfSClQ83EH1rjHZuHyOWrKew=">AAACE3icbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExckRlDokuMG5YY5JHAhHRKBxrazqS9YyQTPoOtfog749YP8Dv8AQvMQsCTNDk5597c0xPEghtw3W8nt7W9s7uX3y8cHB4dnxRPz1omSjRlTRqJSHcCYpjgijWBg2CdWDMiA8Hawfhh7refmTY8Uk8wiZkvyVDxkFMCVur2gL1A2qjXGtN+seSW3QXwJvEyUkIZ6v3iT28Q0UQyBVQQY7qeG4OfEg2cCjYt9BLDYkLHZMi6lioimfHTReQpvrLKAIeRtk8BXqh/N1IijZnIwE5KAiOz7s3Ff71ArlxO71uNtSgQ3vkpV3ECTNFlkjARGCI8LwgPuGYUxMQSQjW3n8F0RDShYGss2Ja89U42Seum7Lll77FSqlayvvLoAl2ia+ShW1RFNVRHTURRhGboFb05M+fd+XA+l6M5J9s5Rytwvn4BIsWeng==</latexit>
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Figure 2.62: Optimization scheme for dielectric MSM

An initial guess for the spheres location and radius is supplied to the optimizer. The optimizer
uses the points model along with the spheres model to compute the E field at all 30 points in all
of the 12 shells for all 3 charging scenarios. The cost is computed from the average percentage
error for all three charging scenarios and the weights. A selection of constrains, discussed later,
can also be used to ensure behavior in the far field. The final spheres model is combined with the
prescribed points model to make the full model for that spacecraft.

2.3.6 Optimization Constraints

Prior work in optimizing MSM models for conductors5,55 has shown that enforcing that the MSM
model have the same self capacitance as the object being modeled can make the optimization
more robust and also provides a guarantee of correctly modeling the force in the far field. The self
capacitance is a scalar parameter that determines how much charge is present at a given voltage.
For a spacecraft with both dielectric and conducting components, the total charge is a function of
both the conductor voltage and the dielectric charge. The total charge is the sum of the dielectric
charge and the conductor charge:

Q = 1
T
nC
QC + 1

T
nD
QD (2.162)

where the notation 1n indicates a column vector of ones with n elements and nC and nD denote
the number of conducting and dielectric elements. Now substitute in Eq. (2.161) for QC and
rearrange:

Q = 1
T
nC

[SC ]−1(VC − [SM ]QD) + 1
T
nD
QD

= CSVC + CMDQD (2.163)

where the self capacitance CS and mutual dielectric capacitance CMD are defined as

CS ≡ 1
T
nC

[SC ]−1
1nC (2.164)

CMD ≡ (1− 1
T
nC

[SC ]−1[SM ]1TnD
/nD) (2.165)

The self capacitance determines how sensitive the total charge is to the voltage on the conductor,
and the mutual dielectric capacitance determines how sensitive the total charge is to the dielectric
charge. If CMD = 1, then adding charge to the dielectric adds exactly that much to the total charge.
If CMD = 0, then adding charge to the dielectric adds no charge at all to the total charge because
the induced charge cancels it out. Referencing back to the MOI solution CMD ≈ 1 − R/(R + d).
So when the dielectric is close to the conductor (d << R), CMD will be close to zero, and the
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dielectrics will have minimal effects. When the dielectric is far from the conductor (d ∼ R), CMD

will be close to one and dielectrics will play a larger role. Unlike the self capacitance which has
units of Farads, CMD is dimensionless and is always between 0 and 1.

The total charge is 0th order moment of the charge distribution. The first order moment of
the charge distribution is the dipole (q). The dipole is a 3 × 1 vector formed by multiplying the
total charge by a vector pointing from the center of the coordinate system (usually at the center of
mass) to the center of the charge and is discussed in greater detail in Reference.17 MSM models
that match the total charge and the dipole will correctly predict the torque as well as the force in
the far field.

For a MSM model with both dielectric and conducting parts, the dipole is a combination of the
dipole from both the dielectric and conducting portions:

q = χSV + χMDQD (2.166)

where the parameters χS and χMD are the self and mutual susceptibilities defined by:

χS ≡ [RC ][SC ]−1
1nC (2.167)

χMD ≡
[RD]1nD

nD
− [RC ][SC ]−1[SM ]1nD

nD
(2.168)

where [RC ] and [RD] are matrices containing the location of every sphere/point in an MSM model
or the centroid of every triangle in a MoM model for both the conductor and dielectric:

[R] =



x1 . . . xN
y1 . . . yN
z1 . . . zN


 (2.169)

The self susceptibility determines how sensitive the total dipole is to the conductor voltage, and
the mutual susceptibility determines how sensitive it is to the dielectric charge. If the mutual
susceptibility is small, the charge on the dielectric will not influence the dipole strongly. Once
again the units differ because the two susceptibilities multiply different quantities.

These four parameters, CS , CMD, χS , and χMD, are all intrinsic and unchanging properties of
a given spacecraft geometry. These constraints are enforced during optimization to understand
how they affect the performance. Since these four constrains can be enforced in groups, there are
16 different unique sets of constraints that can be used. For each constraint set, the MSM solution
is optimized for the 3c3d spacecraft using a prescribed points model for the dielectric which uses
36 points and a seven sphere MSM model which has 3 spheres on each of the conductor panels
and one along the central axis.

The results are shown in Fig. 2.63. The MSM solution for one of the 16 cases is shown
in Fig. 2.63(a). This particular optimization was constrained to match the self capacitance and
self susceptibility, but not either of the mutual terms. The performance of this model is shown as a
triple violin plot in Fig. 2.63(b). The errors for all three scenarios decreases with distance, dropping
below 1% at around 10 m for the dielectric case and near 7 m for the conductor and mixed case.
The maximum error is near 10% but that is only for the dielectric only case at the closest distance.
Since it would be tedious to show a triple violin plot for each of the 16 different constrain cases,
the performance is reduced to two scalar values - first the cost function which is the mean of the
errors for each field point at each radius and each charging condition. This value is shown for all
of the 16 constraint cases in Fig. 2.63(c).

The first thing to notice is that the errors are all very good regardless of the constraints used.
The maximum mean error is 1.35%, which is less than all the other uncertainties in the system are
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likely to be. The lowest error is found with no constrains at all, which is expected as the optimizer
has access to more solutions than the constrained solutions. In general, the leftmost and third-
from-left columns are similar to each other and darker than the rest, indicating that the optimizer
picks MSM models that match self capacitance even if that constraint is not enforced. The first and
third rows also have lower error than the other rows, especially when combined with the first and
third columns. This indicates that CS and χS are the most important parameters to match. Looking
at the outside edge near the upper left corner shows the effects of including just one constraint at
a time. No constraints at all gives a mean error of 1.11 %, just χS gives 1.14 %, χMD gives 1.16
%, CMD gives 1.17 %, and CS gives the same 1.11%. This analysis of looking at the constraints
one at a time supports the idea that CS and χS are the most important parameters to match.
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Figure 2.63: Effects of enforcing constraints

The second scalar value to draw from the violin plots is the mean error for all charging con-
ditions at 25 meters. This final error should be more sensitive to enforcing constraints due to its
distance and is shown in Fig. 2.63(d). The first and third column are even more dramatically bet-
ter than the rest than in the mean error, as is the third row. Here, the lowest error comes from
enforcing the self susceptibility constraint either with or without the self capacitance. The mean
and final error analysis both show that CS and χS are the most important constraints to enforce
for this spacecraft. Enforcing both only hurts the mean error by 0.04%, and provides a guarantee
of performance in the far field.

This particular seven sphere, 36 point model has 8 free parameters, which makes it possible to
enforce any combination of constraints and still have many free parameters to tune for optimality.
Despite this, it is still a very difficult optimization requiring very precise initial conditions. For
more simple MSM models with fewer free parameters, it is not possible to enforce all of these
constraints depending on the number of free parameters. It is also possible that the constrains are
not compliant for some MSM models — for example a MSM model that had all spheres constrained
on the z axis would never be able to match any non-zero x and y components ofχS . For this model,
constraints aid the solution since they are compliant. For other models, they are detrimental or
impossible to enforce.
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2.3.7 Performance and Time Analysis

The earlier section investigated the effect of constraints while keeping the model (3c3d spacecraft
with 7 spheres and 36 points) constant. This section uses no constraints, but investigates the
E field fitting performance while changing the spacecraft and its sphere and points model. For
all spacecraft, the points are distributed equidistantly across the dielectric panels as shown in
Fig. 2.63(a). This model has two rows which results in 36 points, one row gives in 11 points while
3 rows will give 75 points. For dielectric-heavy spacecraft (such as the 1c5d) there are naturally
many more points than for conductor-heavy spacecraft (such as the 6c1d).

For all spacecraft, the spheres model uses a few spheres placed either along the z axis or in
the plane of the conducting panels. The simplest model uses two spheres where both spheres
have variable radii and position along the z axis. The next most complicated model has 3 spheres
with variable radii and height for 6 total parameters. More advanced models have one sphere free
to move along the z axis and a few rings of spheres centered on the panels that can change height
and radius. Fig. 2.63(a) shows a model for the 3c3d spacecraft with three rings of spheres along
the vertical panels and one central sphere along the z axis for a total of seven spheres. For the
1c5d spacecraft, none of the above models work well, so 1, 4, and 5 sphere models are made
which keep all spheres in the z = −1.5m plane. In total, 10 separate sphere and 9 separate point
models are considered for a total of 53 optimizations which are shown in Fig. 2.64. If no points are
used, the dielectric dataset is ignored because it will always give 100% error.
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Figure 2.64: Mean error of E field fitting for different sphere and point models

The first plot (Fig. 2.64(a)) shows how well different designs model the E field surrounding
the 6c1d spacecraft. Earlier analysis found that dielectrics did not need to be modeled, and this
analysis confirms that and additionally finds that that adding points actually hurts the solution. If
no points are used, the mean errors are all less than 0.2%, but if points are added they jump up
to at least 20% and sometimes almost 100%. Among the conductor-only solutions, there is very
little variation, with more spheres helping in general except for the 5 sphere model.

Moving to the 5c1d spacecraft (Fig. 2.64(b)), adding points still makes the solution worse but
not by as much as the 6c1d. Ignoring the dielectric gets errors near 0.5%, but including them gets
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errors near 5%. In general, more spheres helps, with the exception of the 5 sphere model, which
appears to be an all-around bad model regardless of the number of points used on both the 6c1d
and 5c1d spacecraft. For both of these spacecraft, one ought to ignore the dielectrics entirely.

The 3c3d spacecraft (Fig. 2.64(c)) has equal area of conductor and dielectric and has slightly
smoother behavior. Ignoring dielectrics results in mean errors near 4%, and including them can
either help or hurt this solution. For instance, including points makes the solution nearly 3 times
worse for a two sphere model, but nearly 3 times better for a 7 sphere model. For any models
with more than 3 spheres, dielectrics ought to be included. Except for the first row, more spheres
and points both help the solution. Since the columns are more distinct than the rows, one can
conclude that the number of spheres is more important than the number of points, although the
jump from 0 to 11 and 11 to 36 points is significant.

Finally, the 1c5d spacecraft mean error is shown in Fig. 2.64(d). Since this spacecraft is
virtually all dielectric, a points only solution is also considered. Both the points and only spheres
cases preform poorly with errors near 100%. For the cases with both spheres and points, the
errors are much better, and decreases as spheres and points are added. In contrast to the 3c3d
spacecraft, the rows are just as distinct as the columns, which indicates that adding points for this
spacecraft is more valuable than on the 3c3d, which makes sense since the dielectric is larger and
plays a larger part in the E field.

Overall, the two spacecraft for which dielectrics ought not be included are the easiest to model
with errors always less than 0.5%. The 3c3d spacecraft provides an intermediate case where the
number of spheres being used determines whether points ought to be used. For all spacecraft,
a model exists which keeps the average error below 1.5%, which is likely lower than other errors
expected in the system.

Many of the proposed applications of electrostatic force modeling must evaluate quickly as well
as accurately. To investigate the trade space between accuracy and time, the number of arithmetic
operations needed is found. For an MSM model with n conducting spheres and m dielectric point
charges, the number of operations N required to find the charge at each node (using Eqn. (2.161))
is

N =
2

3
n3 +

11

2
n2 − 25

6
n+ 2mn (2.170)

if using Gauss-Jordan elimination for the matrix inverse.
This measure is not the full number of computations that must occur to compute the electro-

static force or torque, but is the most time-intensive step. All other steps will involve the number of
points and spheres in both models and are therefore more difficult to include without introducing
unnecessary complexity.

The mean error function is plotted in Fig. 2.65 for all spacecraft and all models as a function of
operations, which are a proxy of computer time. The small numbers indicate which model is used
– a pair of i, j indicates a model with i spheres and j points, and the color indicates the spacecraft.
For the 6c1d and 5c1d spacecraft, only the conductor-only solution is shown since the others have
poor performance. For the other two spacecraft, all the designs are shown with lines indicating
models with the same number of spheres. Additionally, a boundary line and shading is used to
indicate the likely Pareto front.

It is now clear that the 3c3d spacecraft is the least accurate, but still has mean error below 10%
for all but one design. The 1c5d spacecraft follows a much tighter boundary and is more accurate
while requiring roughly the same computational effort. Lastly, the two conductor only spacecraft
are not strong functions of the computational effort but are very accurate no matter which model
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Figure 2.65: Mean error for all spacecraft as a function of arithmetic operations

is used. This plot, or others like it, could be used to decide which model to use for a particular
mission with known accuracy and speed constraints.
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Chapter 3

Project Conclusions

The 3-year project successfully developed novel electrostatic force and torque models that are
very fast to numerically evaluate and suitable to model electrostatic disturbances. The spacecraft
geometry is represented through a series of body-fixed conducting spheres using a technique
called the Multi-Sphere Method or MSM. The work entailed analytical, numerical and experimental
components. A new E-field matching technique provided a more robust Volume MSM or VMSM
which was applied to general three-dimensional shapes. The technique performed very well, and
we are able to demonstrated that if two objects are separated by at least 2-3 craft radii, the VMSM
technique provides very accurate electrostatic force and torque approximations with errors less
than 1-2%. The key insight is that even with very non-spherical shapes using 2-3 MSM spheres is
often sufficient to reach such accuracies.

A non-numerical electrostatic modeling approach called the Appropriate Fidelity Models (AFMs)
was developed as well. The electrostatic fields are expanded in a manner related to the multi-pole
method, but setup for a multi-spacecraft configuration. These formulations provide analytical in-
sight into the coupled multi-body forces and torques and were compared to earlier electrostatic
force models developed based on experimental and numerical data. However, the computational
efficiency was found to be less then the MSM models studied in this project. These models were
applied to high area-to-mass ratio objects, illustrating for the first time how the electrostatic torques
can create large departures on the order of 100s of kilometers. However, this perturbation is also
shown to be very sensitive to the initial orientation, as well as the exact center of charge location.
This information would be very challenging to obtain for actual space objects.

The Surface MSM or SMSM model assumes that the spacecraft surface is populated with a
homogenous distribution of equal spheres. This results in a higher number of spheres being used
compared to the VMSM technique, but it can provide much higher E-force modeling accuracies
if the craft are within 2-3 craft radii. This is of interest for high-fidelity modeling requirements, as
well as docking and close proximity operations. The project compared the SMSM technique to the
Method of Moments (MoM) method and shows how they are related. The SMSM approach can
provide a simpler setup technique if MoM tools are not available, and provides better accuracy
versus speed results. In particular, using MoM a mathematical foundation is provided that justifies
when the original homogenous SMSM technique is justified. Further, a new heterogeneous SMSM
technique is developed, as well as some hybrid SMSM-MoM techniques.

The original MSM concept was developed with the assumption that the the spacecraft has
a conducting outer surface, as well as a rigid shape. The study successfully relaxed both of
these assumptions by considering MSM models with time varying shapes or dielectric surface
components. To include dielectric surface components the MoM solver was custom developed for
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this project to generate a truth model to compare against the MSM solutions. The dielectric charge
densities are modeled through a series of point charges. Key results of this study include when
dielectric begin to significantly impact the E-force approximations, and when they can be ignored.
The dielectric MSM is studied for a prototype spacecraft shape where the surfaces are varied to
be either conducting or dielectric.

To account for time varying shapes a modified MSM formulation is hypothesized. Here the
surface is decomposed into a sequence of connected surface components. Each surface element
then has a MSM developed for it whose sphere locations are locked relative to this surface element.
As the surface deforms, the element MSM spheres thus move in a known manner. This study
demonstrates that this flexible MSM approach can successfully approximate the E-field about a
time varying shape by comparing the models to analytical answers. The fidelity can be tuned with
either the number of surface elements, as well as the order of the MSM model of an element. The
flexible MSM models were tested in vacuum chamber electrostatic deflection experiments using
charged aluminum coated Mylar sheets. The thin mylar sheet proved to be a very challenging
time varying structure to test. These objects represent our best understanding of HAMR or High
Area to Mass Ratio geosynchronous objects. With these experiments we were able to determine
that while the kilo-volt levels of charging can cause shape changes, we also observed electron
discharge events that cause sharp deflections. This illustrated just how complex the challenge is
to numerically simulate the electrostatic forces on such objects. The discharge behavior is subject
to the edge properties, as well as the dielectric mylar material between the aluminum coated outer
surfaces.

Thus, the 3-year project completed the original goals on time and on budget. The MSM mod-
els will be very useful in future research that studies charged astrodynamics and how charging
can perturb space object motion. Further, these models are also enabling new techniques being
developed to touchlessly measure the potential, as well as possibly the material properties, of a
neighboring space object using the surface response to electron radiation. The MSM models allow
us to implement faster-than-realtime modeling to study such systems, but also can be used in the
sensor processing technique.
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